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Chapter 1

Introduction

A review of the nucleori based microscopic theory of nucleon-nucleus (NA) scattering

and its applications is due in the first instance because of the developments that have

occurred within the last decade. In addition, the microscopic optical model has

progressed to a stage where a long held goal may be achieved, namely to predict

cross sections and spin observables for NA scattering with confidence that they are

correct to a high degree. A review is timely also as scattering of exotic nuclei from

hydrogen targets has been measured for energies to 70/1 MeV and new experiments are

planned for 200A to 500/1 MeV. By inverse kinematics those investigations equate to

proton scattering from the exotic nuclei with energies to 500 MeV, for which suitable

analyses can be made with the present microscopic optical potentials. The scattering

of radioactive beams from hydrogen is the most promising current means from which

one can seek a sensitive assay of the microscopic structure of exotic nuclei.

Elastic scattering is the predominant event in the interactions of nucleons with

nuclei. This process has been extensively studied over many decades both experi-

mentally and theoretically and there now exists extensive data on the scattering of

nucleons from stable nuclei. All formulations of the nuclear optical model for elas-

tic scattering have in common an allowance of flux loss from the incident beam to

non-elastic channels when energies are above inelastic and reaction thresholds. These

model formulations range from strong geometric forms to ones based upon complex

potential representations. The geometric approaches [l] remain valid anil appropriate

for high energies, typically above 1 GeV, while use of complex potential models is most

appropriate for energies below that. Those complex potential models broadly fall into

two <'lasses, the first being phenomenologically formed and the other microscopically

1
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based.

The concept of a complex optical potential as a single particle representation of

NA interactions dates at least to the study b\' Bethe [2] of neutron-nucleus cross

sections. All early optical potentials were phenomenological. Studies of that phe-

nomenology proceeded apace thereafter, culminating in attempts to prescribe global

forms for all target masses and for projectile energies typically to 40 MeV. Tabula-

tions of those potential parameters have been made [3]. Likewise there have been

a number of reviews of the topic of which those of Refs. [4, 5, 6] are a selection

that we have found useful. Phenomenological and semi-phenomenological optical

potentials are used still to interpret elastic scattering data as well as to define the

distorted waves required in DWBA analyses of non-elastic processes. Likewise the

semi-phenomenological approach has reached a very sophisticated stage. With it

data from many nuclei, for energies ranging from keV to GeV, have been analyzed

successfully [7].

It has been over 40 years since Chew [8] and Watson and collaborators [9, 10]

gave theoretical justification for the NA optical potential built in terms of underlying

nucleon-nucleon (AW) scattering amplitudes. For sufficiently high incident energies

it was supposed that those A'A interactions would be ascertained from free NN scat-

tering. Bethe [11] showed that the cross section and polarization from the scattering

of 310 MeV protons from I2C at forward scattering angles were consistent with that

conjecture. Then Kerman. McManus, and Thaler (KMT) [12] developed the Watson

multiple scattering approach expressing the NA optical potential by a series expan-

sion in terms of the free N N scattering amplitudes. Those formulations result in the

definition of an effective interaction between projectile and the target nucleons. Fes-

hbach [5] and Adhikari and Kowalski [13] give lucid reviews of these theories. They

also give many details of the NN scattering amplitudes and t matrices. However,

adequate numerical implementation of those theories of AM scattering did not follow

for quite some time, in pan due to lack of knowledge of the underlying A'A' scattering

amplitudes. To some extent this spurred study of NN phase shift analyses [14, 15]
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and the development of AW potentials.

About 20 years ago there was a watershed in the studies of AW and NA scattering.

First, reliable NN scattering amplitude and phase shift analyses [16] to the pion

threshold were made. Second the Nijmegen [17], Paris [18], and later, Bonn [19] A'A'

potentials were developed to fit those A'A7 amplitudes and phase shifts. Then the

status of the microscopic NA optical potential theories was reviewed at the seminal

topical workshop in Hamburg in 1978 [20]. Finally, experimental programs in those

years produced many and varied high quality data sets for energies to 1 GeV [21],

adding incentive to effect implementations of those theories.

This review encompasses the developments since that period. There have been

other reviews in the interim of course, since the optical model for scattering has

a central role in almost all studies of uucleon-induced reactions [4, 5, 6]. The most

recent comprehensive one on non-relativistic and relativistic optical model formalisms

and related topics for energies below 1 GeV is that of Ray, Hoffmann, and Coker [22].

Since then progress has slowed but significant steps have been made nonetheless in

understanding the importance of different effects with AW scattering in the presence

of other nucleons. The optical potential, as we consider it, uses the non-relativistic

multiple scattering theory with the AW scattering amplitudes modified from the

free AW values. Such is designated hereafter as an effective interaction. Those

modifications are caused by the two nucleons interacting within the nuclear medium

and are due to Pauli blocking and mean field effects for both projectile and bound

state nucleons. In addition, there are other effects due to the convolution of the AW

scattering amplitudes with target struci ure that require ofi the energy shell scattering

amplitudes. Also of importance is the complete antisymmetrization of the A + 1

nuclcon scattering system which leads to direct and knock out exchange amplitudes

for A'.4 scattering. The effect of such exchange amplitudes is not small at any energy

and they are a source of non-locality. That is also the case with the other medium

effecis [23].

The underlying principle of non-rchitivistic multiple scattering theories is that the
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fundamental dynamics leading to the AW potential is unaltered although medium

effects vary the NN amplitudes from what the free NN system define them to be.

There are other approaches to ascertain medium effects upon the AW potential. One

of these is to use quark-gluon dynamics directly [24]. That approach involves a lim-

ited number of open parameters whose values, very often, are constrained by chiral

symmetry. With that means, NA scattering has been analyzed allowing medium vari-

ation of coupling constants, masses, and form factors of boson exchange interactions.

However, that approach is relevant with nuclear densities significantly above nuclear

saturation as is the case in some astrophysical problems. It is very different from the

classical one that is based upon the AW t matrix and which we discuss in this review.

If one assumes that only the free AW t matrix on the energy shell is necessary

in calculations of the optical potential, the experimental NN amplitudes can be

used. But if both the on- and off-shell properties of the t matrix are important,

suitable representations of those properties are required. One of the first of such

representations for the effective interaction used a local superposition of Gaussians

or Yukawas in coordinate space (25, 26, 27]. At the same time, Love and Franey [28]

also defined an effective t matrix comprising a sum of central, spin-orbit, and tensor

components. However, their parameter values were chosen to match the then existent

AW amplitudes [16] in an energy range between 50 MeV and 1 GeV. So their force

was controlled solely by the on-shell AW amplitudes. The Yukawa form factors were

preferred since such forms were required with the suite of programs then in general

use for A'.4 scattering. Those programs were early versions of DWBA91 [29]. The

same structural form remains in use today with parameters defined to match both on-

and off-shell properties of the AW t- and y matrices as are required to use the code,

DWBA98 [30]. With DWBA98 not only can one calculate non-local microscopic

AM optical potentials, elastic scattering observables, and distorted waves, but also a

consistent evaluation of inelastic and charge exchange reactions can be made with the

same effective interaction acting as the transition operator. These calculations include

direct and knockout amplitudes for all processes. A discussion of the developments
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of this coordinate space approach to scattering is an important facet of this review.

In parallel with the coordinate space investigations, there has been an ongoing

interest in finding a rigorous treatment of momentum space multiple scattering theory

for NA scattering of which the most recent are presented in Refs. [31, 32]. The

momentum space approaches, for both non-relativistic and relativistic optical model

formulations, has been reviewed [22] and so we address what has developed since,

being concerned particularly with NN potentials and the on- and off-shell attributes

of the t- and y matrices they spawn.

To obtain the off-shell properties one relies on AW scattering theory. One such

theory involves boson exchange potentials (OBEP), potentials which are termed re-

alistic when they reproduce NN phase shifts. The most commonly used realistic

potentials are those given by groups from Nijmegen [33], Paris [18], Bonn [34], Ar-

gonne [35] and Hamburg [36]. These potentials give very similar results for all phase

shifts for energies below pion threshold. The alternative approach is to use fixed

angular momentum inverse scattering theory [37, 38]. This mathematical approach,

which produces off-shell t matrices from data [39], is also predicated upon a limiting

class of interaction potentials. It is a surprise then to find that, in their effects, the

off-shell properties of the t matrices from all of these realistic potentials differ little.

Both the direct and inverse approaches can be applied in the energy regime above

pion threshold to specify t- and g matrices on- and off-shell. For example, the

basic OBEP approaches have been extended seeking to incorporate other channel

information [40, 41, 35], and a coupled channel method for NN scattering above

threshold has been developed by Ray [42]. Alternatively, the inversion approach can

be used to specify complex NN optical potentials for such energies [43].

The nuclear target and its microscopic structure is the other assent ial element

in A'.-! scattering theory. Originally, t he structure assumed was that of a simple

independent particle model. Today refinements and extensions to the shell model

have made it possible to calculate wave functions in a large basis space allowing all,

or a large fraction of. nucleons to be active. Other approaches to structure in NA
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scattering analyses include projected Hartree-Fock methods and mean-field models.

Irrespective of what model of structure is chosen, one-body density matrix elements

(OBDME) must be specified to construct an optical potential based on the NN

interaction. To validate the wave functions obtained from the assumed structure

model, and hence OBDME, it is often necessary to analyse complementary scattering

data. Electron scattering form factors provide just such data as they reflect the target

charge and current densities that are defined by the same OBDME.

This review comprises 12 Chapters. The first is a brief outline of some formal

aspects of the nuclear optical potential and the scattering theory by which it is related

to A'A' scattering amplitudes, t matrices, and y matrices. Then follows a presentation

of the momentum space AM optical potential formed by the folding of NN t- and g

matrices with nuclear densities. Applications are discussed with the examples taken

from the works of Elster el al. [44, 45] and of Arellano et al. [46]. A folding model

defining the optical potential in coordinate space is then considered in Chapter 4.

That model presupposes an effective NN interaction to be comprised of density and

energy dependent central, tensor, and two-body spin-orbit terms. Such effective

interactions are basic for the computer codes DWBA91 [29] and DWBA98 [30] that

are the current technology to calculate and use microscopic non-local coordinate space

optical potentials. Thus in Chapter 4, we present the helicity formalism, the multipole

expansions of the effective interactions, and the particle-hole matrix elements that

underly calculations made with those programs. A key feature of both the momentum

and coordinate space formulations of the NA optical potentials are the AW t- and

g matrices. Details of those are given in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively. Therein the

on- and off-shell properties of the t- and y matrices from n-alistic boson exchange

potentials, as well as from potentials determined by inversion of phase shift data, are

discussed. To form the coordinate space NA optical potentials requires the effective

interaction in coordinate space. Thus a parameterisation scheme is needed to specify

such from t- and y matrices. A scheme that lias proven useful is discussed in Chapter

7. In fact, the effective interactions that result, when folded with nuclear structure,
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give NA potentials from which good fits are found to NA scattering data from targets

ranging from 3He to 238U, for energies from 40 to 300 MeV. The nuclear structure is

required in all cases, and so in Chapter 8, a brief discussion of those used to date in

the folding calculations is given. To confirm that the wave functions are appropriate,

they have been used in analyses of electron scattering form factors, and the results of

those analyses are discussed in Chapter 9. That validates use of those wave functions

in DWBA analyses of inelastic proton scattering and of charge exchange reactions.

With effective interactions and structure wave functions set, the folding procedure

described in Chapter 4 has been applied to analyse pA scattering from stable nuclei.

Those results are shown and discussed in Chapter 10. So also are those found by using

the folding model to analyse the elastic scattering of radio-active beams of 6>8He and
9 '"Li from Irydrogen.

There are many applications in which use of a non-local NA potential is imprac-

tical. For such cases, equivalent local potentials and approximate forms for the exact

wave functions are sought. There are several means by which these equivalent quan-

tities can be found and they are presented in Chapter 11. By equivalent it is usually

meant that the local potential gives the same scattering phase shifts as does the non-

local one. There are more approximate conditions though which can be made through

equating non-local and local Schrodinger equations by transforms on the solutions or

by finding equivalent wave number functions. Of more precise nature are the local

optical potentials developed from data by use of inverse scattering theories [37].

Finally, in Chapter 12, we consider the extension of NA scattering to inelastic

scattering and charge exchange reactions to discrete excited states using the DWBA

with the non-local microscopic optical potentials specifying the distorted waves and

the effective interactions as the transition operators effecting the excitations.
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Chapter 2

Formal theory of the nucleon-nucleus

optical potential

The optical potential for NA scattering has been reviewed in an elegant way by

Feshbach using projection operators [5j. It has also been given in some detail by

Taylor [47]. Its formulation in terms of underlying NN interactions within a many

nucleon theory, as was initiated by Chew and Watson and by Kerman, McMauus and

Thaler, is reviewed by Raj', Hoffmann, and Coker [22].

However, whatever the choice of formalism used or whatever many nucleon theory

is adopted, practical application requires low order approximations to be taken on

some facets. In the optical model approach, the many nucleon problem is reduced to

one for a single particle with the kinetic energy being that of the projectile and with

the potential energy accounting effectively for all of the complexity of the many body

system. The f/eneralised opival model includes more than the entrance channel and

so our use of the term optical potential throughout this review is to be taken as the

single elastic channel reduction.

The Feshbach formalism [48, 49] divides the Hilbert space using two projection

operators P and Q. P project s onto the elastic channel and Q on to all others. Thus

P + Q = 1, PQ = QP - 0 and Q |<I',;s) = 0. With these projection operators, the

Schrodinger equation segments as

(E~HPP)\9+) = //«,|*+>

(E

8
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Using the second equation to eliminate Q \ty) from the first gives

(E - HPP - HPQ[E - HQQ = 0 , (2-1)

where outgoing wave boundary conditions are assumed. The Feshbach formalism

reduces the many nucleon problem to an effective one body one by invoking explicitly

the ground state and transitions to other channels from the ground state with

(E-H»- <*„ \V\ *„) - (i>as \VC$V\ *,.)) |x+> = 0 . (2.2)

Thereby the single nucleon distorted wave \x+) for elastic scattering is defined. The

intermediate state propagator is complex due to pole contributions. It contains the

whole complex spectrum of many body excitations of the projectile and target nucle-

ons in bound as well as in continuum states, with

Thus the optical potential is identified by

U = UOM(E) = <*„ \V\ *„) + (*„ * , . ) .

(2.3)

(2.4)

In general it is non-local, complex, and energy dependent due to the second term.

With a local V the leading term is real, local, and energy independent. That is

so provided antisymmetrization is ignored. Multiple scattering effects are contained

within the second term. This concentration of all multiple scattering effects in the

second term is largely ineffective since realistic NN potentials are short ranged and

multiple scattering are significant. Treating them explicitly is the"leading idea be-

hind the Chew and Watson multiple scattering theory. They replace the potential in

Eq. (2.4) by the complex NN t matrix. As a result, the leading term is now com-

plex, non-local, and energy dependent. A more detailed development of its present
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implementations is given in the next two chapters dealing with the optical potentials

in momentum and coordinate space. In the simplest versions it is assumed that only

pairwise interactions between the projectile and target nucleons are important. With

the projectile tagged 0, and target nucleons tagged i,

V =) v0i - Av0i (2.5)

Furthermore, the NN t matrices are associated with the Lippmann-Schwinger (LS)

equation

(2.6)

while the NN g matrices are associated with the Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone (BBG)

equation

IJOi = VOi + VOi (2.7)

where GQ designates that medium effects such as Pauli blocking and a mean field are

included and so modifying the free NN scattering propagation. Instead of V, the

t and () matrices occur in Eq. (2.4) yielding formulations of the microscopic optical

models in the spirit of KMT. In particular we follow the developments given in the

book by Adhikari and Kowalski [13]. They use some auxiliary operators

(2.8)

and

UOM(E) = (2.9)

10
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with which a modified pA T matrix is defined by

-"OM — <A)i + </0i t^o

The Feshbach subtraction technique then yields

and

where the resolvent is that of KMT [12],

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

The optical potential itself then is the expectation value taken with the wave function

attributes of the i"1 nucleon in the target. It is still a many-nucleon problem as

evaluation requires knowledge of the excitation spectrum of the target.

Expansion of Eq. (2.13) and truncation of this series at the first term gives the

lowest order ;/ matrix approximation which has been used for projectile energies in

excess of about 40 MeV. However, other studies [7, 50] suggest that the optical model

approach has validity at even lower energies.

In a lowest order model, the complexity of the problem is reduced to a weighted

sum of one nucleon expectation values. The weights, to first order, are the shell

occupancy numbers. The resultant optical potential is still complex but that is now

due to the complex nature of the g matrix rather than higher order terms in the

expansion of Eq. (2.12). Neglecting medium effects in the </ matrix defines the /.

matrix approximation. If in addition, the antisymmetrization of the projectile and

target nucloon wave function is ignored one lias a fully off-shell tp approximation.

11
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As will be developed subsequently, the zero angular momentum transfer / =

0 component of the optical potential will be used in specifying radial Schrodinger

equations whose solutions are the distorted waves. There are also / ^ 0 amplitudes

contributing to elastic scattering from non-zero spin targets. They may yield re-

orientation amplitudes even though, generally, they are small in comparison to the / =

0 ones. A practical means of evaluation of the relevant / # 0 scattering amplitudes

uses the distorted wave approximation. This is discussed in a later chapter.

12
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Chapter 3

Momentum space optical models

In the last two decades, there has been considerable progress in implementing a

rigorous treatment of /s-space multiple scattering approaches for NA elastic scattering.

The use of intuitive approximations have been reduced significantly and many have

been eliminated [22, 51, 52, 53, 54, 31, 55, 56, 57, 58, 32]. Other degrees of freedom

such as intermediate excitation of the A, meson production, and short range QCD

effects either are effectively subsumed in the underlying AW interaction or have been

found not to play any essential role.

The energy domains of investigations can be divided roughly into regions of pro-

jectile energies. The first lies below pion threshold and it is possible to identify

therein, a low energy sector when T^ < 100 MeV and a medium energy one with

Tiab ~ 100 — 300 MeV. The other domain is the conventionally defined medium energy

sector with Tlab > 300 MeV. The review by Ray, Hoffman, and Coker [22] gives an

appraisal of non-relativistic and relativistic models mostly suitable and tested in the

highest energy domain which they demonstrate is affected by relativistic dynamics

and kinematics, telativistic phase space effects, relativistic spin rotations, and boosts

of the pair interaction into the proper reference frame. Nevertheless, many analyses of

data belonging to this second domain of energy have been analyzed using the simpler

non-relativistic treatments of NA scattering since the underlying equation of motion

is the Schrodinger or, equivalently, the LS equation. In those studies, relativistic

kinematics and two component spinor wave functions have been taken.

There is an advantage in studying NA scattering below meson production thresh-

old. For that energy domain, several high quality AW potentials now exist with which

the AW observables and phase shifts are well fit f 18, 34, 59, 60, 33, 35]. Addition-

13
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ally, quantum inversion potentials [46, 61] have been developed from the current and

extensive phase shifts SAID [15] and Nijmegen [33]. The quantum inversion method

is a rigorous mathematical method developed by Gel'fand, Levitan, Marchenko and

others for various purposes. The Gel'fand-Levitan-Marchenko integral equations are

used to continue on-shell t matrices into the off-shell domain via intermediate AW

partial wave potentials which directly enter calculations of t and g matrices [62, 63].

Thus, with this approach, the microscopic NA optical model is based solely upon

experimental AW scattering information in combination with a description of the

target ground state density.

Whatever AW force is chosen, at all energies it is important to account for the

effects of medium modification in evaluations of effective NN interactions. The pri-

mary effects are associated with off-shell t matrices, with Pauli blocking, and with

the inclusion of mean field propagation of both the projectile and target nucleons.

The treatment of antisymmetrization between projectile and target nucleons also is

required as that is a further source of non-locality in the optical models. All of these

items are indispensable in the low and medium energy optical potentials in order to

achieve quantitative results.

3.1 The full-folding t matrix approach

The central element of this approach is the spectator expansion of multiple scattering

theory. That expansion usually is based upon the Watson multiple scattering the-

ory [9. 10, 64], a paradigm of the early work of Chew and collaborators [8]. Scattering

of a projectile from a complex bound system of A identical nucleons is described by

the LS equation for the full T matrix

(3.1)

14
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where V represents the pairwise interactions between projectile and each and even'

target nucleon. Taking the A + 1 particle Hamiltonian for AM scattering to have the

form

(3.2)

the Green's function of Eq. (3.1) is

(3.3)

in which the interaction between the distinguishable projectile and target nucleon is

ignored.

When it is conjectured that the elastic scattering sub-channel of the complete T

matrix can be described by an optical model potential in a LS equation

T = U + Ugo(E)PT ,

that optical potential is defined by an integral equation,

U = V + Vgo(E)QU .

(3.4)

(3.5)

Therein the projection operators P and Q are used, with the closure being P + Q = 1.

If P is the projector onto the elastic channel then [5o>f] = 0. Based upon the

ground state equation TiA |4',i) = EA\<bA), the projection operator has the form

P = |$/l){4>/i|. With these limitations, the full elastic scattering T matrix is defined

by the integral equation

Tci = PTP = PUP + PUPGo(E)Tc] . (3.6)

The basic idea behind the spectator expansion is to order the scattering process in a

15
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sequence of active projectile-target interactions. In first order, the interaction between

projectile and target is defined in terms of AW quasi scattering amplitudes,

where

(3.7)

oi = I'O, + o; = foi - ToiQo{E)Proi

The reduced amplitudes f0, are solutions of

= Voi + VOiGo(E)foi .

(3.8)

(3.9)

For elastic scattering only PTO;P, or equivalently (<!><, |TO,|<I>/I), contribute to the op-

tical model potential. If the interactions V^ are the same for all target nucleons and

differences between protons and neutrons are neglected then the KMT equation is

recovered from the first order Watson expansion [12, 64].

The prime task is to find solutions of Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9). These equations involve

many-body effects within the target as they contain the Green's function Go{E). The

model proceeds by expanding Qa(E) yielding, in first order, the active pair Green's

function

={E + Ei - //„ - //, - W, (3.10)

where //, is the kinetic energy and Wi is a single particle mean field acting upon the

struck bound nucleon due to the other .1 - 1 nucleons present in the target. Here we

note a caveat of this expansion approach: Pauli blocking and other medium effects are

to be effectively included in Wj. Furthermore, there is no such medium effect present

for thr projectile. KMT approaches neglect this effect as well [65]. This asymmetry

is eliminated in the antisyinmetrized version of the optical model expansion [32].
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Thus the effective interaction T0, can be evaluated from the free t matrix

= vOi + v0ig0(E)f0i = (3.11)

where to. satisfies the LS equation

with the free two-particle Green's function

(3.12)

Gm = Ei-H0-Hi + it}' (3.13)

In lowest order, Eq. (3.11) reduces to fw = <<M and the spectator model then is a form

of tp approximation which neglects all medium effects. Nevertheless, it has become

customary to retain the nomenclature f0; of the advanced approach already in the

lowest order calculations used today.

Convolution of the effective interaction with the target wave function yields a

non-local AM optical potential,

U(k', fc; E) = (k' \U\ k) = ( k'$A (3.14)

This is the spectator optical model potential. If the CM. momentum of the active

pair does not change in the collision,

« (p' + 7 •p + j
(3.15)

where fc and fc' are the initial and final momenta of the projectile in the AM rest

frame and pa are the proton and neutron density matrices respectively. Using the
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variables

= k'-k, (3.16)

yields

U(q, K;E) = J2JdP (fc'> P ~\
K

12+i[)- ( 3 1 7 )

With the redefinition P + K/A —> P, which accounts for the recoil of the nucleus

differently,

A-lq „ , A-
A 2' - ! ) •

(3.18)

The amplitudes fa are needed in the AM rest system. They relate to matrix elements

in the A'Ar rest frame by

|ro| fc, P + \q - ^ = v(P, q, K) {K1 \fa\ n) ,

(3.19)

where K = (k-P-q/2 + K/A) /2 and K' = (fc - P + q/2 + K/A) /2 are the

initial and final momenta in the NN rest system. The Moeller factor //(P, q, K)

imposes a Lorentz invariant flux in the transformation from the NN to AM frame [66,

50, 67]. It is given by

r,(P,q,K) = -—rE(k')E{P - q/2 - K/A)E(k)E(P + q/2 - K/a)
(3.20)

where K(k) are relativistic kinetic energies. With these specifications the spectator
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optical model is

U(q, K;E) = ̂ 2 fdP r/(P, q, K) fo

| ) . ,3,,,

In the spectator model, the amplitudes of fa are those of the free t matrix calculated

at an appropriate energy w. This energy should be evaluated from the beam energy

and the binding energy of the struck particle so that LO is coupled to the integration

variable P. In spectator model calculations so far made, w has been decoupled from

the integration variable. In contrast, full-folding y matrix calculations include that

coupling explicitl}' [46].

The ground state density matrix is chosen from an independent particle model

which may be specified in terms of nou-relativistic [22, 51, 68] or relativistic [22, 31]

single particle equations. The density matrix is the sum over occupied orbits

(3.22)

The optical potential. Eq. (3.21), requires its transformation into a function of q and

P variables. Finally, a connection is made between density matrix and the density

profile

PM = j<iP»«(p-^lP +
 A-U

A r A 2
(3.23)

3.2 The full folding g matrix approach

In this approach, a non-local A>space optical poteniial results from a convolution

of antisyninietiized effective interaction matrix elements [32]. The potential has the
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form

U (fc', k;E)= f dp dp' (p', «o) (k
1,p' \<,(E + ca)\ fc, *Q (p, ( o) ,

(3.24)

where E and ca are projectile and bound nucleon energies. In this model, the effective

interaction is fully off-shell as it accounts for multiple scattering and contains medium

effects. The latter comprise of Pauli blocking and mean fields acting upon both

projectile and target nucleons. Eq. (3.24) contains a factorisation of target structure

and effective interaction so that this folding model approach can use infinite nuclear

matter // matrices. As with the t matrix approach, it is assumed that only two-nucleon

correlations are important and that all other nucleons provide the mean field. The

problem then is the construction of an NN propagator. For an energy u>, the BBG

equation

= V (3.25)

is the relevant two-nucleon equation. It contains a bare NN interaction I' and a

medium dependent propagator GQ(LJ). Using details that are found in Refs. [55, 56,

57, 58, 32, 46], scattering in infinite nuclear matter is specified by

(K\ K' \fj(u)\ K,K) = 6(K' - K) (K! \Y\ K)

dq'dQ'dqdQ(K',K,'\V\Q',q')

(Q'-. q |G0(w)| Q, q) (Q, q \g(u)\ K, K) . (3.26)

Conservation of total momentum by V eliminates one integral of the set in Kq. (3.26).

Then, by using relative and CM. momenta, p = K — K' and P = \(K' + K),
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Eq. (3.26) becomes

P - -p, K' \g{U)\P + -p, K) = S(p) (K' \V\ K)

dp' dq' dq <«' \V\ q') (p - \p, q' |GQ(W)| P - \p - p', q

x (p-\p-p',q\<l{")\P + \v,K) • (3.27)

The model proceeds by using Wigner transformations,

P--P,KI\<J{U)\P + -P,K) =

(3.28)

to define a reduced effective interaction g(u, P, R) and similarly to get a reduced

Green's function G(CJ) from GQ(CJ). These reduced quantities link via the integral

equation

!l(w, P, R) = V(P, R) + - ^ !dr dr'dp dp' V(P + p, R + r)G(oj,P + p, R + r)

Xf,.(r'-p-r-P')jLp.!p' |fl_!r'j . (3.29)

Arellano et al. [46] link this to the BBG y matrix so that

/ 1 1 \ 1 /*

The nuclear structure facet is specified using spectral functions such as

' — Z\ — Zo + IE

(3.30)

(3.31)

They have been used as a general scheme for practicality. In early approaches, a

symmetric interacting Fermi gas model was used to construct the spectral function

A(z). That spectral function is characterised by the Fermi momentum kp and the
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Fermi energy cp. In r-space

A,(x, y;z) = S(z - c(k, kF)) 6(£(fc, kP) - eF) .

Neglecting absorption, the dispersion relation contains a real mean field

2m

with the Fermi gas relation linking density and Fermi momentum by

p(R) = ^

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

There exist several prescriptions to relate R with the projectile and target nucleon

coordinates x and y respectively, such as R = |x + y|/2, (x+y)/2, x, y. The spectral

function in fc-space is given bj'

Ap(puqt;z) =

, (3.35)

with r = x - x'. Using P = (q, +pl)/2 and p = qx - p,, upon integration the

particle spectral function becomes

*6(z-t{P, kF(R))) 6 (c (P.. kF(R)) - €F(R)) . (3.36)

If the approximation kF(\R ± r/2|) ~ kp(lt) is used, the propagator becomes

(Q',<l\GQ(o>)\Q,q) = j^y,

(3.37)
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where

with P± = | i p ± q r | and

Q{P+,P-,kF)

Q(P+, P_, kF) = 0(f ( - tF)

(3.38)

(3.39)

The fc-space optical model of Eq. (3.24), with the g matrix approximation of Eq. (3.30),

is the sum of antisymmetrized single particle matrix elements of the effective inter-

action between projectile and target nucleon pairs. Therein, $„ and €„ are single

particle wave functions and energies and the optical potential is

U (fc', k;E) = ̂  £ I dRdP dp e'
A«-P)po (p + \p,P- \p)

4

where

Pa
\p.P - ip) = P + i p ) <!»„ (p - i

(3.40)

(3.41)

with na being shell occupation numbers. This A;-space optical potential resembles

closely that developed in r-space [25, 69, 70]. But it is a feature of this A:-space

approach that off-shell effects are treated more explicitly than in those r-space mod-

els which use instead a parameterisation of the g matrix. However, in the work of

Arellano ct al. [46], which is arguably the most complete application of the g matrix

approach in fc-space to date, several simplifying steps wore used to effect calculations.

First the interaction was assumed to be independent of R, whence the // matrix
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elements do not depend on p, thus p = 0 was used and

U(k', k-E)= f dReiR1 Y, [ P W°(R'P) <K' \f

where

Wa

:,R)\K)A

(3.42)

3.43)

Next, the single particle energy in the g matrix is approximated by an average value

and an expansion of the target density of the form

(3.44)

was used, with the relation between density and Fermi momentum in p(R) taken either

with the Slater approximation, Eq. (3.34), or with that of Campi-Bouyssy [71].

With these approximations in fc-space, a local coordinate space optical potential

can be obtained using

U(k', k, E) = j^— j dR S U(R, E) (3.45)

where

, E) = dP e (kF{R) - P) (« ' \g(E + i,K + P, R)\K)A .

(3.46)

Note however, that the results of calculations presented in the following were obtained

by Arellano et al. [46] using the complete momentum space expression, Eq. (3.42),

for the /; matrix optical potential.
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3.3 Results of calculations

The results of calculations made by Weppner, Elster, and Huber [45] for the elastic

scattering of 200 MeV protons from 40Ca and from 208Pb are shown in Figs. 3.1

and 3.2. The purpose of that study was to assess the sensitivity of elastic nucleon

scattering to the off-shell properties of NN t matrices. The optical potentials were

based upon density matrices obtained from Dirac-Hartree (DH) calculations [72].

They used NN t matrices of the Nijmegen potentials [33], the Nijm-I and Nijm-II

specifically, and of the charge dependent (CD) Bonn interaction [73]. All three t

matrix sets fit the Nijmegen pp and pn scattering data base very well. On-shell, these

t matrices are close in the energy range up to 300 MeV, but they do vary by several

percent in the partial waves. The Nijm-I potential includes a momentum dependent

non-local term while the Nijm-II is purely local in form. The 40Ca results shown in

Fig. 3.1 are compared with data taken by Meyer et al. [74, 75]. All three calculations

give very similar results with good reproduction of the differential cross section. They

give too little structure in comparison to observation for the spin observables, and

for the analyzing power in particular. The three calculated results for the scattering

from 208Pb shown in Fig. 3.2 are in even closer agreement with each other than in

the case of 40Ca. They also agree better with the analyzing power data, albeit the

differential cross-section data now is less well reproduced than in the case of 40Ca.

The AM scattering results therefore do not show much sensitivity to different off-

shell properties of the chosen t matrices. However, it has been noted [76] that AW

interactions that are on—shell equivalent do have very similar off-shell variations in

the region of the on-shell momentum.

The same cases were used previously by Elster, Weppner, and €hinn [44] taking

different density matrices for the nuclei. They used the mean fields to vary the free t

matrix to account for tin1 effect of the nuclear medium upon the struck bound nucleon.

Again many examples have been given in that paper [4<l] and we only present two.

Thus, the results of those off-shell tp calculations are given in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 for

K. Amos, et al.

Figure 3.1: The differential cross section (top), analyzing power (middle), and spin
rotation Q (bottom) for the elastic scattering of 200 MeV protons from 40Ca. The
solid lines represent the results of calculations made using the CD-Bonn t matrix,
while the dashed and dot-dashed curves depict those obtained using the Nijm-I and
Nijm-II t matrices in the folding respectively.

2C
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Figure 3.2: As for Fig. 3.1, but for 2"8Pb.
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Figure 3.3: The differential cross section (top), analyzing power (middle), and spin
rotation Q (bottom) for the elastic scattering of 200 MeV protons from 40Ca. The
solid lines represent, the results of full off-shell t/j calculations made using the full
Bonn interaction I matrix, while the dashed curves depict results obtained in the
optimal factorisation approximation.

200 MeV proton elastic scattering from 40Ca and 208Pb respectively. Therein the full

Bonn interaction [19] was used to specify the .\'N t matrices which were then folded

with the DH density. The solid curves give the full results while those displayed by the

dashed curves were found with the optimal factorisation approximation. Essentially

the same results were found when a Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov density matrix was

used. The calculated results are very similar and now the spin observables found

are in good agreement with the data. But the cross sections are noticeably less well

reproduced liv these calculations than by those of the later study [45] discussed above.
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Figure 3.4: As for Fig. 3.3, but for 2O8P1>
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The prime problem with the off—shell tp approximation is that the medium mod-

ification of the projectile properties and the full treatment of exchange scattering

amplitudes are very important. In momentum space calculations these have been

taken into account in the </ matrix folding calculations of Arellano et al. [32, 46].

That study [46] sought to identify the scope of the effects of off-shell differences in

interactions in A'A scattering. To do so they ensured that the (two) different starting

NN interactions were, as far as possible numerically, phase equivalent over a wide

energy range. They chose the full momentum space Paris interaction [18] to define

all ArAr channel phase shifts to 1 GeV which were then used in the Gel'fand-Levitan-

Marchenko inversion to specify local energy independent interactions in all important.

AW scattering channels [77, 63]. By construction those inversion potentials have the

same on-shell t matrices as the Paris interaction between 0 and 1 GeV. A few degree

differences were allowed with the phase shifts of the 3£>i channel above 300 MeV

to ensure numerical smoothness in the inversion. Thus these two interactions, the

Paris and the Paris inversion, are phase equivalent and any differences they provide

in calculations should arise from the intrinsic dynamics of the potentials off-shell.

The Paris and Paris inversion g matrices were used to calculate off-shell gp optical

potentials for proton scattering from '"'Ca and 2U8Pb with energies between 40 and

500 MeV. The bound state properties and densities were those used in Ref. [32]. All

resulting scattering observables found with the two ArA' interactions are very close.

The differences in cross sections and analyzing powers are of the same size as those

between the results found later by Weppner et al [45] using the Nijmegen and CD

Bonn forces. It is to be concluded that, whatever the origin of interactions, as long

their on-shell values are in very good agreement, their off-shell properties are very

similar in the region of importance for NA scattering.

The inversion scheme is designed to work with phase shifts given from data analysis

and a set of inversion potentials were obtained using the SM94 NN phase shifts [14;.

Thus the Gel'fancl-Levitan-Marclieuko inversion process is a mediating method by

which A'Ar and .V.4 scattering can be connected independent of a specific model pre-
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scription of AfA' scattering. Arellano ci al. [46] used two /; matrices in full folding

calculations. The first g matrix was specified from the potentials obtained by inver-

sion of the phase shifts of the Paris interaction; values which are not exactly equal

to SM94 ;VA' phase shifts. The second g matrix was built from the inversion poten-

tials that were found by using the SM94 data. Results of the g folding calculations

made using these two forces are epitomised by those shown in Fig. 3.5 wherein the

cross sections and analyzing powers for the elastic scattering of 200 and of 300 MeV

protons from 40Ca are presented. The solid curves give the results obtained using the

potentials found by inversion of the SM94 phase shifts. The dashed curves are those

obtained using the Paris inversion potentials. Again the differences between the two

calculations are not great and the results are in quite good agreement with the data

to cross-section values of a few tenths of a mb/sr.

Likewise the results of the two calculations agree to a few percent at lower energies.

Typical values are shown in Fig. 3.6 wherein is displayed the elastic scattering cross

section and analyzing power from the scattering of 40 MeV protons from 40Ca. The

level of agreement with actual data is as good as at higher energies for angles to 80°

which typically is the range shown for most calculations.

An important point for momentum space folding models made by Arellano et

al. [46] is that the choice of A'.V interaction, defined to fit A'A' scattering data below

pion threshold while disregarding the higher energy behavior, is unlikely to be a

realistic candidate to describe the A;A' interaction within the nuclear medium at

medium energies.

The results of calculations for 400 and 500 MeV protons from 40Ca are shown in

Fig. 3.7 where they are compared with the data from Refs. [78, 79]. Again the solid

curves give the results obtained using the potentials found by inversion of the SM94

phase shifts, while the dashed curves are those obtained usin^ the Paris inversion

interaction. The results obtained using the Paris interaction do not fit the data,

neither for A?A' scattering nor lor A'.4 scattering. On the other hand, by construction,

the SM94 inversion potential icproduces the experimental A'A' phase shifts and the
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Figure 3.5: The calculated and measured differential cross sections and analyzing
powers for 200 and 300 MeV proton elastic scattering from 40Ca.
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Figure 3.6: The calculated and measured differential cross sections and analyzing
powers for 40 \4eV proton elastic scattering from 40Ca.
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Figure 3.7: As for Fig. 3.5, but for 400 and 500 MeV protons.
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NA results obtained using // folding are in agreement with the 400 and 500 MeV cross

sections and analyzing powers. This indicates that a quantitative description of NA

data is a direct consequence of a quantitative description of NN data given that the

microscopic treatment linking the two has been established. This holds for all other

realistic potentials, and not just the Paris, as they all break down above 300 MeV.

The complexity of the interaction dynamics in boson exchange potentials proves to be

less relevant so far than their failure to reproduce on-shell NN properties. A further

benefit of using inverse scattering theory to specify NN potentials is that it can be

used to define those potentials at any time from the then best available phase shifts.

Such phase shifts analyses extend presently to about 2 GeV for which no realistic

boson exchange potential exists.
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Chapter 4

Coordinate space optical model

The conventional coordinate space approach to study elastic NA scattering is a phe-

noinenological one in which it is assumed that the scattering wave function satisfies

a Schrodinger equation containing a local and energy dependent potential.

r; E) + U(r; ; E) = EX
(+)(r; E) . (4.1)

But from the foregoing discussion, one can anticipate that the potential U(r; E) should

be non-local as well as energy dependent. Indeed, non-local potentials do result from

microscopic treatments based upon NN interactions.

Manweiler [25] was one of the first to use a </ folding model of the optical potential

in coordinate space. He applied that model to analyse pA elastic scattering data

for proton energies up to 40 MeV. The non-local character of the potentials were

assessed and found to be consistent with the bound state Ilartree-Fock (HF) potentials

specified by Negele [80]. albeit supplemented by an imaginary term. Manweiler found

for the continuum systems that Negele's observation on bound systems remained

valid, namely that the local equivalent to a strongly non-local but energy independent

potential is strongly energy dependent. Further he noted also that the caveat of

Negele and Vautherin [81] that the density matrix should not be replaced by the

density profile, remained true for scattering. Brieva and Rook [82, 83] follow this

approach closely.
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4.1 The folding model of the optical potential

In practical applications, one uses the real and imaginary NA optical potentials cal-

culated to first order in NN t or g matrices as effective interactions. The essential

difference in approach to those described in the previous chapter is that an effective

NN interaction in coordinate space is parameterised such that its plane wave matrix

elements reproduce as best possible the on- and off-shell properties of those t and g

matrices.

Historically, there was concern that no such parameterisation scheme could be

designed to guarantee sufficient accuracy in reproduction of all the important on- and

off-shell properties of the t and g matrices. The first of such parameterisations did

not have that specifically in mind as it was designed to be a significant improvement

on the then existing transition operators for inelastic scattering processes. Thus, at

the time, it was a surprise to find that parameterisation led to folding models of the

optical potential that gave very good results for elastic scattering [20, 84].

The original parameterisation [20, 84] used a potential ansatz of superpositions of

Gaussian or Yukawa form factors. With that ansatz, the strengths of those form factor

terms had to be energy and density dependent. The parameterisation scheme was

simple and based directly upon radial wave functions of the LS and BBG equations.

Later the fitting procedure was altered to directly map large sets of values of on- and

off-shell t and g matrix elements [85]. A key feature of this scheme is that the form

factors remain local and of the form of superpositions of Yukawas as such is required

with the programs of import for analysis of elastic, inelastic, and charge exchange

read ions, DWBA91 and DWBA98 [29, 30].

With n, being shell occupancies of (he target, the optical potential in coordinate
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space can be defined by

U(r, r'; E) = S(r - r') ] T Ui f cp*(s) gD(r, s; E) <pi{s) ds

= UD(r;E)6(r-r') (4.2)

where the subscripts D, E designate the direct and exchange contributions, respec-

tivefy. The coordinates r and r ' are projectile coordinates and the summations are

taken over the occupied bound single particle states. The basic ingredient in this

approach is the choice of the direct and exchange g functions which are mixtures of

the A'A' channel terms of the effective NN interaction. In principle they should be

evaluated in the finite system studied using the most detailed structure information

of the target available. To date this is impractical. It suffices to assume that they can

be defined locally in terms of the parameterised AW interaction for the appropriate

energies and at densities related to those from infinite nuclear matter systems, i.e.

9D/B = - r'|; k} ; E (4-3)

Ignoring spin attributes temporarily, with this form of an optical potential the

Schrodinger equation for elastic scattering is

!_V2
x<+>(r, k) + [E- UD(r; E)) X

M(r.. k) = f UE(r, s; E) X
(+)(s, k) ds ,

(4.4)

where the Coulomb potential, usually that of a uniformly charged sphere, is included

in the direct term. Using standard partial wave expansions the radial Schrodinger
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equations have second order integro-differential form,

r ' . (4-5)

This reduces to an uncoupled system of equations for a target with angular momentum

J = 0, for which 7 = 0 only. Likewise for nuclei with J ^ 0, by considering only the

7 = 0 contributions, one obtains a similar uncoupled set of equations. Collectively

they are

It
2/i

(4.6)

The program suite, DWDA91 and DWBA98 [29, 30] evaluate the S matrix elements

from solutions of those uncoupled integro-difierential equations. For nuclei with .7 /

0, 7 5̂  0 contributions evidenced in Eq. (4.5) are also evaluated in those programs

using a distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA). Technical details of these suite

of programs are given next.

4.2 The helicity formalism

The distorted wave for relative motion of a nucleon on a nucleus expanded in partial

wave form is

jm
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where u is the spin projection of the in-going nucleon taken for an arbitrary axis and

u' is its projection on the same axis at the point r . Choosing this quantisation axis to

be in the direction of k leads to an equivalent expansion in terms of the two helicities

A where the two helicity functions |^A) have projections A = ± | along an axis parallel

to r [86]. The two spin representations link by the rotation matrix relationship,

•G), (4.8)

where (<fir,9r,<J>T) are the Euler angles between the [k] and [r] frames. The relation-

ships between spherical harmonics and rotation matrices then give

A'i+)(fc^)=^4=: (4.9)

and the radial helicity functions are given by

= i(M)I [fl=j_l/3J(kr)

(4.10)

These functions depend explicitly upon the helicity and so do not have a well defined

parity. Thus one must define the outgoing wave by using the same transformations

as well. This gives

^ r . Or,

(4.11)

vhere

(4.12)

At this point it is conveiiH'iit to develop the DWBA matrix elements for scattering.

in
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In the DWBA, scattering properties from a process in which the target nuclear states

change from <!>./< A/, to $>jfMf are determined from scattering amplitudes

(4.13)

where

f, fc,-) =

M)|. 'W,, |« '^ ,(1,2,-•• ,

with glrans in the pairwise interaction approximation being of the form

fitrans = E Utrans(Oi)Aoi i
t= l

, (4.14)

(4.15)

A being the antisymmetrization operator. These amplitudes may be defined for nu-

cleons having helicities i/;, u/ quantized in the directions of the incident and emergent

particle momenta fc,, kj and the normalization is chosen so that the differential cross

section is given by

1da
(19. 2(2,11 + 1)

(4.16)
VJ,MJ\V. A/,

As the NN transition operator </trans involves the projectile (emergent) nucleon, it is

effectively a one-body operator in the space of the ,4-nucleon target states. Therefore

with a cofactor expansion the nuclear states,

I*,*(1,2, • • • , -4)) = 4 = E "<> 1*^(1,2, • • • , A)) |*o(l)> , (4.17)

which lead to one body density matrix elements (OBDME),
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being present in scattering amplitudes. These quantities will be discussed later in the

chapters on nuclear structure and electron scattering. The equivalence of all target

nucleons allows (/(rans = Ag(01) so that for protons scattering from target nucleons

given with isospin projection £, the scattering amplitudes, Eq. (4.14), become

"" 0'. m, h -rm\l- N) fl%mimhmi (fc/, ki) , (4.19)

where a r e NN direct plus exchange scattering amplitudes,

/«»( — .

(4.20)

Adapting the initial and final scattering states to have helicities defined with respect

to the direction of the incident particle for the initial state and to the direction of the

outgoing particle for the final state, specifies the two helicity formalism. A similar

formalism can be used for the target and hence the reaction may be described by a

matrix with different frames for the initial and final states. Time reversal invariance

is expressed with a minimal number of different matrix elements and the observables

defined by tensor notations in these two frames can be obtained quite simply [87].

The bound state of a spiu-j particle with orbital angular momentum /, total

angular momentum j , and projection m on the quantisation axis, is defined in the

helicity formalism (88, 89] by.

\rdjm) = (4.21)
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with

(4.22)

There |A) is the spin eigenfunction projected along the direction (0,0, i/>) and /,,/j(r)

is the radial function normalised according to

f
Ja

(4.23)

All references to the orbital angular momentum have disappeared in this description

of the bound state, but now there are two radial functions ^±l,2 which are equal to

within a sign for an}' state of well-defined parity.

Thus the AW scattering amplitudes involve expectation values of an effective A'Ar

interaction (#tr(ms) with bound and scattering wave functions. Further development

must allow for antisymmetrization of the NN product states and for tensor charac-

teristics of the effective interactions. The matrix elements of the DWBA scattering

amplitudes, as well as the overlaps that will specify the optical potentials for imcleon

projectiles and spin zero components of all possible angular momentum transfer terms,

require use of multipole expansions of the effective interactions.

4.3 Multipole expansion of the effective interac-

tion

If no spins are involved or their presence is ignored, an A'A' interaction can lie ex-

panded around the origin as

sO) . (4.24)
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There are relationships between inultipoles that are linked to the Fourier transform

of V(T), namely

W(q) = feiqrV( r)dr

Vt(r,,r2) = -

For spin-j particles, the above generalizes to

V(l ,2)=

(4.25)

, (4.26)

where (0i,0i,</>i) describes a co-ordinate system with 2-axis in the direction of ri

and (</>2,#2, *fa) a second system having its z-axis in the direction of r2. Note that

the summed result is independent of the angles tp\ and ip2-

Some symmetry properties of the two-body force also are required in this devel-

opment. To study their consequences, it is simplest to choose the axis of quantisation

in the direction of r i together with a frame of reference for particle 2 given by the

Euler angles (0,0,0). As a result,

The action of the parity operator P gives the symmetry

but time reversal invariance depends on the nature of the operators and is fulfilled if

(4.29)
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where r; = — 1 for any element involving a derivative operator or with any element

that is odd under permutation of A and A'. It is +1 otherwise.

For an NN interaction, there are a priori 16 helicity amplitudes for each value of

J and a two-body form factor could be associated with them. Conservation of parity

reduces that to an independent set of just 8 while under time reversal invariance

10 of the 16 are even; six of those 10 are parity invariant. Finally one needs to

ensure invariance under particle exchange, and with all three symmetries invoked,

the properties can be represented by Kronecker products of 2 x 2 matrices in the

space of the helicity for each particle, i.e.

(4.30)

The first two of these four innately satisfy the parity condition of Eq. (4.27), while

the two other have odd parity. Thus, if parity conservation applies, these two kinds of

elementary matrices cannot be mixed and the two-bod}' interaction can be separated

into even and odd parity parts. The even parity part has the structural form

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

- 1

0

0

1

0

- 1

1

0

aJ(l,2)

+ b'J(l,2)

and the odd part has the form

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

//(1,2)

(•'(1,2)

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

09
0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0
(4.31)

+ e'J(l,2)

- 1

0

0

1

0

1

- 1

0

vy

(•?!

- 1

0

- 1

0

0

1

0

1
+ /'(1,2)

- 1

0

0

1

0

1

- 1

0

0

-l

0

1

- 1

0

— 1

0
. (4.32)

Under time-reversal invariance, a,c,d,e, and / must be expressed in terms of lime-
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reversal invariant operators, and b must change sign. Consequently b vanishes for a

local interaction.

As the absolute value of the magnetic quantum numbers of the reduced matrix

element must be less or equal to J some two-body form factors vanish for J = 0,

notably

= e'0(l,2) = (4.33)

For a spin-independent central interaction as in Eq. (4.24), the multipoles are

given in the helicity notation by

aJ = Vj(rur2), bJ = cJ = 0, dJ = eJ = fJ = 0 . (4.34)

A consequence is that the odd parity terms vanish. On the other hand, for a central

interaction component such as V(\r\ — r2|){<ri • <r2}, one finds

fJ = (4.35)

Thus as the central element in any .VA' interaction involves just the unit and {<TI-<T2}

operators, in the helicity formalism for this one need consider just four basic operators.

They are (/, ax) for the even part and (—az, —iay) for the odd part of the force. The

magnetic quantum numbers of the rotationally reduced matrix element in Eq. (4.27)

me (0,0) for aj and </', (0, ±1) for / / and eJ, and (±1, ±1) for cJ and fJ. To compute

l he expression o l l ' d r , -r2|){cri-<T>} it is necessary to express cr\<j-2 in terms of these

matrices, taking into account that <T\ must be expressed with an axis of quantisation
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along ri and <x2 with quantisation along r2. Using the components a1, <T°, and <7~'

gives

(4.36)

which when multiplied by l ' ( | r i - r 2 | ) as specified in Eq. (4.24), gives

(4.37)

in which the strength is

VJ = K t ( r , , r 2 ) (L01 i | J i> (L0
ijl.

(4.38)

The symmetry relations of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients mean that the L = ,1

terms reduce to

(4.39)

where the Kronecker product of two-dimension matrices is twice that used in the

definition of the coefficient c:' in Eq. (4.35). The factor of £ is simply the square of

a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. (.7 01 1| J I)2 specificallj*. For terms with L =£ ,/ the

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients with opposite magnetic quantum numbers are equal and

they can be expressed with a° and a' + <r~' to obtain dJ, eJ. and fJ of Eq. (4.35).

Note that the matrices in Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32) are not the spin-j Pauli matrices but

simply a convenient way to span the helicity space. However, for a spin dependent

interaction which does not involve the identity matrix, there is no identity matrix in

the helicity representation and a' = bJ = 0.

The two-body scalar interaction is expressed conveniently in two-body spin and

isospin channels. The interaction is cast in terms of K(.s=o,7vi>)> '(5=I.T=O); '''(s=o,r=i).
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and l''(S_]T-=i). The isospin will be considered later. However the foregoing formalism

remains in force as with S = |(<Ti + cr?) the eigenvalue of {<Ti • cr2} is - 3 for 5 = 0

and 1 for S = 1. Therefore, the interaction in this form can be identified by

V?.s=oi = V-l'(S=O)

»'(S=.) =

— <7 , • c r 2

3 + <Ti • IT2

with a similar prescription for the isospin.

(4.40)

In the helicity formalism, the multipole expansion of a tensor interaction follows

by using the form

Vu-.n, = V(\rt - r,|) {3[<7, • (r, - r2)] [er2 • (r, - r-2)] - (r, - r2)2[<j, • <r2]} .

(4.41)

This is the usual form of the tensor interaction multiplied by (ri — r2) J . This inter-

action has even and odd parity parts, with the even part identified by

= bJ{l,2) =

cJ(l,2) =

2J + 3

2 J + 1

27 - 1
0.1 + 1

(4.42)
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The odd part of the tensor interaction has

J(J-l)
) 1 J-*

. 14J2 + 14J - 10,, , ,
1 > r 2 ) + (2 J - l ) (2 J + 3 ) K ' ( r i i r i )

l)(2J + 3)

+ rlr^J{J + X)[{2j:
1-{lJ + l)VJ.2(rur2)-

(2J-1)(2J

lOJ-9

Vj{rur2)

( 4 - 4 3 )

Next we consider the relative spin-orbit interaction in the form

= -V (|r, - r2 |) [(r, - r2) x i (V, - V2)] •

d 1 d

-j-r, x (r2 x L2) + - j r 2 x (r, x L,) • (o-fH- <r2) .r
2
 ri J

(4.44)

This specification differs from that given previously [88] and [90] which contains an

error. Following the -ibove procedure, the helicity mullipoles for the odd parity part

-19
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of this interaction are given by

fJ[T-
8(2J-

(2J + 1) (^j V

4(57+1) (4"45)

The coefficients ajj, will be defined later in the specification of particle-hole matrix

elements. For the even part of this spin-orbit interaction however, the multipoles are

given by

= -« 'V - o I — + —2 8 \r2 ri . 1+ 1 0 r , 1 ^ +
2J +1

6J(1,2) = 6/(1,2)+ 6^(1,2)

The multipole bJ(l, 2) is the sum of a derivative term,

(4'46)

+ 5 ( j - j ) («•"'-• +«Kr.i)] . («')

and a term that is odd under permutation of ji and j2 with jj and j ' 2 ,
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The coefficients Kj are also specified later in the development of particle-hole matrix

elements. Note that the weight coefficients c\ = 7 + 1 and c2 = ./ become C\ = 7 - 1

and c-2 = 7 + 2 if the form of the radial functions used in the past are r times the

ones taken here.

As a consequence, for a natural parity excitation effected by the two-body spin-

orbit force, the multipole operator has the general form

= A{r) + B(r)

+ B2{r)(tii + Kf) + A2{r

+ \A»(r) + Bt(r)
1
 f{Ki-Kf)\±, (4.49)

while for unnatural parity excitations, they take the form

,,s(r) = C(r) + D(r)-
1

= (Ki + Kf) + Ci{r)-
1

/ 7 ( 7 + l ) ' ' " " •- '7(7 +

The spin-orbit interaction only contributes to S = 1 channels.

(4.50)

It may be appropriate in nuclear transitions to allow the effective A'A' interaction

to have a form that includes quadratic spin-orbit (L• S)2 and L2 components to more

accurately reflect the energj' and channel variations of the underlying NN g matrix

in the scattering theory. As with the tensor and spin-orbit interactions, the quadratic

spin-orbit interaction is effective only in S = 1 channels. The L'2 interaction, on

the other hand, influences results in both S = 0 or S = 1 channels. Also one need

consider two terms with this L2 force, namely £21 and L2 (cr, • o^). From these two

terms, equivalent interactions in the form £2(s=o) ai'd £"(s=i) may be obtained using

the developments with the central force given above.

The multipole expansions of all of these interactions, gcnerically denoted by the
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superscript (x), can be expressed in the form,

rxdr2 dr2

\r2j dr.t ^ \rx) drx dr2

E ctv, Q) + E ctvL + E Civ,. ( |̂

with the constraints,

'i = -Cl; - C[\ D\ = -C}{ - C'{, D'/ = - C

(4.51)

(4.52)

There are a number of inter-relationships between these multipoles, and specifi-

cally there exists a zero condition on certain summations,

* = El

= 0 . (4.53)

and there are symmetries under permutation of the two particles, from which

(4.54)

In addition, in the natural parity case, the summations over L and V lire con-
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strained to involve

= J-2,J,J + 2, L > 0 , and V = J - 1, J + 1 V > 0 .

(4.55)

In the unnatural parity case, there is a simple useful expression for the operator L2,

namely

1 1
• VJ+l - - i + - i

8J(J + 1

x [j(J + 1) + a/lj; (l - a/,,,)] [j(J + 1) + o^. (l - aQ) (4.56)

and the sums are restricted (with L, V > 0) in the (L • S)2 case, by

L= J-l, J + l, and L' = J - 2, J, J+ 2 ,

while in the L2(<Ti • <JI) case they are

(4.57)

L = J - 3 . J - l , J + l, J + 3, andZ/ = J - 2, J, J + 2. (4.58)

Then with

(4.59)

the interaction generates very complex forms of particle-hole matrix elements. Therein

two form factors involve double derivatives, the second of which is scaled by an a co-

efficient. There are also six form factors which involve single derivatives with the

last five scaled by factors a, a2, a/3, 0, and (a2 — l)/3. Finally one "finds twelve form

factors for natural parity cases, and ten for unnatural parity ones, that do not involve

derivatives. The first six of those terms contain the coefficients specified above while

the the others contain terms with (32.
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Thus with the multipoles of these special forms of interaction, computation of

particle-hole matrix elements fJ involve operators characterised by

(4.60)

with the condition m + n — p — q = 0. Note that the parity of every term in the form

Eq. (4.60), defined by the change r\ —> —rj, is

(4.61)

Also, in particle-hole matrix elements, the geometric coefficient for every such term

exists only if L > 0 and involves

QL,inl(J)
(4.62)

where Pi,,nj and QL,,,,( are polynomials. For the interactions discussed, the denomi-

nator polynomial Qt,int(J) is a product of simple terms like (2 J + n) and/or (J + n).

On the other hand, the numerator polynomial Pt,,n((J, a^.,, 01.,, aJ-2J,, 0j2j,) accord-

ing to the selected interaction, is one of any degree in J and up to the sixth degree

in the a and the /?. But it is limited to the fourth degree for each particle. It is lim-

ited as well to the coefficients listed above for the non-derivative form factors. This

complex dependence can be rewritten in terms of the 11 coefficients X; to facilitate

evaluations. Note also that there is a symmetry between the multipole for L = J + n

and that for L = J - n, namely if Cf+n = /,,,i(J), then C/"" = -/„,<(- J - 1).

There is a useful procedure by which computation of the helicity multipoles of

such complicated interactions can be achieved in terms of simpler ones. Suppose the

task is to compute the particle-hole matrix elements of an interaction of the form

V(\ri-r,\) 14(1,2) Vj,(l,2) where 14(1,2) and 14(1,2) are two interactions with
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which one can associate known elements

,n'7,,n, ,m2

- r2|) 14(1,

-m'2 |JA/>

m2) , (4.63)

which has a radial dependence through V (\rs - r2 |), and

in\ ,in'2,Tni ,tii2

01 m1, j , - m, | J A/) (j2 m2j'2 - m'2\ J M)

x 01 m', j 2 m2 |V;( 1,2)| j , m, j 2 m2) , (4.64)

which has no interaction radial dependence so that it is purely an L = 0 particle-hole

matrix element. Therefore, for chosen states |jimi) and \j27n2), the possible li^m,)

and |.?2m'2) are very limited. The complete particle-hole matrix elements then can be

expanded as

0", m\ j'2 m'2 \V (|r, - r2|) 1^(1, 2 1, 2)| j , m, j2 m2)

k. - r2|) 14(1, 2

(4.65)

from which one has

The values of (j",j2') arc limited to the values (.'/'p J2) l n a < a r e compatible with (j\,j2)

through the constraints embodied in Eq. (4.64).
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The expansion of particle-hole matrix elements within the helicity formalism are

now discussed. Such matrix elements are involved not only in the specification of the

optical potentials but also in the DWBA amplitudes for inelastic and charge exchange

scattering calculations.

4.4 Particle-hole matrix elements

Using the helicity formalism for both the interaction and for bound particle and hole

states, the antisymmetrized particle-hole matrix element expands as

(- l)*-» '+J-5-»i 01 m\ h - mi\J M) <j2 rn.j, - m 2 | J M)
fn'1,ni'3,rni,»i2

01'"'il {:'hm[2\ l / ( ! .

- fJ, , -

\h"i2) - \J2'm2) |.7i

{ J2 J2 J'

where the order of the single particle states gives the designation of the coordinates

1 and 2 and the NN multipole elements are

1 II I

y A', A] — A, - A i J y A2 A2 - A'2 - A 2 J

J I 2 ' l 2 '

The direct particle-hole elements fJ involve only multipoles with the ./-value to which

the particle and the hole are coupled.
For numerical implementation it is useful to note that the geometrical coefficient
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in Eq. (4.68) reduces to

GU = (-l
/', J

and even more simply

GU = (-i
- i 0 i

2 U 2

for elements diagonal in the helicity space of particle '1 ' .

At this point it is useful also to define an expansion coefficient

= (- l)"+^ (j, + i

= Kji +

where

„, = (-!)•'+'.+''. =
- 1

if parity = (-1) J

if parity = (-1) J +

(4.70)

(4.71)

(4.72)

and Kj is the eigenvalue of (/ • a + 1). It is also the quantum number of the two

component radial Dirac equation [91] which may be written as

4-
dr

—
dr

= {E-m-V)F

= (E + m-V)G. (4.73)

These coefficients were introduced pieviously in defining the radial multipoles of the

spin-orbit and I? forces. With this specification of the elementary matrices, the sum

K. Amos, et al.

on the helicities of one particle involves two terms. Taking into account the relative

signs of the two components as given by Eq. (4.22), the geometrical coefficient reduces

to

where r\ in this case is the symmetry of the matrix. Thus there are two kinds of

particle-hole matrix elements, those for natural and those for unnatural parity.

In the natural parity matrix elements, for which /[+/', + J is even, all contribution

comes from the even parts of the interaction multipoles, giving

>>i'i = G-'• •. f3I3' J

'•>; = GJ -, f3l3i J 1,2) +

= ^(2,D P^,

^==^(1,2) % , ( - - , ) * , (4.75)

which correspond respectively to macroscopic model transition form factors with

AL = AJ, AS = 0 and AS = 1.

With the unnatural parity matrix elements, /] +l\+J is odd, and all contribution

comes from the odd parts of the interaction multipoles, giving

CJju\ _

DJhA =

dJ(l,2) + —=3lJ' e'J(2,l)\ p,-,-.
y/J(J + 1) J ' ' '

, (4.76)

whicli are a mixture of transition form factors with AS = 1 and AL = AJ ± 1 In

Eqs. (4.75) and (4.76), for simplicity the states product

PhJ,(r) = /n2/,«(rl)/«il|Ji( (.1.77)
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has been introduced. With these terms, the particle-hole matrix elements become

*~-'-*-M(c)+*(») (4.78)

where A and D are to be used for the natural parity cases and C and D for the

unnatural parity cases.

4.5 The distorted waves

Consider the total wave function of the scattered particle and the target in the form

M'(r;l,2,-..,.4) = - ^ fljU(r) ; 1, 2 • • • , A) (4.79)

where

A , S J , y M ( r ; 1, 2, • • • . A) = i< (j m I rn'\ .1 M) Y , " . ( r ) * ; M ( 1 , 2, • • • , A)

(4.80)

are the target-spin-angular functions involving a target state <I>/M(1, 2, • • • , A) and

the spin s(= ̂ ) of the incident nucleon. The projectile spin-angular functions, are

defined bv

\jm) = Y,™. = 2 ^ (/ /< *a\ j m) Ylft(r) |s,
;«7

(4.81)

The radial equations for the distorted waves fiju(r) then are obtained by projecting

the complete .4 + 1 nucleou Schrodinger equations,

(4.82)
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on all of the functions Aisjjj^(r, 1,2, ••• ,.4). In this process, the values of J, M, and

the parity are conserved and the number of coupled equations is limited and depends

upon the spins of the target states taken into account. For nucleon projectiles, the

coupled equations split into two sets, one for positive and the other for negative

parity. In each, the total number of coupled equations essentially is X],(2/; + 1) for a

sufficiently small value of J. Those equations have the form, with m, now designating

the reduced mass,

2rhk,

/•CO

Zph (2Jpll

'i LJ JV

: * t * * «

(4^83)

wherein 7/, is the relevant Sommerfeld parameter and Zpl' are the scaled OBDME as

defined in Eq. (4.18). The functions f^ijjjjllh(i-) and f^iiJiJI>Jt,{r., r') are derived from

particle-particle matrix elements by limiting the inferred integrations. To distinguish

clearly the angular momenta, the value of the total spin J has been written as ./„,.

Note that the helicity radial functions described by Eq. (4.10) have not been used in

this specification. The direct potential term in the right hand side of Eq. (4.83) takes

the form

i ^ ^ W = £ (-l)A-™*+*-™, (jpmpJl, -mnlJ^M) ^,m,h -mj\Jpt,M)

x J dr j dr1 tijmj(r)\ (np lpjp mp(r') \V(r', r)\nh /„ h m,,(r')) \j,m,(r)), (4.84)

where \nljrn) represents a complete bound stale wave function but. \jm) is just ihe

spin angular part of scattering function as specified in Eq. (4.81). In fact, the result ing

expression Eq. (4.84) is symbolic because, for ./,,,, / 0 or odd parity, it represents ihe
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operator

(4.85)

The /i(r) term exists in the even parity case also if there is a spin-orbit component.

So also does h(r) if there is an L2 or an ( L < T I ) ( £ « T 2 ) component in the interaction.

The /2(r) element exists also for Jvi, = 0 with an L2 component in the interaction.

For the exchange term in the second member of Eq. (4.83), the radial dependences

of the bound states must be separated from their spin-angular parts using

\nljrn) = ip,ltj{r) \jm) , (4.86)

to find

JU3i*j3}3h3i>\ ' ' / J V / \rnj,lj,jp\ ) mulish \ J f

x (jp mv 3h ~ mil I Jvh Â > O't m t i j - mj I */,,/, A/)

x Udrjdf' (iJmi(r)|(v^(^O|Vr(r\r)U/(m,,(r))|i,mi(r'))] - (4.87)

As with the direct term, this expression of the exchange term is symbolic in that it

may have the operator form

according to the character of the NN interaction. Therein, /0(r, r') «an include up to

second derivatives and /i(r. /') up to first derivatives with respect to r' on ¥>«,,/,,.,,,(»*')•

With Ij(r) designating solutions to Eqs. (4.83), their as\inptotic values cast in
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terms of regular and irregular Coulomb functions, have the form

Mr) f, k,r) + C) /; k,r) ,; ksr)}

=> SifFlf(Tit; k,r) + C) [Glf(T)f; kfr) + i (4.89)

Matching logarithmic derivatives of the solutions of the radial equations to those of

these asymptotic functions at large radius specify the coefficients (?}. The C'f with

are symmetric under exchange of i and / as can be shown using Wronskian relations.

Reforming the partial wave equations as

^r') Mr') dr'

= - E [ Jo°° wa(r' W)dr]

enables the scattering matrix elements of {C} for the coupled channels to be expressed

as

C? = C?%o -J^ >E '\dr

(4.91)

where ,9;(r) are solutions of the uncoupled equations

f ft2 \<P_ _
\ 2mt- [dr'

W)r*dr ' (4.92)

for which Cfl is the scattering coefficient. These relations hold also when VJj(r) and

Wjj(r) incorporate derivative terms. Note that an arbitrary optical potential U?MP(r)

has been introduced, and the interactions V;,(r) and Wa{r) have been divided between
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the two terms in Eq. (4.90). The arbitrary optical potential enables one to correct

the point charge Coulomb potential for that due to a finite charge distribution, for

example.

4.6 Amplitudes, cross sections and observables

If the incoming particle is assumed to have a spin projection Oi on the quantisation

axis and the target has angular momentum ft with projection /t, on the same axis,

the total wave function of Eq. (4.79) should asymptote as

eikr | 2°'
(4.93)

where a, and /(/ are the projections of the spin of the outgoing particle and of

the residual target state angular momentum on the same quantisation axis. The

scattering amplitudes are given in terms of the scattering coefficients by

/,,<,,,.-.,.• (0) = p X > ' K + < V C / (U.-sa.-lJ.-m,-) 0>'.-Artl JM)

x (I, v, s a,\Js m,) (j, rn, I, ,i,\ J M) Y,%. (%) >',,„, (fc/) , (4.94)

where the oit and <j[. are Coulomb phase-shifts.

These amplitudes are specified conveniently by the helicity formalism [8(5, 87]

in which the spin of the particle is projected onto its momentum and the angular

momentum of the target is projected onto the reverse direction. For the target, the

definition of the lielicity as projection of the spin on the impulsion of the target

implies a quantisation axis opposite to that of the particle, at least in the center of

mass system. Note then that if </'pJ( is a particle helicity state, the target helicity

state xp,u °f a particle of spin - is defined by

(4.95)
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when the phase is chosen so that XO,A = V'O,-A- Then with the axes of quantisation

along ki(kj) for the initial (final) scattering particle states, the helicities of the target

are the opposites in the initial (final) states of the scattering. Consequently the

lielicity amplitudes relate to those specified above by simply the action of a reduced

rotation matrix element,

hel. ,o\ V)r

(4.96)

with

l) (l,0s,a,\j,o,)

x 0; o{ I, -v,\J M{) {I, Qs,<j,\ if Of) 0 / Of If - it, 1.1 M,) , (4.97)

wherein the Coulomb lielicity amplitude is the usual Coulomb amplitude multiplied

by the reduced rotation matrix elements for the spin &•,- of the particle and the spin

/, of the target,

(4.98)

In terms of these amplitudes, the differential cross section has its usual form, i.e.

da

dii 2(2/,+ 1) E (4.99)

where the denominator 2(2/, +1) is the multiplicity of the initial state for a particle of

spin ^ and a target of spin /;. However, the utility of the helicity formulation is that

all obscrvables can be described [92] with simple tensor operators r*,,, whose matrix
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elements in the spin space of a particle of spin s are

(sq\T^\sq') = (-1)') = (-1)'-"' {sqs - (4.100)

Similar tensors are given for the target space. These irreducible, hermitian, tensor

operators satisfy

TXJI = {-1)"TI_U (4.101)

and are orthonormal if

, } = (2* + (4.102)

In terms of these tensors then, a density matrix p of trace unity as is apropos of a

beam, can be described by

P = t (4.103)
X,fi

where t\tll = Tr {pr\yli} for which t'X/1 = (-lytx,-^ when TO,O = / and io,o = 1-

Using such tensor operators, all the observables can be defined from the coefficients

\°> LTA,,i, ^ T A 2 , , 2 J I \UI [TA3;-3 ^ TA4wJ / •

(4.104)

when one takes into account that the projection of the spin of the target on the

direction of the beam is opposite to its helicity. -

In terms of these amplitudes, the differential cross section is defined by

1(In

(IV. 2(2/,+ 1)
(4.105)
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and other spin observables V(6) are expressed by

OOOO \ * A3/J3A4/14 1X3113X4114 (4.106)

the weight coefficients z ^ ^ , specifying each observable.

The expressions for the complete set of observables for scattering of polarized

particles from polarized targets leading to polarized particles in the final state are

simplified by use of relationships among the amplitudes due to hermiticity and con-

servation of parity. Hermiticity of the amplitudes requires

( A A3M3A<)<4 \ * _ / 3 - M A4-JJ4

while parity conservation requires

(4.107)

(4.108)

As a consequences of these constraints, if the sum over the A values is an even integer,

the amplitude A is real. But if the sum over the A values is an odd integer, the

amplitude A is pure imaginary. Also amplitudes that have the same A values but

opposite /.t values will differ then by only a phase (—1)^A+^--''.

When no measurement is made of the outgoing polarizations, the diverse mea-

surable spin correlations from scattering polarized beam particles from a polarized

target are

Ayy the analyzing power of two parallel vector polarizations that are perpendicular

to the reaction plane in the direction of fct- x kj. is given by

A Cfli / I 0 0 0 0 - - 4 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0
nvy\u) - ^0000 ~~ - " M i l l • ' i l l - I • (4.109)

the analyzing power of two vector polarizations ihat are in the direction of the

fifi
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incident beam, which is given by

4 ln\ 4000(1 - 40000
flzzi") ^oooo — H ioio • 4.110)

Axx the analyzing power of two parallel vector polarizations that are perpendicular

to the beam and in the scattering plane, which is given by

0000 — 4 0 0 0 0 A0000 (4.111)

Axz the analyzing power of a vector polarization of the beam perpendicular to its

direction but within the scattering plane, and a polarization of the target taken

to be along the direction of the beam, which is given by

Aoom - - \F> A0000

^0000 ~~ v ^MllO •
(4.112)

Azx the analyzing power of a vector polarization of the beam along its direction and

a polarization of the target perpendicular to the direction of that beam but in

the scattering plane , which is given by

When the polarization of the outgoing particle also is measured, there are five

spin transfer observables [93] that can be found for scattering of a polarized incident

beam, namely

D or Kyy spin observable for the polarizations in the initial and final states being

perpendicular to the reaction plane in the direction of fc; x k[, is given by

nil)) Amm lOOOO _ j l l O O j 1-1011
-"MXKIO — •"'1100 ~" n 1 IIX) (4.114)
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A' or Kzz spin observable for the polarizations in the initial and final states being

in the direction of the incident beam, is given by

A'I/I) A0000 -"• \v) ^OOOO ~ (4.115)

R or Kxx spin observable for the polarizations in the initial and the final state being

perpendicular to the beam and on the side of scattering is given by

(4.116)

R' or Kxz spin observable for the polarization in the final state being in the beam

direction but the polarization in the initial state is perpendicular to that and

in the scattering plane, is given by

(4.117)

A or Kzx spin observable for the polarization in the initial state being in the beam

direction but the polarization in the final state is perpendicular to its momentum

but within the scattering plane, is given by

i l l O O
M000 (4.118)

In addition, a combination of these gives the spin flip probability, SP, which is the

probability that the spin in the final state is opposite that of the initial one. In terms

of the hclicity amplitudes

xoooo _ \ i ,ioooo , .noo
^0000 ~ o V' 0000 "*" ^l lOO

ii

M (4.119)

These observables air specified in the center of mass system. In ref. [93], the coef-

(icieins .!. /?., .4', and /r" are defined in the laboratory system (the system does not
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matter for D). The link between the those and the ones given above can be made

simply with a rotation of the tensor operators given by Eq. (4.100), or of the spins in

the scattering matrix.
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Chapter 5

The two-nucleon t matrices

Off-shell properties of NN t matrices are required for detailed studies of few and

many body problems in terms of two-body interactions. Three-body wave functions,

nuclear matter calculations, microscopic models of nucleon scattering from nuclei,

(p, 2p) analyses, and photonuclear reactions are examples. In fact off-shell scattering

amplitudes are required to analyse all but the simplest nuclear processes.

Srivastava and Sprung [94] have given a review of pre-1975 studies of on- and off-

shell properties of TV A' t matrices. They discuss diverse approximations to the fully-

off-shell t matrices, and their influence in NN bremsstrahlung and in nuclear matter

calculations. However, even the best three-body, nuclear matter, and bremsstrahlung

calculations [95] show that, while the off-shell t matrix must be treated exactly the

results could not discriminate between off-shell properties determined from different

on-shell equivalent NN interactions. This is a crucial finding as many studies claim

effects exist that can be attributed to off-shell sensitivity. In fact such effects result

from on-shell differences of the chosen interactions. Thus in this we present section

a discussion of free NN scattering and consider both the on- and off-energy shell

properties of NN t matrices as given by various interactions that accurately reproduce

experimental phase shifts.

The usual approach to evaluate the NN t matrices is to start with a well deter-

mined A'Ar potential. The potential may be purely phenomenological such as the Ni-

jmegen Reid-like interaction [33], based upon boson exchanges such as the Paris [18],

the Bonn set [19, 34], other Nijinegen interactions [33]. and the one solitary boson

exchange potential (OSBEP) [60, 36]) or obtained by inverse scattering theory [77]

from specified phase shift sets [15]. All must be realistic in that they reproduce AW
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observables for a wide energy range, 0 < E < 300 MeV for example, and deuteron

properties. With this in mind, both the on- and off-shell properties of the A'A' t ma-

trices are calculated from the LS equation. Effectively the same on-shell properties

are determined from the so-called realistic interactions.

5.1 The NN interactions

NN potentials have evolved considerably since the first attempts to describe the A'A'

force. However it has only been in the last twenty years that successful fits to scatter-

ing data have been achieved. By the end of the 70's, several groups, notably those of

Nijmegen, Paris, and Bonn, had developed realistic meson exchange potentials built

on the one boson exchange (OBE) model. Of these the Paris potential has been used

extensively in the first developments of the microscopic A'.4 optical potentials. That

potential is based on irN and nn interactions including the TT-, U>-, and 27r-exchange

contributions. The 27T-exchange contribution was obtained from dispersion relations

which included correlated and uncorrelated processes. It was cut off below r ~ 1.2 fm

and the short range behavior described by a constant soft core. Later, the interaction

was parameterised in the form of an OBE potential (sum of Yukawa terms) for con-

venient use in either coordinate or momentum space [18]. Likewise there is a set of

Nijmegen potentials all designed to fit the phase shifts from their analysis of NN data

extremely well. They range in form from a totally phenomenological Reid-like poten-

tial through one that is energy independent to one that is both energy and momentum

dependent. Closely related is the latest Argonne potential [35]. Other boson exchange

potentials based on field theory now have been developed for NN [34. 33, 60, 36],

TTN [96, 97, 98], and 7T7T [99] interactions which also provide a simple parameterisation

of the force. The field theoretic approach of the full Bonn interaction [19. 34] gives a

well defined behavior for many aspects of the A'A' potential. All relevant >7r-exchange

Feyiinian diagrams have been included in the three dimensional Blankciibccler-Sugar

reduction [100] of the Bclhe-Salpeter equation [101]. Also, relevant 3?r- and 4-ir- ex-

n
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changes were included. They have about the same range effects as the w-exchange

contributions. Form factors are used to handle the short-range part of the interac-

tion, again in contrast to the cut-off method of the Paris interaction. Retardation

effects are considered in the full model of the Bonn interaction. Although these are

of no consequence on-shell, they tend to suppress high momenta off-shell. This more

complete treatment also defines the off-shell behavior of the potential unambiguously,

unlike the common approximation of using static propagators. The low D-state prob-

ability of the deuteron for the Bonn potential has been attributed to the reduction of

the OPE tensor interaction strength by meson retardation effects.

The Bonn interaction also has been parameterised as an OBE potential in both

configuration and momentum space [19] for convenient application to nuclear reaction

and structure calculations. The momentum space version, Bonn-B, has been used

most commonly. The Bonn-B interaction results by neglecting the minor 37T- and 4TT-

exchange effects and replacing the 2TT and Tip contributions by the a-exchange. The

resulting OBE terms were applied to the Blankenbecler-Sugar reduction of the Bethe-

Salpeter equation to eliminate the energy dependence and the ij meson exchange was

added before the meson parameters were adjusted to maintain the quality of the fit

to data. But it should be noted that the absence of meson retardation effects and

of higher order diagrams in the Bonn-B model results in off-shell differences in some

partial wave channels as compared to the full Bonn potential, particularly for the

S-waves.

In contrast, the Nijmegen potential (Nijm93) [33] is a non-relativistic coordinate

space OBE potential. Besides invoking exchanges of the six mesons used by other

interactions \n, r/, p, u, <5 and a], the Nijm93 interaction also allowed exchanges of the

the T/(958), 0(1020), and 5-(993) mesons. The dominant J = 0 parts of the pomeron

(or multi-gluon exchange) and tensor (/, / ' , .42) Regge trajectories are included as

well. It was intended that I he Nijm93 potential stay in contact with QCD, by the pa-

rameterisation of the short range interaction. The Paris and Bonn potentials imposed

no such constraints upon |>henomenologi<:al parameterisatioiis for this short ranged
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part of the interaction.

Finally we comment further on the newest development, the OSBEP poten-

tial [60, 36, 96]. The technical difficulties and limitations associated with QCD-

inspired approaches and the unpleasant situation of the inconsistencies in, and the

large numbers of, parameters in the standard phenomenological models, set a chal-

lenge to develop the OSBEP model so that it gave a quantitative description of

experimental data using a minimum number of parameters in a unified, consistent

framework for A'A' and nN scattering. A link to QCD-inspired models also is es-

tablished as OSBEP uses a phenomenological nonlinear meson Lagrangian. The key

feature of the OSBEP approach is a novel concept for the regularization of the scat-

tering amplitudes by means of a proper normalisation of the meson fields.

As indicated above, modern boson exchange potentials use phenomenological pa-

rameterisation for the short range part of the potential, i.e. form factors of different

shape are introduced to cure the divergent behavior of the scattering amplitudes when

integrating over intermediate states. These form factors, however, differ in applica-

tion to NN and wN scattering if quantitative agreement with scattering data is to

be found. It is not possible to describe both systems within one unified framework

using the standard models. One of the successes of the OSBEP model is that by-

regularising the scattering amplitudes in a different way, it provides a consistent de-

scription of both NN and TTN scattering results. The ansatz of the OSBEP model is

to regularize all self-scattering diagrams a priori at the level of the meson dynamics.

That process is in stark contrast to approaches of the conventional models where

regularization is done a posteriori by attaching empirical form factors to the scatter-

ing amplitudes. With the OSBEP model, all amplitudes remain finite independent

of whether AW or irN scattering is considered. That is achieved, by using meson

field operators that are associated with an energy dependent normalisation designed

to regularize all self-energy amplitudes Since all Feynman diagrams in the boson

exchange picture involve meson fields by definition, this procedure suffices to ensure

that all scattering amplitudes for NN and irN scattering can be regularized. The
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shape of this normalisation is constrained by physical boundary conditions and, to

avoid the introduction of new parameters, its strength is determined by the coupling

constant of the meson self-interaction. This coupling constant enters the normalisa-

tion of the asymptotic in- and out-fields only if the self-interaction acts for all times.

As a consequence, nonlinear terms of the meson Lagrangian enter the field equation

for the meson fields, and to be feasible, analytic solutions must be found. That is

possible as Burt [102] demonstrated with his model of solitary mesons. He found

classical wave like solutions, the solitary mesons, which can be quantized to calculate

a propagator function and scattering amplitudes. Such analytic classical solutions

that can be quantized have been used for the NN and wN system [60, 36].

There is an additional, advantageous property within the OSBEP. The values

of the parameters of the self-interaction of the various mesons follow an empirical

scaling relation that is similar to the symmetry constraints of QCD-inspired models.

More importantly, this scaling law significantly reduces the number of free parameters

in the model without sacrificing the accuracy of the description of data. Thus with

OSBEP, there are no adjustable cutoff masses and, as many parameters of meson non-

linearities are interrelated by a simple scaling relation, only the pion self-interaction

coupling constant remains as an adjustable parameter involved with the meson self-

interaction. With OSBEP, one then has only the meson-meson and meson-baryon

coupling constants not fixed by experiment or symmetry relations.

5.2 The free NN t matrices

It is generally accepted thai a valid covariant description of ;VAr scattering formally

is given by the Bethe-Salpeier equation

M = V + VGM , (5.1)

7-1
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where M are invariant amplitudes that are based upon irreducible diagrams as con-

tained in V and Q is a relativistic propagator. This equation serves generally as an

ansatz for approximations. Of those, the three dimensional reductions are of great

use and, of those, the Blankenbecler-Sugar [100] reduction gives an equation that has

received the most attention for applications with NN scattering [34, 103]. In the

Blankenbecler-Sugar approach, an effective potential operator is introduced which

one identifies as the A'A' interaction potential. This reduction is obtained from the

integral equation (5.1), which in terms of four-momenta is [104]

M(q',q;^) = V(q',q;u)+ / d4k V (q\ k; u) g(k;cj)M(k, q; (5.2)

with the propagator, taken in the limit s —> 0+,

fc)2 - KP

( i )

k)2 - M2 + ie

(2)

(5.3)

The superscripts refer to the uucleon (1) and (2) respectively, and in the CM. sys-

tem u = (i/s,0) with total energy y/s. The Blankenliecler-Sugar reduction of the

propagator Q is to use the covariant form

S(k0)

E,

where the positive energy projector is given as

(5.4)

(5.5)

Then the three-dimensional equation,

(5.6)
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results with u> a k'^. Taking matrix elements with only positive energy spinors, an

equation with minimum relativity is obtained for the AW T matrix, namely

With the substitutions

and

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

one obtains the expression

/
ilk M

-^V(q'.k;u) :AT{k,q-M .
yZH j ft,Q — K ~t~ 'lc \

(5.10)
This is equivalent to the non-relativistic LS equation as {Eq, Eq*} —> M.

For energies to a few hundred MeV, {Eq.E^} —> M is a good approximation

and the potentials essentially can be taken as energy independent, i.e. V(q',q;u>) —>

5.2.1 The partial wave t matrices

The A'A' scattering phase shifts are defined from the on-shell values of the free A'A'

t matrices in the diverse allowed A'A' channels so that partial wave expansions,

(5.11)

7(5
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are made where J, L, S, and T are the NN total angular momentum, orbital angular

momentum, spin, and isospin respectively, PT is the NN isospin projection operator,

and y^siq) are tensor spherical harmonics. Using partial wave expansions of both

V(q',q;co) and T(<f,q\Lo) in Eq. (5.10), coupled Fredholm integral equations of the

second kind are found, namely

^ ^ lim fX dk k2vJ
L^(q', k; u>) [k2

0 - k2 ± is]"' t^T±(k, q; w) . (5.12)

These amplitudes satisfy time reversal invariance if

and the property,

(5.13)

(5.14)

ensures that the solutions with incoming and outgoing wave boundary conditions

relate by complex conjugation. The solutions with outgoing wave boundary conditions

are chosen for further study and so the ± superscript will be omitted unless required.

The integral equations, Eqs. (5.12) arc solved numerically. Real K matrix equa-

tions also may be defined having the solutions which relate back to the t matrices

by the Heitler equation [38]. This intermediate step is based on unitarity and on the

Dirac relation

lim:
1 1

\>4 - k2}
i-K5(k2

0 - k2 (5.15)

for the propagator to be used in Eq. (5.12). P signifies that the principal value of

the integral is to be taken. The relation between the t- and K matrices then is given

K. Amos, et al.
by the Heitler equation,

q', q; u) — iko 2 J Kfft
T(q', ko; uj)tffT(ko, q; w) .

1

The K matrices satisfy the Fredholm integral equation of the second kind

(5.16)

dkk2VJf,T(q\kh _ J.21

whose solutions imply standing wave boundary conditions.

KfL
sr(k,q;u) , (5.17)

There are many methods by which the t- and K matrices may be generated. They

are discussed in the review of Srivastava and Sprung [94]. One of particular use is

that of matrix inversion since there is an easy technique to extract the pole at k = k0.

The integrand becomes smooth by subtracting a zero term since

(5.18)

The resultant Fredholm integral equation of the second kind is then

1
q1, q; a,) = vjJZtf, q; u) +

which is numerically well posed.

-Ef dk
k2 - k2

(5.19)

Finally, a remark about the deuteron wave function is appropriate. In momentum

space, the bound state 5 and D wave functions of the deuteron are solutions of the

coupled Fredholm integral equation of the first kind,

(5.20)
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The matrix method of solution of this is ill posed, however procedures of solution

exist in numerical analysis.

5.3 Solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

First, the on-shell properties of the NN t matrices and the solutions to the bound

state equations, i.e. the scattering phase shifts and deuteron properties are discussed.

Then the off-shell features of the NN t matrices are considered. In the latter use is

made of the Noycs-Kowalski functions [105, 106, 107] since they suppress on-shell

differences that arise with different input interactions.

5.3.1 Phase shifts and deuteron properties

In Figs. 5.1 - 5.4, np phase shifts that have been calculated from various potentials

are compared with the SM97 phase shifts of Arndt et al. [15]. In Figs. 5.1 and 5.2

the results to 300 MeV are given for the OSBEP (solid curves), the Bonn-B (dashed

curves), the Nijm93 (dotted curves), and Paris (dash-dotted curves) interactions. It

is evident that all of these potential models lead to phase shifts that are in good

agreement with the SM97 analysis in most partial waves. Differences that exist are

only a few degrees. The forces were designed for the energy regime below pion thresh-

old and so their use at energies above 300 MeV are extrapolations. The phase shifts

found using the potentials are shown to 1600 MeV in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. The filled

circles are the real phase shifts of the SM97 single energy, and the solid lines are

those of the SM97 continuous energy, solutions. These are compared with the re-

sults of potential models, namely OSBEP (dash-dotted curves), the Argonne AV18

(long dashed curves), and the Bonn-B (dotted curves). In addition the results found

using inversion potentials based upon the SM94 phase shifts are displayed by the

dashed curves. All these potential model results extrapolate smoothly and remain in

qualitative agreement wit h the data.

In Table; 5.1, the low energy np parameters and deuteron properties are compared
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Figure 5.1: The single channel SM97 phase shift analysis, single energy fits (filled
circles), compared with the results found using the OSBEP (solid curves), Boun-B
(dashed curves). Nijm93 (dotted curves), and Paris (dash-dotted curves) potentials.
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Figure 5.2: As for Fig. 5.1, but for the np coupled channels.
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Figure 5.3: The real phase shifts for np scattering in uncoupled channels. The full
dots are SM97 single energy solutions while the solid curves represent the SM97
continuous solutions. The result from potential models are designated b}' OSBEP
(dash-dotted curves), Bonn-B (dotted curves), and AV18 (long dashed curves). The
dashed curves give the results of SM94 inversion potentials.
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Figure 5.4: As for Fig. 5.3, but lor the np coupled channels.
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with experimental values. All of the model predictions compare well with the exper-

Table 5.1: Low-Energy np scattering and deuteron properties for three interactions

Property

as (fm)
<k (fm)
T, (fm)
U (fm)

En (MeV)
fin (am)
QD (fm2)
Po ( % )

As
D/S

Irms (f"0

Boim-B

-23.7
5.42
2.70
1.76

2.2246
0.8514*
0.2783*

4.99
0.8862
0.0264
1.9688

Paris

-17.6
5.43
2.88
1.77

2.2246
-

0.279*
5.77

-
0.0261

-

OSBEP

-17.4
6.50
2.58
1.69

2.2246
0.8456*
0.2728*

6.00
0.8788
0.0256
1.9554

Experiment

-23.748 (10)
5.424 (4)
2.75 (5)
1.759 (5)

2.22458900 (22)
0.857406 (1)
0.2859 (3)

-
0.8802 (20)
0.0256 (4)
1.9627 (38)

* Meson exchange current, contributions are not included.

imental scattering length and effective range values, although the Paris and OSBEP

interactions are fitted to small values for the singlet scattering length. The deuteroii

properties, other than the D state probability, do not distinguish between any of

them. The Bessel transforms of the momentum space S and D state wave functions

for all the interactions are given in Fig. 5.5. They are quite similar save in the region

to 2 fm. The smaller D state probability of the Bonn-B in comparison to that of the

Paris interaction is reflected by the smaller peak in the associated D state function.

5.3.2 Off-energy-shell t matrices

The t matrices are said to be off-shell when the variables q and <{ differ from the

oii-shel! momentum value kg. Of particular interest are the half-oli-shell K- and /

matrices q' = k0 or q = ko as these elements appear explicitly in calculations of

few body photonuclear reactions such as pp bremsstrahlung and dcuteron photo-

disintegratiou. Furthermore, for energy independent potentials, the fully-off-shell /

matrix elements may be expresM'd in terms of half-oll-shell elements [108]. Then
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Figure 5.5: Coordinate space S (u(r)) and D (w{r)) state deuteron wave functions.
The nomenclature is as for Fig. 5.1.
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all relevant physical information is contained in the half-off-shell t- or K matrices.

Nevertheless, pictures of fully off-shell t matrices have been published [109] for many

A'Ar channels and a set of energies. From this it was also found that it suffices to

look at the half-off-shell properties to understand essential features.

where Eq. (5.16) has been used. Consequently for channel a one has

To study the half-off-shell properties of the t matrices, it is instructive to introduce

the Noyes-Kowalski functions [105, 106, 107], or /-ratios. Such ratios abrogate any

on-shell differences between potential models by scaling so that the relative behavior

off the energy shell are stressed. For uncoupled channels J = V = L, these are purely

real functions,

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

with the use of unitarity,

\m{ta(q,q';u)} = -kat'a{q',kQ;ui)ta(ka,q;u

This condition generalizes for coupled states to

Im

and as a result, the /-ratios are complex since they cannot be cast in the form of

Eq. (5.22). An alternative definition of the /-ratio in such cases is to use K matrix

elements,

(5.25)
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as these functions then are real in all channels. For most states, and especially for

the weak ones, the half-off-shell K matrices behave similarly to the real parts of the

half-off-shell t matrices and thus there is little loss of generality.

The /-ratios for states to J = 1 and for the .7 = 2 coupled states are displayed

in Figs. 5.6-5.11. Laboratory energies of 1, 100 and 400 MeV are shown in the

upper, middle and lower segments of those figures. At 1 and 100 MeV, all forces used

have been designed to give a good fit to the phase shifts and so essentially they are

equivalent on-shell. At 400 MeV, the scattering is just above the pion threshold, so

that the on- and off-shell properties of the interactions are extrapolations from the

regime of their determination. It is of interest to see how these extrapolations vary as

the base models have been used as reference in various studies seeking interpretation

of the NN scattering data at higher energies. Indeed a most relevant one [43] for

this review has found a scheme that fits the SM97 data to 2.5 GeV. In these figures,

the filled circle in each segment indicates the on-shell point of the /-ratio. Results

derived from three momentum space NN interactions are displayed. The dot-dashed

curve represents the Paris interaction [18], the solid curve represents the Bonn-B

interaction [19, 34], and the dashed one represents the OSBEP interaction [60, 36].

The 'So and 'Pi channel /-ratios displayed in Fig. 5.6 present both the similari-

ties of, and the differences between, the model calculations. For the 'So channel, the

potentials give qualitative agreement although some quantitative agreement is lost

at higher energies. The curves extrapolate away from the ou-shell point in a similar

manner. The same observations can be made for the 'Pi channel. The similarities

between these curves below pion production threshold ~300 MeY and the phase shifts

suggests that little difference would be seen in calculations made with any of these

interactions, at least in the surround of the on-shell points. However at 400 MeV, a

distinction can be made between the interactions. This is especially so for the Paris

interaction; a result that is not surprising since the Paris interaction was designed to

fit phase shifts below pion threshold and has ;i particularly strong repulsion. These

phenomena then seem to reflect the character of the on-shell properties of the iiiter-
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1 MeV

100 MeV

400 MeV

„- * J -i-

0 1 2 3 4
q (fnf')

1 2 3 4

Figure 5.6: The /-ratios for the 'S() (left panels) and 'P, (right panels) partial wave
channels. The laboratory energies are 1 MeV (fco=0.11 fin"', top panels), 100 MeV
(/,:„ = 1.1 fm"1, middle panels), and 400 MeV (fc0 = 2.2 fin"', bottom panels). The
solid, dashed, and dot-dashed curves represent the results found using the Bonn-B,
OSBEP, and Paris interactions respectively. The dot represents the on-shell point.
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Figure 5.7: The /-ratios for the 3P0 (left panels) and 3Pi (right panels) channels. The
energies and curves are as designated in Fig. 5.6.

actions. But qualitative differences occur between the Paris and Bonn-B potentials

at high momenta in contrast to similarity of their phase shifts.

The excellent phase shift fits of the 3PQ and 'Pi channels across the whole range

of laboratory energies to 400 MeV correspond to the remarkably similar behavior

of the /-ratios for all the interaction models at those energies. That is displa}'ed in

Fig. 5.7. The exception is the Paris interaction at 400 N4eV for the 3PQ channel. While
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J i *"~ O

0 1

Figure 5.8: The /-ratios for the 3S, (left panels) and 3£>i (right panels) diagonal
partial waves. The energies and curves are as designated in Fig. 5.6.

the /-ratios for all interactions are virtually identical below the on-slwll momentum,

above this the magnitude of the Paris K- and t matrices are significantly different

from those of the other interactions.

The J = 1 coupled channel /-rat ios are in good agreement for mosi of the poten-

tials in the diagonal channels as is seen from Fig. 5.8. The 3S\ and 3D\ phase shifts fit

daia up to 400 MeV very well. Half-off-shell there arc only slight variations between
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% -

0 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5
q (fm"')

Figure 5.9: The /-ratios for the coupled off-diagonal J = 1 K matrix elements
3S, 3Di (left panels) and 3D\ ->3 Si (right panels). The energies and curves art
as designated in Fig. 5.6.

the results beyond the on-shcll point and in both channels, except? for the OSBEP

interaction /-ratio at 400 MeV. However, the ''.S', phase shift passes through zero

close to 400 MeV and as that implies small values for the denominators of Eqs. (5.21)

and (5.25), the /-ratios at this energy can be quite large. The ./ = 1 off-diagonal

/-ratio results fur the set of potentials are displaced in Fig. 5.9. In the 'Si —>"' 1 >,
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channel there are large differences between the Paris /-ratios and those of the other

interactions for momenta well above the on-shell values. However, the scale of these

/-ratios indicate that the on-shell values are very small so that any small variation

between on-shell K matrix values would lead to large differences as the off-shell val-

ues of the K matrices increase. At 400 MeV, the 3S\ —>3 D\ channel results for the

OSBEP interaction are different noticeably from those of the other two interactions.

That is associated with the on-shell values of the OSBEP being different from those

of the Bonn-B and Paris interactions above threshold. Below threshold, there is little

to distinguish between any of the 3D\ —»3 S\ /-ratios. Surprisingly, these /-ratios are

very similar for all interactions for large momenta, even at high energies. It is in this

and the diagonal 3D\ channels that the effects of the tensor force are expected to be

most important. The major contributions in the 3S\ phase shift come from the very

strong central terms. Due to the 5-component, the 'So, 3Si and 3£>i —> 3Sj channel

contributions essentially are the only non-zero ones at very low momenta.

The J = 2 coupled channels /-ratios are displayed in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11. For all

energies and at high momenta, the 3Pj /-ratios determined from the Paris interaction

are significantly different to those of the Bonn-B and OSBEP interactions. This is

also the case for the 1 MeV results for the 3F? channel. However, the fact that the

on-shell K matrix values at this energy are so small means that any difference in off-

shell properties would be magnified significantly. This can also explain the significant

divergence with the OSBEP interaction from the others at 400 MeV. However the

structure for all potentials is virtually independent of energy beyond 100 MeV. While

agreement between the interaction results is not necessarily confirmation of correct

model behavior, it does indicate that similar constraints result in similar extrapola-

tions away from the on-shell point. The ./ = 2 off-diagonal /-ratios shown in Fig. 5.11

are similar in character to the half-off-sliell,/ = 1 channel amplitudes. The results are

virtually the same at and below the oii-shell point for -P-2 —> 3F-2 but diverge beyond

the nu-shell value. Most notable is the marked differences of the Paris /-ratios from

the others at high momenta. The Paris /-ratios are always repulsive. Both the Bonn-
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Figure 5.10: The /-ratios for the 3P2 (left panels) and 3F2 (right.panels) diagonal
partial wave channels. The energies and curves arc as designated in Fig. 5.6.
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1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5
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Figure 5.11: The /-ratios for the coupled off-diagonal J = 2 K matrix elements
3P2 —> 3F-2 (left panels) and 3F2 —> 3P2 (right panels). The energies and curves are as
designated in Fig. 5.6.
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B and OSBEP interactions become attractive beyond ~ 4 fin"'. The structures of

the various interaction /-ratios in the 3F2 —> 31\ channel is very like those observed

in the SD\ —> 3S\ at all energies except for the region below the on-shell value at high

energies. As seen in the :iF2 channel at 400 MeV, the 3F2 -»
 3.T2 /-ratios of the three

interactions are noticeably different at low momenta. In all cases, the /-ratios of the

OSBEP interaction are the largest and those of the Paris interaction are the smallest.

The /-ratios are clear representations of the variations between the half-off-shell

attributes of the various NN interactions. However there are cautions to be remem-

bered. First, the proximity of the on-shell energy to that for which the phase shift of

a given interaction is zero may distort the result by markedly enhancing the /-ratio.

Second, because of the division by the on-shell t matrix value involved, the /-ratios do

not reflect the relative importance of the A'A' channels to scattering at each energy.

For on-shell energies near zero only the 5 states contribute sensibly to the scattering

and these are an order of magnitude larger than contributions from higher partial

waves. By 100 MeV however, the ,/ = 1 and J — 1 states generally contribute in the

same order of magnitude as do the 5 states.

There is little to distinguish between the on-shell properties of the NN t matrices

given by the diverse OBE potential models of Nijmegen, Paris, Bonn-B, and OSBEP.

Phase shifts calculated from these potentials agree very well below pion threshold

with the latest empirical analyses SM97 and with the properties of the deuteron.

Slight differences do exist, e.g. in the 'So phase shifts. Deviations also are observed

in the calculated values of NN scattering observables. In part those are probably due

to the use of different data bases in determining the values of parameters in each of

the potentials. Using the SAID data base [15] for scattering below 300 MeV yields

a total x'Vdatum of 4.1 (OSBEP), 4.5 (Nijmegen), 9.2 (Paris) and 10.1 (Bonn-B).

These numbers reflect that the Paris and Bonn-B potential models were constructed

to fit the data base available in the 1980's and need to lie updated using today's data

base as reference.

An important ohsrrvat.ioii of the /-ratios is the energy dependence of the channels.
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They are not simply predictable with a trivial function form. All of the states con-

sidered display a repulsive /-ratio for small momenta and at low energies. However

the 'So state /-ratio becomes quite strongly attractive by 400 MeV. In contrast the
1 P\ structure remains largely unchanged across the whole energy range. Similarly the

first zero of the half-off-shell 3/"b channel K matrices shifts from ~2 fm~' at 1 MeV

to ~6 fin"1 at 400 MeV but there is little change in this range for 3P\ values. The

similarities between the /-ratios for three quite distinct A'A' interactions at energies

below the pion threshold explains why there is little sensitivity to calculations of other

reactions, e.g. of pp bretnsstrahlung, made with any of these interactions. Above pion

production threshold, the phase shifts, /-ratios, and consequentially calculations de-

pendent upon these /, matrices, are interaction dependent. Hence the NN interaction

should only be used in the regime for which it has been defined. One should not ex-

pect the Paris, Bonn-B or OSBEP interactions to be appropriate with folding model

calculations of the pA optical potentials for energies above that for which they give

adequate fits to the free NN scattering. Thus one may expect the Paris, Bonn-B,

and OSBEP interactions to be appropriate for scattering below pion threshold, but

that modified forms will be required if one seeks results at higher energies.

5.4 Quantum inversion and the NN t matrix

An alternative to the direct approach of specifying NN t matrix elements by starting

with a boson exchange interaction, is to seek them by solutions of the quantum in-

verse scattering problem [37]. For the NN scattering problem, the inverse scattering

theory of relevance is that for fixed angular momentum and with the energy being the

spectral variable. In that case, two fundamental inversion equations have been stud-

ied with some effect. Specifically they are the Gel'fand-Lcviian and the Marchenko

equations [37]. The first, incorporates the experimental spectral data by means of the

.lost fund ion Ci(k) whereas the second involves the S matrix S/(k) = cxp{'2iSt(k)}.

Both equations define output kernels from Fredholm integral equations whose input
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kernels are defined by the data. Those output kernels relate to Schiodinger local

potentials that are phase equivalent to the input data.

The relevant equations are

A(r, s) + G(r, s)+ [ A(r, t)G(t, s) dt = Q, (5.26)
Jo

for the Gel'fand-Levitan approach where A(r, s) and G(r, s) are the output and input

kernels respectively, and

K(r,s) + F(r,s)+ [ K{r,t)F(t,s) dt = 0 , (5.27)

for the Marchenko approach where K{r, s) and F(r, s) are the output and input

kernels respectively. The input kernels for the two approaches are

G(r, s) = - I" j,{kr) [\C{k)\-2 - 1] j ,
"" JO

s) dk , (5.28)

where ji(kr) are Riccati-Bessel functions, and

(5.29)

where li*(kr) are Riccati-Hankel functions. Inversion potentials are then obtained by

VGI'(r) = 2—A(r,r) , (5.30)

dr

with Gel'fand-Levitan inversion and by

VM(r) = - 2 y / { ( r , r ) , . (5.31)

in the Marclienko case.

The input kernels to the two equations are quite different and so, therefore, are

the output ones. Also the validity domains of the two fundamental integral equations

F(r, s) = — r hUkr) [1 - S,(k)] liUks) dk ,
2TT J
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differ. But for the class of potentials dictated by use of rational functions to represent

the data, those domains overlap. Using rational function representations of the S

matrix then the two inversion potentials coincide for each angular momentum channel,

VaL(r) = VM{r) = V,(r) ,

when it is assumed

,(k) - z/<r(jfc)

(5.32)

(5.33)

With either approach to extract potentials from a phase shift set, such as the SM94

tabulation of Arndt et al. [58], extrapolation towards infinite energy is required.

Above 1 GeV it has been presumed that the limit conditions are to be reached

smoothly,

\im St(k) =
t » o o

(5.34)

Also various phase shift sets taken as input to the inversion procedures have been

generated from model A'A' potentials, e.g. the Paris interaction. From them one gets

associated inversion potentials and which will be identified with the starting potential

name, e.g. the Paris inversion potential. Full details of the inversion calculations are

given in Refs. [39, 77].

By their construction, the potentials determined with fixed angular momentum

quantum inverse scattering calculations are phase equivalent to the input scattering

information, and thus relate to the exact on-shell t matrices. So forming an inversion

potential can be viewed simply as an intermediate step, by way of the LS equation, of

relating actual data to the off-shell properties of the t matrix. In this way quantum

inverse scattering theory defines the off-shell properties of the t matrix from measured

on-shell values.
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5.4.1 Case studies

The Paris interaction has been used to generate a set of phase shifts which then have

been taken as input to calculate the corresponding Paris inversion potentials. The

method used ensured that the original Paris and the inversion potentials were equiv-

alent on-shell within the accuracy inherent to the numerics used for implementing

the quantum inversion method. To be assured of the off-shell continuation with the

inversion potentials to be determined from data and not from the extrapolation, the

range of on-shell energies should be somewhat higher than the highest energy value

used in applications. Therefore, to ensure that properties of the inversion potential

depend solely on the dynamical equations and not on the range of energies considered

for the phase shifts, it was verified ('16] that t matrices that fit phase shifts up to 1.3

GeV are required to construct optical potentials up to 500 MeV.

Phase shifts for selected A'A' channels with L < 2 and in the 0-1.2 GeV energy

range are shown in Fig. 5.12. Therein the Paris phase shifts are portrayed by the

crosses while those obtained by using the inversion potentials are represented by the

solid curves. While some differences are observed in the (coupled) JD] state above

400 MeV, the agreement between initial and reproduced sets is generally very good so

that the determined inversion potential can be considered as phase equivalent to the

Paris potential. The inversion potential, being static and local, will differ in off-shell

content from the original Paris potential which is momentum dependent.

Using the Gel'fand-Levitan and Marchenko formulations of the fixed energy quan-

tum inverse scattering theory, A'Ar inversion potentials have been found also from the

SM94 data for all A'A' channels with ./ < 2. For selected channels and as a function

of the energy, those phase shifts are shown in Fig. 5.13. Therein the_ filled circles des-

ignate the SM94 data and the continuous curves are the phase shifts obtained from

the inversion potentials constructed from that. SM94 data. The phase shifts obtained

from the Paris inversion potentials arc displayed as well (dashed curves) for reference.

Note first the ability of i he inversion method to reproduce the input data. The level of
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accuracy obtained is excellent with whatever phase shift set is used; SM94 and Paris

here. Second, note that there is a clear difference between the Paris phase shifts and

the SM94 ones above pion production threshold. It is precisely the presence of these

differences which should affect the overall behavior of the inversion potential and, in

particular, the optical model potentials above 300 MeV.
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Chapter 6

Nuclear matter and NN g matrices

It has been many years since Brueckner and his collaborators [110, 111] established

a particularly useful perturbation theory of nuclear many-body systems based upon

the A'A' interaction. With the apparent success of the shell model and thus the

implication that nucleons within a nucleus move independently, short ranged particle

correlations [110] did not complicate that theory. Essentially, their effect was to create

an average field [111] in which the nucleons move. In this section the Brueckner theory

by which that average field can be obtained from A'Ar </ matrices [112] is given. In

the context of infinite nuclear matter, the average field modifies the average kinetic

energies in the intermediate propagators [113], which, when antisynunetrization is

included., defines the BBG integral equations. Solutions of those BBG equations

are called the y matrices. The Pauli principle affects those integral equations by

restricting intermediate scattering states to be excited states of a fermionic many-

body system. That is defined as Pauli blocking.

In the development of a Thomas-Fermi theory of large nuclei, Bethe [114] estab-

lished that the local density approximation (LDA) is a convenient connection between

the infinite matter and finite nuclear systems. He found the LDA to be valid for den-

sities in excess of ~ 17% of the central value. In that paper. Bethe also noted the

importance of damping effects due to the auxiliary potentials in the propagators of the

Brueckner theory. This importance was revealed also by the study of Yuan et al. [115]

on the mean free path of nucleoiis in infinite nuclear matter. Allowing for Pauli block-

ing effects at. normal central densities (k; = 1.4 fin"') they found the nucleon mean

free path to be almost double that specified by using the on-shell l.p approximation.

Kven so the calculated mean free paths fell short of the empirical value, due in part
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to the neglect of the auxiliary potentials in the calculations. Cheon [116] allowed

for that by using the effective mass approximation to obtain good estimates of the

nucleon mean free path. Other studies [117] confirmed that effects of the medium

can vary predictions of nuclear matter absorption potential strengths by as much as a

factor of five from values obtained using free ArA' t matrices. In any event, a primary

requirement of microscopic theories of nuclei and their interactions is to know how

free NN interactions are influenced by the presence of a nuclear medium.

All nuclear medium calculations require evaluation of the BBG y matrices off-

shell. For example, in an analysis of knock-out reactions [118, 119], it was found that

extraction of nuclear properties becomes tenuous if conventional on-shell approxima-

tions are made. Intriguingly, realistic one boson exchange potentials, as well as those

obtained by inversion of the A'A' phase shifts [120, 39], have very similar off-shell

characteristics. Problems therefore lie with the specific medium correction effects to

the on-shell values of the free t matrices to be used in defining optical potentials with

the tp and tjp approximations [121, 55, 51, 32, 31].

6.1 Nuclear matter g matrices

Consider a fast nucleon of momentum p 0 in collision with another of momentum

p, which is embedded in infinite nuclear matter. The Fermi sea is defined by a

momentum k;. This collision involves a relative momentum fc = (p0 — p , ) / 2 and

a center of momentum K = (p(] + p , ) /2 . In these coordinates and with separate

particle energies r0 = lpp\/2m and c, = /i2pj/2m, the total energy of the two particles

becomes

E(k. K) = —(A:2 + K2) .
m

(6.11
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After the scattering there is an equivalent set of momenta p'o, p\, k' and K' = K.

The scattering y matrix is a solution of the BBG equation,

(6.2)

where Q(k', K; kf) is a Pauli blocking operator. A simple realisation of that operator

Q(k',K;kf) =
1 if |fc' ±K\>k;

0 otherwise.
(6.3)

Other medium effects are subsumed in an auxiliary potential U(\k + K\) in terms of

which the energy denominator is defined [122, 123] by

[E(k, K) - E{k', K)\ = — (k2- k12)

U(\k U(\k- K\) - U flfc' + K\)-U flfc' - K\) . (6.4)

Both Pauli blocking and the energy denominator are functions of the integrating

momentum k'. It is customary to approximate these by their monopole, or angle

averaged, values. This is justified since the g matrices are weakly dependent upon the

momentum K [123]. Standard partial wave expansions yield well behaved Fredholm

integral equations of the second kind,

[E(k,K)-E(k',K)]
. ( 6 .5 )
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with {(ft) = JLL'ST] and bars designating angle averaged values. Specifically, the

angle averaged Pauli operator is

Q(k,K;kr) =

1 if Jfc > kf + K

iffc< yjk) - 1O

otherwise.

(6.6)

In the context of nuclear matter, Legindgaard [124] has shown this angle averaging to

be a good approximation. Subsequently Cheon and Redish [125] demonstrated that

this remains valid when positive energies of 300 MeV and normal nuclear matter den-

sities are considered. No such detailed calculation of the accuracy of angle averaging

of the energy denominator exists but a sensible approximation to use is

~E(k, K) = ^ (k2 + K2) + U (|fc + K\) + U{\k- K\). (6.7)

U(p) are auxiliary potentials.

Another simplification of the energy denominator is the effective mass approxi-

mation in which the individual single particle energies are approximated by

(6.8)

where m* and f, are constants. Since the total energy is the sum of the incoming

and struck nucleon energies, one then gets

fc, K) = —r (k
2 + K2) + Uo + U, , (6.9)

It is natural to s<-ek a better prescription of the auxiliary potentials. One way is

to consider the arguments of the potential in Eq (6.4) with the Biueckner angle
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averaged prescription [126, 127],

|fc ± K\' « A'2 + k2 ± ( -5= ) kKQ*(k, K; k,) ,
v3

(6.10)

and an average value for K —> K when determining the single particle potential,

K =
k'1 + p1 - i [(2fc + pf - Icj] itkf-p<2k<k,+p

WTf if 0 < 2k < kj - p .
(6.11)

The interplay between U{p) and the y matrices is given by the sum over two-body

channels,

Q/.2

— ) / 2 X(k) Re {g(,j](k, k;l<)\ k2dk .
Jo "• J

The integration weight X(k) is

(6.12)

= {l\ke{0,(kf-p)/2]} (6.13)

and

A'(fe) = { 2 ^ : [(k'j - P2)/4 - fc(fc - p)] ; |fc € [(k, - p ) /2 . (A.7

(6.14)

The nioinentum k is an on-shell relative momentum value which, with the chosen

values of kj and ;;, specify K. The energy li2A //'i is that at which one evaluates the

y matrices. To facilitate calculation, the principal value of the integral is taken [123,
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109, 122]

*""' ( 6 J 5 )

defining the reactance matrix A'(<>) which is related to the y matrix by

, q; K) - W(k) ^ hV(<l', k; k, q; K) ,

where [122]

involves

2fc2Q(fc, K; ks)
[2k + 2rnU'(k)/h]

(6.16)

(6.17)

(6.18)

Since the average momentum A' is dependent, upon the energy of the incoming nu-

cleon and upon the Fermi momentum, both the y and A''a) matrices are functions of

these. Note that if the Fermi momentum is zero, E<|. (6.16) simplifies to the Heitler

equation [109]. It is customary [50, 122] to use the real parts of the on-shell g matrices

in the summations to define a real auxiliary potential for the BBG equation.

The range of momentum for which Eq. (6.12) is used to define the auxiliary poten-

tials has been a point of discussion. A standard choice has been to set. U(po) to zero

if pa is greater than kj. This is not truly self-consistent as outside the Fermi surface

a zero set potential on iteration does not give convergent g matrices. It has also been

argued that a continuous choice of the auxiliary potential is more realistic as that

allows for appropriate cancellation of some higher order terms [128]. Also, with the

continuous choice, i he appropriate behavior of the imaginary component of the optical
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model potential in the vicinity of the Fermi surface can be estimated (128, 129].

The utility of the K^ matrices at positive energies is that they reflect the off-

shell character of the complete g matrices and that character can be displayed for any

channel by Noyes-Kowalski /-ratios [105,106, 107], which now are medium dependent,

as

(6.19)

with K(k;kj,p). Note again that this ratio emphasises off-shell behavior by scaling

against the on-shell value so that one must always bear in mind the actual size of the

denominator when considering any significance of /-ratios.

Solution of the BBG equations may also be obtained for negative energies. In this

case the y matrices are purely real and the infinite matter calculation leads to the

Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) approximation of the binding energy per particle via

wf kHk •

wherein e/ is the Fermi energy, k again represents the relative momentum and the

average center of mass momentum is now redefined [123] as

k2

(6.21)

Note that here T(ej) represents the kinetic term and Wo(k/) tho first order excita-

tion. The choice of NN interaction, as well as the auxiliary potential, markedly affects

predictions of the binding energy per particle as will be shown. Day [130] and oth-

ers [128, 131] have further extend™! the BHF approximation to take into consideration

the so-called renormalised excitation, leading to the renormalised Biueckner-Hartree-
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0 1
P (fin-1)

Figure 6.1: The auxiliary potential obtained using the Bonn-B (solid), OSBEP
(dashed), and Paris (dot-dashed) interactions at various Fermi momentum.

Fock approximation.

6.2 g matrices from realistic interactions

For nucleon projectile energies such that the inherent AW collisions are below pion

threshold, the BBG equations have been solved using various realistic interactions.

Herein results found using the Paris [18], Bonn-B [19], and OSBEP [36] NN inter-

actions are shown. In Fig. 6.1 the auxiliary potentials as specified in Eq. (6.12) are

displayed for a range of Fermi momenta from 0.6 to l.S fin"1. An iterative method of
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solution was employed starting with values for the auxiliary potential per Eq. (6.12),

and using them in the energy denominator of Eq. (6.5) until convergence was ob-

tained. As evident in Fig. 6.1, at low densities the auxiliary potentials from all inter-

actions are small in size arid almost indistinguishable from each other. However when

kj = 1.8 fm"1 the auxiliary potentials are not only very strong but those determined

from each interaction are slightly different. With increasing density the auxiliary

potentials become more strongly attractive at low incident momenta p < 3 fm~' and

more strongly repulsive at high incident momenta. The auxiliary potentials at densi-

ties less than central nuclear values display a distinct shoulder-like structure in their

momentum dependence in the vicinity of the Fermi surface (k;). With increasing

density that structure dissipates.

The interactions give different values for the binding energy per particle as defined

by Eq. (6.20). Those differences are displayed in Fig. 6.2 wherein the solid, dashed,

and dash-dotted lines again are the results obtained using the Bonn-B. the OSBEP,

and the Paris interaction respectively. The three interactions all give nuclear satura-

tion, albeit at densities higher than the empirical one for which k; = 1.36 fin"'. The

binding energy per particle at saturation for each interaction differs as well. Empiri-

cally one expects the binding energy per particle at saturation to be in the range-15

to -17 MeV [34]. A value of that amount has been obtained by using the Bonn-B

interaction, but at too high a density. With the Paris interaction, under-binding

occurs while with the OSBEP there is over-binding. Again, those saturation results

occur at. too high a density. However, Machleidt [34] argues in favour of relativistic

effects to be important in fine tuning results of such calculations. When relativistic

corrections are made, the saturation density and binding energy per particle both

decrease, kf by about 0.2 fm~' and Eg/A by 3 to 4 MeV. Their effect is significant

on the plots shown in Fig. 6.2, and would move the OSBEP result into quite good

agreement with the experimental values. This shift of Coester lines is well known

and hence the exportation of the final OSBEP result. It is important to appreciate

that these relativistic effects are .rj -10% corrections. The binding energies depicted in
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D

kf(fm"')

Figure 6.2: The binding energy per particle determined from infinite matter calcula-
tions and as a function of the Fermi momentum.
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Table 6.1: Contributions to the binding energy per particle by NN channels for Fermi
momenta of 0.6 and 1.0 fm~' and for the Paris, Bonn-B, and OSBEP interactions.

State

'So
3S,
'Pi

•3P«
3 P ,
3 o

1 r\

3D\
3D7
3D3
lF3
3F2
3F3
3F4
lG<
3G3
3G4
3 H4

J>5
KE

EB/A

Paris

-2.85
-5.54

0.22
-0.23

0.45
-0.21
-0.06

0.03
-0.09

0.00
0.01

-0.01
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.48

-3.79

kf = 0.6

Bonn-B

-2.97
-5.58

0.22
-0.23

0.45
-0.20
-0.05

0.03
-0.09

0.00
0.01

-0.01
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.48

-3.92

OSBEP

-2.96
-5.56

0.21
-0.22

0.43
-0.20
-0.05

0.03
-0.09

0.00
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.48

-3.91

Paris

-8.77
-13.14

1.49
-1.45

3.29
-2.14
-0.72

0.38
-1.13

0.00
0.20

-0.12
0.36

-0.07
-0.09

0.03
-0.13
-0.01

0.06
12.44

-9.49

kf = 1.0

Bonn-B

-9.14
-13.52

1.53
-1.46

3.33
-2.14
-0.64

0.39
-1.10

0.04
0.20

-0.12
0.35

-0.05
-0.08

0.03
-0.13
-0.01

0.07
12.44

-10.00

OSBEP

-9.15
-13.56

1.40
-1.37

3.14
-2.12
-0.60

0.38
-1.06

0.04
0.19

-0.11
0.33

-0.04
-0.08

0.03
-0.12
-0.01

0.07
12.44

-10.20

Fig. 6.2 are the result of subtraction of the kinetic from potential energies typically

of 40 MeV at central densities. The changes wrought on the non-relativistic results

therefore are more impressive in the diagrams because of that subtraction.

It is instructive to note the contributions to the binding energy with each inter-

action channel by channel. The values are given in Table 6.1 for Fermi momenta 0.6

and 1.0 fm"1, and in Table 6.2 for Fermi momenta of 1.4 and 1.8 fm~'. From these

tables it is clear that, to saturation density, the S-channel contributions dominate.

Bui the P-wave contributions increase in value with density to the extent that, by

kf = 1.8 fm"1, the ''Pi-channel value is comparable with those of the .S'-waves. This
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Table 6.2: Contributions to the binding energy per particle by NN channels for Fermi
momenta 1.4 and 1.8 fm"1 and for the Paris, Bonn-B, and OSBEP interactions.

State

'So
3S,
'Pi
3Po
3 P .
3 P 2

' D 2
3A
3D2
3D3

'F3
3F2
3F3
3F4

'G4
3G 3
3G4
3 # 4

J > 5
KE

EBIA

Paris

-16.96
-20.66

4.77
-3.83
11.35

-8.43
-3.18

1.67
-4.74

0.04
0.97

-0.69
1.84

-0.52
-0.55

0.25
-0.88
-0.11

0.52
24.38

-14.78

ks = 1.4

Bonn-B

-17.84
-22.41

4.99
-3.87
11.38
-8.57
-2.77

1.73
-4.59

0.25
0.98

-0.66
1.82

-0.39
-0.50

0.25
-0.85
-0.11

0.53
24.38

-16.24

OSBEP

-17.97
-22.71

4.39
-3.55
10.75

-8.49
-2.59

1.66
-4.44

0.27
0.94

-0.63
1.73

-0.38
-0.48

0.24
-0.81
-0.10

0.49
24.38

-17.30

Paris

-24.20
-21.83

11.06
-6.25
28.78

-21.34
-9.01

4.39
-12.38

0.28
2.76

-2.10
5.43

-2.01
-1.89

0.93
-3.09
-0.49

1.72
40.31
-9.04

kf = 1.8

Bonn-B

-26.37
-29.02

12.06
-6.18
28.25

-21.82
-7.75

4.60
-11.88

0.85
2.79

-2.02
5.47

-1.67
-1.68

0.93
-2.96
-0.46

1.87
40.31

-14.68

OSBEP

-27.08
-30.32

10.01
-5.19
26.85

-21.58
-7.19

4.39
-11.56

0.98
2.64

-1.97
5.20

-1.65
-1.60

0.89
-2.84
-0.44

1.79
40.31

-18.35
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table also reveals how the total binding energy is constructed with each interaction.

The Paris interaction contributions are similar to those of the Bonn-B in all but the

S-channels. At k; = 1.4 fin"1 with the Paris interaction, S-waves elements contribute

just over 2.5 MeV less to the binding than do the corresponding ones with the Bonn-B

interaction. On the other hand, the 5- and £>-wave contributions for the OSBEP and

Bonn-B interactions are quite similar at all densities. However significant differences

do occur with those interactions in the calculated binding energies for the P-waves.

In fact, it is the reduced repulsive P-wave contributions in the channels 'Pi and 3P],

found with the OSBEP interaction, that makes the resultant binding energy per par-

ticle significantly larger and saturation occur at a higher density than found with the

Bonn-B.

To ascertain the effects of the nuclear matter properties in the positive energy

domain, consider the A''"' matrices generated from the three interactions at various

energies and with Pauli and average field influences isolated. Solutions of Eq. (6.15)

have been obtained for many energies to 800 MeV but just the results at 65 and 200

MeV are discussed herein. The on-shell values are presented in Table 6.3. Therein,

the results found using Pauli blocking but with no self consistent potential taken in

the propagators are identified with the label "PB". The results of full solutions of the

BBG equations are denoted by "PB+SCP", indicating by the label that, both Pauli

blocking and the auxiliary potential determined in a self consistent fashion have been

included. The third entry is designated by FREE and those results are obtained

from solution of LS equations. While 33 channels have been used in all studies, to

note the effects of medium changes it suffices to display results only for the dominant

ones. Clearly, at all energies the effects of the medium are quite large. With the odd

channels, Pauli blocking increases the strength of the real parts by,some 10 to 20%

and decreases that of the imaginary parts. That is most strongly seen al 65 MeV. In

those odd channels, inclusion of the auxiliary potentials in the calculations enhance

the changes. But the effects of Pauli blocking and of the auxiliary potentials are not

as coherent in the S channels.
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Table 6.3: Table of on-shell KM matrices at 65 and 200 MeV for the Bonn-B, Paris,
and OSBEP interactions, and for various NN channels. FREE denotes solution of
the LS equations, "PB" denotes solution of BBG equations but with the auxiliary
potential set to zero, and "PB+SCP" denotes full solution of the BBG equations.

channel

'So

' / > •

3Po

3 Pi

3s,

3A

3S, o 3 D,

3F2

3P; <-> 3F2

FREE
PB

PB+SCP
FREE

PB
PB+SCP

FREE
PB

PB+SCP
FREE

PB
PB+SCP

FREE
PB

PB+SCP
FREE

PB
PB+SCP

FREE
PB

PB+SCP
FREE

PB
PB+SCP

FREE
PB

PB+SCP
FREE

PB
PB+SCP

Bonn-B
-0.789
-0.799
-0.741

0.259
0.296
0.308

-0.244
-0.237
-0.228

0.207
0.234
0.243

-1.605
-1.257
-1.020

0.175
0.128
0.129

-0.072
-0.341
-0.346
-0.160
-0.133
-0.126
-0.010
-0.011
-0.011

0.045
0.043
0.043

65 MeV
Paris

-0.735
-0.757
-0.685

0.253
0.285
0.293

-0.238
-0.231
-0.223

0.204
0.232
0.242

-1.622
-1.288
-0.915

0.173
0.123
0.124

-0.067
-0.347
-0.349
-0.155
-0.129
-0.123
-0.010
-0.011
-0.011

0.044
0.043
0.043

OSBEP
-0.830
-0.817
-0.761

0.231
0.255
0.261
0.224

-0.219
-0.206

0.195
0.220
0.229

-1.676
-1.274
-1.048

0.168
0.123
0.123

-0.070
-0.332
-0.335
-0.156
-0.131
-0.125
-0.009
-0.010
-0.010

0.043
0.041
0.041

Bonn-B
-0.064
-0.073
-0.042

0.280
0.282
0.312
0.011
0.017
0.034
0.240
0.246
0.271

-0.222
-0.260
-0.209

0.237
0.206
0.201

-0.038
-0.100
-0.136
-0.193
-0.187
-0.173
-0.013
-0.015
-0.015

0.034
0.037
0.038

200 MeV
Paris

-0.053
-0.058
-0.018

0.257
0.257
0.279

-0.006
-0.003

0.013
0.245
0.252
0.281

-0.225
-0.261
-0.150

0.238
0.205
0.200

-0.041
-0.111
-0.155
-0.190
-0.184
-0.171
-0.013
-0.015
-0.015

0.032
0.036
0.037

OSBEP
-0.090
-0.103
-0.076

0.221
0.221
0.236
0.030
0.038
0.063
0.229
0.235
0.261

-0.245
-0.289
-0.243

0.225
0.195
0.188

-0.032
-0.093
-0.125
-0.180
-0.176
-0.165
-0.013
-0.015
-0.016

0.031
0.035
0.035
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Application of Eq. (6.16) with these K^ matrices produces the complex / and tj

matrices. In that way, g matrices have been obtained for values of kf ranging from

0 to 2 fin"1. The properties of those half-off-shell g matrix elements for kf = 0 and

1.4 fm~' will be discussed below. Note also that those elements have been evaluated

using the full BBG equations as well as by using the reduced forms in which only

Pauli blocking and no auxiliary potential has been used. The off-shell properties of

the t and g matrices are displayed in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, wherein the Noyes-Kowalski

/-ratios are plotted for the energies 65 and 200 MeV respectively. For the most

important channels, the results displayed in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 were obtained with the

free case kf = 0, with the kf = 1.4 fm~' runs with only Pauli blocking involved,

and from the full solutions of the BBG equations at kf = 1.4 fm~'. Those results

are portrayed by the solid, dashed, and dot-dashed curves respectively. The Bonn-B

interaction was used as the starting interaction in all cases. At 65 MeV, and as seen

in Fig. 6.3, the medium has little effect on the f-ratios, save for the 3Dt channel. In

that channel, the values given in Table 6.3 demonstrate that nuclear medium effects

are significant. Indeed, the free /-ratio peaks at a slightly higher momentum than

do the medium modified ones. All in all, despite there being significant differences

between the various free and medium modified /<"'"' matrices on-shell, medium effects

in the off-shell variations are slight.

Differences between the /-ratios arc more noticeable at the higher energies. From

Fig. 6.4, it is obvious that at 200 MeV the 'So channel off-shell variations are quite

affected by inclusion of the auxiliary potentials. But the on-shell values in this channel

are very small, a reflection of the fact that the NN phase shift for the 'So passes

through zero in this energy regime. This is also the case for the 3Pg channel when one

notes in Table 6.3 that the on-shell /V'"' matrix elements are almost zero. Indeed,

large variations in /-ratios are due to the denominators being very small. In both

cases, the shape of the /-ratios are similar, showing that again the nuclear medium

does not significantly alter the shape of the off-shell A"'"' matrices, and hence of the

t- and (/ matrices as well. In all cases when the on-shell magnitudes arc of order or
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cf1

0 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 6.3: The Noyes-Kowalski /-ratios for the set of NN channels indicated and at
65 MeV for the Bonn-B interaction. The solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines refer to
the FREE, PB, and PB+SCP calculations respectively.
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0 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

q (fm"')

Figure 6.4: As for Fig. (i.3, but at 200 McV.
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greater than 0.L the /-ratios are little affected by either the Pauli blocking or the

energy denominators. Thus the prime effects of the nuclear medium upon the effective

interactions are to alter the on-shcll values in the diverse scattering channels. The

off-shell variations essentially are unchanged.
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Chapter 7

The effective NN interaction

Coordinate space effective NN interactions, between protons with energies to over 300

MeV incident upon nuclei and each bound nucleon in the target, have been defined

by optimal fits to the on- and half-off-shell t and nuclear matter (/ matrices that have

been determined from solutions of the LS and BBG equations respectively. Realistic

NN potentials, such as Paris [18], Bonn-B [19], and OSBEP [59]) have been used as

input. Folding these medium modified effective interactions with appropriate density

matrices give nonlocal optical potentials for the elastic scattering of protons from

nuclei. As will be shown, good reproduction of the differential cross-section data and

diverse spin observables with scattering from all nuclei in the range 3He to 238U has

been obtained [132, 133] by solving the associated non-local Sclnodinger equations.

Herein, a specific form of the effective interaction in coordinate space that is useful

in making a folding optical potential is investigated. That form of the effective interac-

tion is dictated by the structure used in the programs DWBA91 and DWBA98 [29, 30].

Not only do those programs evaluate the nonlocal optical potentials from a full fold-

ing prescription but also they solve the associated integro-differential Schrodinger

equations for pA scattering. In the main we discuss the effective interaction form in

reference to the free t matrices. The same techniques are used to find the coordinate

space forms of the effective interactions defined from nuclear matter g matrices.

7.1 Coordinate space representations

Momentum space studies of NN scattering below pion threshold involve solution of

partial wave LS equations starting with one of the realistic interactions. The result is
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a tabulation of arrays tJ
rjT(q', </; CJ) for each on-shell energy w. But the spin structure

of the t matrix is very important, so classification in terms of central, tensor, and two-

body spin-orbit characteristics has proven useful [85]. Also, meson exchange concepts,

when used to define the NN interactions, often are more conveniently described in

coordinate space with Yukawa form factors. A number of the interactions such as the

Reid [134], the Paris [18], and the Bonn-R [19] forces were determined in this way.

Further, if one wishes to consider more complicated NA systems and their reactions,

such a representation has been used for most studies that go beyond the simplest of

microscopic calculations [28, 135]. Indeed, to obtain sensible optical model potentials

medium corrections must be considered. Only by so doing can one obtain reasonable

predictions of differential cross sections and spin observables from proton-nucleus

elastic scattering for energies to 300 MeV and above.

There are circumstances in which interactions do not have convenient structure.

Interactions which necessarily have been obtained solely from the NN scattering

data [39] are examples. In such cases, an effective parameterisation scheme facilitates

a recasting of the t matrices into utilitarian nuclear operator structure. One such

effective interaction scheme consists of central (C), tensor (S12), and two-body spin-

orbit (L • S) components each of which has a form factor that is a set of Yukawas of

various ranges. Each of those Yukawas has a complex strength which is dependent

upon the energy and the spin/isospin state.

7.2 The parameterisation scheme

The form of an effective interaction in coordinate space that is now used is

(7.1)
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with radial functions that have the form,

(7.2)

for each operator of the set (j) = {C, 5 l 2 and L • 5}. (L • S)'2 and L'2 components

have been considered in some cases as well. Sj (u>) are complex energy dependent

strengths, nj are the inverse ranges of the interaction, and j represents the set of

the inverse ranges chosen. In principle, the number of strengths and ranges chosen

can be as large as one likes, though experience shows that four suffice.

To match data in {JSTLL1} channel form to the effective interaction elements in

ST channel form, the angular momentum state expectation values of the operators

in the effective interactions are needed. Explicitly, those expectation values are given

by the set

= hi.'

= \ [J(J

(fiSn) =

- 1 ) - 5(5 + 1)] 5W

if L = J

if z, = U = J - 1

if L = // = J + 1

jf-. sJJ{J + 1) if L = ./ ± 1, U = ./

Originally [39], it was thought additional elements would be needed in analyses. Those

extra operator terms are

and = L(L ) <J;./' • (7.3)

Those terms have not proved necessary for application to find optical potentials to

describe elastic pA scattering. However, they may be required as elements of the
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transition operator in assessments of some inelastic and charge exchange processes.

With the selected form of tfjj(r,u), a double Bessel transform determines the

equivalent momentum space representation [85, 123),

../AT

io
(OST/

•J

dr

,- ,}"r
jv{qr) dr

(7.4)

where A = 2 for tensor states and 0 otherwise, and a designates the two-body channel

set of quantum numbers {JSTLL'}.

Assuming the ranges to be independent of energy and momenta and the strengths

to depend only on the energy, the effective representation may be separated into

individual sets. Later it can be assumed that the strengths also depend on the

density. The optimal set of ranges and strengths then are those which satisfy

-lJJl,(,/,,,; (7.5)

This optimization of the effective interaction is facilitated using by a two-step pro-

cess. First the ranges, assumed independent of both energy and density, are deter-

mined optimally. Then the strengths at the desired energies are determined for each

spin/isospin state and energy. The assumptions about the range values are justified

from the properties of the Noyes-Kowalski /-ratios of the t and g matrices. Those

/-ratios for both free and medium modified quantities off-shell are very similar in all

channels. In those circumstances when1 considerable variation exists, that variation

can be traced to the denominators of the /-ratios being very small. Such occur at

energies where phase shift values cross; the real axis. The dominant effect of the nu-

clear medium then is to vary the on-shcll values of the // matrices from those of the

A'A' / matrices.
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For every two-body channel and momentum pair q and q', one can obtain the

effective t matrices by summing over the appropriate number of strengths and ranges.

Since this parameterisation is sought to be accurate for all momenta, it is possible to

rewrite Eq. (7.4) as a linear system of equations,

(7.6)

in which 7 has the dimension m due the combination of the number of channels

taken for the set of input t matrices and the momenta and energies considered. The

dimension of j3 is n, equal to the number of ranges considered for the operators.

The minimization required is that of the Euclidean norm

min := \\Ttf(riS0(u)-T,(w)\\ , (7.7)

allows replacement of the strength in Eq. (7.7) giving the requirement

where r is an [m x n] matrix with m » n. Hence the system is over determined and

an optimal set of strengths and ranges must be found. Inversion of Eq. (7.6),

(7.8)

(7.9)

which can be found by using singular value decomposition (SVD) upon the matrix T.

Tikhonov regularization [136] is also useful in that process [85]. Once the optimal set

of ranges is found, their values can be used in Eq. (7.8) to obtain the set of complex

strengths for any given energy.
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7.3 Effective g matrices in coordinate space

Microscopic theories of AM interactions necessarily involve medium corrections to

many body matrix elements if they are to best describe scattering. Diverse applica-

tions have shown that such medium modifications in g matrices play an important

role [80, 84, 69, 70, 137, 138, 139, 132]. But practical considerations means that ap-

proximations to those matrix elements are required; one such approximation is to use

a parameterisation scheme for those g matrices. Given that is so, one is free to choose

the structure of the interactions. Though some such studies have been made using

optimization strictly through Landau parameters [140, 141, 142, 27] or other struc-

tures [143, 144, 145], most have involved the use of Gaussian [146, 147, 148, 149, 150]

or Yukawa [85, 28, 135, 151, 84, 70, 137, 152, 153, 154, 155] form factors.

In the case of Gaussian form factors, the general structure of the interaction has

been chosen [146, 156, 157] as either

<JSJ(r;k,,U) =

or [147, 148, 149, 150]

.-(*{"')'

(7.10)

(7.11)

for various inverse ranges in the region A = 0.5 to 2.0 fm"1. Again (0;) represent the

expectation values of the nuclear operator set identified by i, while j indicates the

choice of ranges. Within the prescription determined by Sprung and Banerjee [147]

whereby the shortest range only was varied to improve the fit, the optimal value for

description of density dependence was found [148] with 7 = 5 - With that effective

interact ion, polarization and differential cross-section results for the elastic scattering

from closed shell nuclei were described quite well [148, 149].

Manv detailed calculations have also been made with Yukawa form factors in the
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effective interactions. Early ones were based upon the free I matrix premise of Love

and Franey [28, 135], namely to vary the set of on-shell values of the /, matrices for

various channels to produce an effective interaction that gives good results for inelastic

scattering. But it was shown [69, 153] that the inclusion of density dependencies of

the NN interactions by ascertaining the A'Ar y matrices from infinite nuclear matter

systems better described man}' elastic and inelastic scattering properties. That was

the case for calculations wherein density effects were included by using the Hamburg y

matrices [84, 153]. Nakayama et al. [27], confirmed that the effects of Pauli blocking

and of the auxiliary potential are very significant. The Hamburg y matrices were

used to specify microscopic optical model potentials [26, 70] and then to analyse both

elastic and inelastic scattering [158]. The sensitivity of the isovector contributions

to nuclear scattering were seen clearly therein. Studies [137, 155] have shown the

sensitivity in l4C(p, n) reactions to the isoscalar and isovector density dependent

character of the transition interaction in the intermediate energy regime. For all of

those studies, representation of the nuclear medium corrected matrices was chosen

using Yukawa form factors and the standard operator set (0,-) in the form specified in

Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2), so that

(7.12)

The success in application for high energy scattering with t matrices modified by a

density dependent waling parameter [28, 135, 159], and of more complicated y fold-

ing schemes [14, 55. 32, 46] for medium energy studies, suggests that use of the g

matrices will give better descriptions of NA scattering. It is a problem that most

effective interactions employed in the past did not represent the off-shell properties

of the original g mai rices [137] well. When that was realized, half-off-shell y matrix

elements were taken as the input to the mapping process to specify the effective in-

teraction. With tli;u a number of studies were made In the nuclear medium, the

bound nucleon is moving within the Fermi sea prior lo being struck by the incoming
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particle. Assuming that the strengths are not only energy but also density dependent,

one has the problem of variation with the initial momentum of the struck particle.

More precisely, since one transforms the incoming and struck momenta into relative

and center of mass coordinates, the // matrices required will be functions of the center

of mass momenta K. However, specification of an average center of mass momen-

tum [123, 153, 155] simplifies the problem. Defining the root mean square (rms)

average for the center of mass momentum by

(7.13)

gives to pi, = 0.85773/c/ and the momentum of the incoming nucleon for a given

relative momentum is pa = 2k+ Jip'l — k'j if pi, < \J(kt - 2k)2 + Ak2 and \Jp\ -4k2

otherwise. The rms average center of mass momentum is then determined in the usual

way [123, 122].

7.3.1 Optimal effective g matrices

In applying the parameterisation scheme to represent .</ matrices and because of the

nature of the nuclear medium, one has to allow the struck nucleon to have a range

of momenta. That variation is treated using average values. The parameterisation

scheme applied under that constraint yields excellent fits to the tabled (/-matrix val-

ues. The fits are as good as those achieved in the analyses of the ( matrices. Although

there is great variation in the strength parameters, there is no density dependence

required with the ranges of Yukawa form factors. Thus the parameterisation scheme

has been applied to //-matrix elements with the set of ranges listed in Table 7.1,

being the optimised values for incident energies to 300 McY [151]. One needs also

bear in mind that not all partial waves contribute to the different aspects of the the

interaction. The linkages for channels wit li ./ < 4 are displayed in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.1: The inverse ranges fij(i) in fm ' of the interaction components

Component
1
2
3
4

Central
0.71
1.758
2.949
4.0

Spin-Orbit and Tensor
1.25
2.184
3.141
4.0

Table 7.2: Contributions in components of the effective interaction

3P«,

3 Si <-
3 P 2 ^

State
'So 'D2

Js,
'P,

. , 2 ; 3 i

• 3 D ,

+ 3 F 2

' F ,
72,3,4 ; 3 H 4

; 3G3,4
3 D 3 f* 3G 3
3l? J_K 3 o

" 4 " n 4

s
0
1
0
1
1
1
1

T
1
0
0
1
0
0
1

Central
X
X
X
X
X

Spin-Orbit

X
X

Tensor

X
X
X
X
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7.3.2 Integral and moments of the effective interaction

The first measure of the energy and medium variations to the effective interaction are

the volume integrals and the radial moments. With the effective interaction in the

form specified by Eq. (7.2), volume integrals are given by

(7.14)

for the central and spin-orbit components. For the tensor force an additional factor

of r2 enters, thus

i=f"'
(7.15)

However, the values so found from Eqs. (7.14) and (7.15) do not reflect the relative

importance of these components when they are used in calculations of matrix elements

as antisymmetrization effects have not been considered explicitly. Values of matrix

elements are dependent upon the interference between direct and exchange terms and

the extent of that interference is dependent upon the range of each term.

The effective interaction is short ranged and it is useful to consider properties of

the extreme limit that the interaction component form factors have zero range. In

that limit, each form factor is a ^-function and the interaction acts only on relative

5-states. Then direct and exchange matrix elements are equal in magnitude and

either constructive or destructive for the central force components as the spin and

isospin sum S + T + 1 is an even or an odd integer. For spin-orbit and tensor forces,

higher order terms need be considered to infer their relative importance. However,

the spin-orbit interactions yield direct and exchange (5 = 1) matrix elements that are

equal and constructive in the isovector case but destructive for the isoscalar terms.

Thus, while it is still appropriate to compare the volume integrals as functions of

the density of the central even channel forces higher moments are more relevant for
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the other elements. For the central odd channels, the isovector spin-orbit, and the

tensor interactions, it is more appropriate to consider the r2 moment, while for the

isoscalar spin-orbit it is the r4 moment. Note that the tensor force, as defined by

Eq. (7.2), involves the extra factor of r2 so that their their r2 moments are also of the

form

(7.16)

The volume integrals and moments have been evaluated for the effective interac-

tion built upon the Paris potential and with 65, 135, and 200 MeV. The values for

each energy and at a set of densities for 0 < kj < 1.4 fm"1 are displayed in four

figures. This is achieved by displaying results as functions of the momentum ratio

x = k/kF where kF is the central nuclear density value. The 5 and T components

of the real and imaginary parts of the integrals are depicted by the solid and long

dashed curves in each panel.

In Fig. 7.1, the volume integrals of the central-even S = 0,T = 1 and S = 1,T = 0

states are shown. The singlet and triplet spin effective interaction results are shown

in the left and right panels respectively. These volume integrals all vary smoothly and

slowly with density. With increasing energy, the real parts of the effective interactions

change from slowly decreasing with density at 65 MeY to slightly increasing with

density at 200 MeV. The actual strengths of the real parts of these volume integrals

increase overall by a factor of 3 to 4 between the two energy extremes. The imaginary

parts of the volume integrals are small in general and decrease in importance with

density. Such gives surface peaked absorption which will change noticeably with

energy.

The second moment r2 integrals of the central-odd interactions, for which S =

0, T = 0 and S = 1,7' = 1, are given in Fig. 7.2 with the singlet-odd and triplet-

odd channel values given in the left, and right panels respectively. The singlet-odd

results are very large and their sizes over-emphasise the importance the channel has

K. Amos, et al.
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Figure 7.1: The volume integrals of the central-even state effective interactions de-
termined from the Paris potential. The 65, 135, and 200 MeV results are displayed
in the top. middle and bottom segments with the real and imaginary components
depicted by the solid and long dashed curves respectively.
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Figure 7.2: The r2 moment integrals of the central-odd state effective interactions.
The notations are as defined in Fig 7.1
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in defining the optical potential. Both channel results decrease with density and

extremely so for the 65 MeV triplet-odd channel. The imaginary parts are relatively

small in comparison to the real parts save for the triplet-odd channel with increasing

energy.

Thus the central interaction integrals are quite diverse in behavior with both

energy and density. They range from being negligible in strength to being of the order

of 1000 MeV-fm3. The variations are not the same in different spin-isospin channels

nor are they linear either in energy or density. Certainly no simple functional form

linear or quadratic in energy and/or linear with density as given in Eqs. (7.10) and

(7.11) can approximate well these results.

The spin-orbit interaction moment integrals are shown in Fig 7.3. The isospin

singlet and triplet channel results are shown on the left and right sections respectively.

The r4 and r2 moments for the isoscalar and isovector channels are displayed in the

right and left panels respectively and with the energies of 65, 135, and 200 MeV shown

from top to bottom. The density and energy variations of these components are large

for both the real and imaginary terms. The isoscalar component (r4) moments vary

most strongly with both energy and density. At 65 MeV the real part changes sign

at about 40% central density (k ~ 0.6/cp) but at the higher energies it is increasing

and negative with density. The imaginary part of these moment integrals varies very

markedly as well, even changing character at each energy. The isovector r2 moment

is as variable. Both real and imaginary parts change with energy and density in

non-trivial ways.

The moment integrals of the tensor force components are shown in Fig. 7.4. Note

that, as the tensor form factor is r2 times Yukawas, the r2 moments are given by

Eq. (7.16). The isoscalar and isovector component results are shown in the left and

right hand panels again with the 65, 135, and 200 MeV cases shown from top to bot-

tom. The isosialar results generally decrease wiili increasing density. That decrease

becomes quite appreciable with the real part as the energy increases. The imaginary

part of that isoscalar result is weakly positive to energies above 135 MeV and at 200
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Figure 7.3: The moment integrals of the spin-orbit components of the effective inter-
actions; r4 and r2 moments for the isoscalar and isovector channels respectively. The
notations are as defined in Fig 7.1
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Figure 7.4: The r' moment integrals of the tensor components of the effective inter-
actions. The notations are as defined in Fig 7.1
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MeV is noticeable and absorptive.

The isovector result is more varying with density changing sign at 65 MeV and

being positive but decreasing by a factor of two from free scattering results at higher

energies. The imaginary parts also decrease with density but now change from ab-

sorptive to repulsive and then back at the three energies displayed.

7.3.3 Radial variations of the effective interactions

The radial variations of the effective interactions based upon the Paris interaction are

displayed in four figures. In each, the radial variations of the 65, 135, and 200 MeV

effective interactions are shown again from top to bottom and each panel contains

the real and imaginary parts of the interactions for zero and central nuclear densities.

The real and imaginary parts of the free interactions are depicted by the long dashed

and dot-dashed curves while those of the interaction at central nuclear density are

portrayed by the solid and dotted curves respectively.

The radial variation of the central singlet components are shown in Fig. 7.5. With

the notable exception at 200 MeV, the real and imaginary parts decrease witli density

and the imaginary components become more negative with energy. The medium also

increases the attractive real potential at 200 MeV. The properties of the central

interactions in the triplet channels are presented in Fig. 7.6. The variations with

energy and density are even more marked and diverse than with the central singlet

potentials. The spin-orbit and tensor force results are displayed in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8

respectively. In the spin-orbit cases, the triplet-even channel variations are large.

The medium effects show a marked increase in size and sometimes a change of sign

of the potentials. Such is also the case in the triplet-odd channel interactions for 65

and 135 MeV, while at 200 MeV medium effects are slight. At 200 MeV, the spin-

orbit triplet-odd interactions are rather small as well. The variations with energy

and density of the tensor force ini fractions are even more disparate with energy and

density than are those of the spin-orbit cases.
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Figure 7.5: The radial variations of the effective interactions in the central singlet
channels determined from the Paris potential. The 65, 135, and 200 MeV results
are displayed in the top, middle, and bottom segments with the real and imaginary
parts of the interactions at central nuclear density {k; = 1.4) depicted by the solid
and dotted curves respectively. The matching results for the free NN interaction are
shown by the long dashed and dot-dashed curves respectively.
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Figure 7.G: The radial variations of the effective interactions in the central triplet
channels. The notation is as given in Fig. 7.5.
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Figure 7.7: Tiie radial variations of the effective interactions with the spin-orbit forces.
The notation is as given in Fig. 7.5.
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Figure 7.8: The radial variations of the effective interactions with the tensor force.
The notation is as given in Fig. 7.5.
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Chapter 8

Nuclear Structure

To describe the scattering of particles from nuclei in a predictive way that reveals

details of the structure of the target, one requires as best a description as possible

of the target states from a suitable many-nucleon theory. At the microscopic level

considered herein, the scattering of nucleons from nuclei proceeds via the interactions

between the projectile and each and every nucleon in the target. Hence a theory of

structure encompassing nucleon degrees of freedom is required. An approach most

suited to this task is to use the shell model, especially for light nuclei. But a detailed

description of the shell model itself is beyond the scope of this review and so we

present only a brief outline of the model. Also we highlight the results of recent

calculations that are relevant to the development of the microscopic optical potential

as specified in Chapters 2 and 3. We refer the reader to Refs. [160, 161, 162] for a

more comprehensive study of the shell model and nuclear structure. Of particular

interest with these shell model studies are the helium isotopes (3'4'6'8He), the lithium

isotopes (<'''''J'"Li), 12C, MN, and 1CO. For these nuclei, wave functions have been

calculated using multi-faj shell model spaces. In each case, all particles are assumed

active to give no-core results for spectra and the OBDME that are required both in

the folding that gives the non-local optical potentials and in DWBA calculations of

inelastic scattering and charge exchange reactions.

For specific states of some nuclei, other methods are of use. We note that mean

field theories are being studied in depth seeking quite detailed specification of nuclear

ground states. Also the Hartree-Fock (HF) method [163], or the more modern version

of the Bi ueekner-Hartree-Fork (BHF) approach, is a very convenient scheme by which

select states in nuclei can he defined in quite a large basis Ground state bands
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of N = Z nuclei arc examples. A consequence of structure generated with large

space models is that enhancement of electromagnetic and hadronic transitions above

simple structure model estimates, result naturally from macroscopic deformations

that are inherent with the deformed self-consistent field. The HF procedure extracts

an average field that each of the nucleons feels due to its pairwise interactions with

every other bound nucleon. The minimal energy Slater determinant that is formed

by filling the most bound deformed single particle states associated with that average

field is then the optimal independent particle model structure within the chosen model

space. Physical states of the nucleus can be represented therefrom by projection. The

study of Bassichis, Kerman, and Svenne [164] give details for a number of nuclei.

Finally we discuss an extension of the HF method, defined as the particle hole

model (PHM) [165]. This model extends the HF prescription by considering not only

the minimal energy HF Slater determinant but also all such determinants formed by

one particle - one hole (lp-l/t) excitations upon it within the chosen single particle

basis. Multi-particle - multi-hole excitations are ignored under the assumption that

the HF method obtains the best possible reference field and minimises the residual

interactions, at least for the ground state of the nucleus. A consequence of the PHM

is that states of both parities are generated.

8.1 The shell model

In second quantised form, the conventional Hamiltonian describing a bound many-

nucleon svstem has the form

1 (8.1)
ijkl

where a- mid a; are nucieoii creation and annihilation operators. Those opera lore are

spherical m that they are associated with good angular momentum quantum numbers

K. Amos, et al.
(i = l.s, j , in), and they satisfy anti-commutation relations,

{ai,lh} = {ot,o]}=0

{a],aj} = 6,,. (8.2)

For nuclear systems, T,k are the matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator and

Vijki are those of the NN interaction. To solve the eigenvalue problem with such a

Hamiltonian for a many-nucleon system, it is convenient to introduce a modulating

single particle potential Uit so that the shell model Hamiltonian is

Hs
ijkl

(8.3)
ijkl

Therein c,- are the single nucleon energies and V(ikl are the matrix elements of the

two-nucleon residual interaction.

In a shell model approach, there are two basic methods by which the residual

interaction may be specified. The first is to adopt a model space that is believed to

be applicable to a series of nuclei. Then the potential matrix elements V?-w defined

in the model space are chosen to fit some energy levels of those nuclei. Cohen and

Kurath (CK) [166] pioneered that approach with a study of the Op-shell nuclei. It

has been extended since to more complicated model spaces by including higher shells.

The alternative approach takes advantage of the observation that the strength of the

modulating potential may be considered weak so that the residual interaction may

be obtained directly from the A'A' interaction. Such an approach, first developed by

Lee and Suzuki [167], involves evaluation of A'A' G matrices for realistic interactions.

This approach culminated recently in the work of Zheng et al. [16tf]. They solved the

BBG equations for bound states with multi-/kj model spaces to study properties of

light mass nuclei. Their calculations required the G-matrix to \<c multi-valued, an

acknowledgement that the mean field of the nucleus changes with the rearrangement
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of the nucleons for each state. Calculation of G-matrices becomes prohibitive as the

mass number increases however, and rapidly so.

Besides the standard shell model approach has been the variational Monte Carlo

(VMC) calculations of light nuclei performed by the Argonne group [169]. Their

approach goes beyond the standard shell model as they consider three-nucleon inter-

actions in the many-nucleon Hamiltonian and solve the Schrodinger equation directly.

In that scheme, the wave functions so obtained are exact. To date however, and due

to the complexities in computation, application has been limited to just the lightest

of nuclei.

8.2 Projected HF theory and the PHM model

The Projected Hartree-Fock (PHF) theory of spectroscopy assumes that the nucleus

may be described using a basis of deformed orbitals (as opposed to the shell model in

which spherical orbitals are assumed). As such, it is structured to describe collective

effects in nuclear spectra. For light nuclei, as the nucleon number is small, there

is no need to assume a closed core and, with the PHF, low excitation modes of

deformed nuclei are described in terms of rotating intrinsic states of nucleons moving

in a deformed field. Usually a number of simplifying assumptions are made. It is

customary to assume that parity and isospin are good quantum numbers and that

the deformed field is axially symmetric with respect to some body-fixed axis. Then

the ground state rotational band of a deformed (even-even) nucleus is assumed to be

described by states of good angular momentum projected from the minimal energy

solution of the axially symmetric HF equations. Frequently also only N = Z nuclei

are studied. If K is the angular momentum projection quantum number along the

symmetry axis, the minimal energy HF solution may be expressed as [170]

S.4)
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where \ij>\.) are the single-particle deformed orbits. As K is a good quantum number,

(8.5)

The single particle deformed states may be expanded in a spherical basis as,

(8.6)

in which, when axial symmetry is imposed, the summation over m reduces to a single

term having the A value of the particular deformed orbit. The expansion coefficients,

C^m=A, are real and satisfy time-reversal, i.e.

C,-_m = (-l)>—C>m . (8-7)

More than one deformed orbit can have the same symmetry axis quantum number k.

The intrinsic wave function \<i\) is not an eigenstate of J2 or Jz. However, physical

states may be obtained from the intrinsic one by the projection method of Peierls and

Yoccoz, [171], and be written as

(8.8)

where the operators P{1K project from the HF wave function physical states of good

angular momentum J. NJK is the normalisation. A method for calculating these

normalised PHF states is described in Ref. [170], and is based upon the Hill-Wheeler

integral [172]. Details are given in the Appendix.

The PHM of Schmid [165] was introduced primarily to study the spectra and

transition probabilities of giant inultipole resonances. Nevertheless it also provides

a spectrum and wave functions lor the ground and excited states of light deformed

nuclei. The PHM approach uses the standard HF minimal energy state given by

Eq. (8.4) as the reference determinant in creating a complete set of particle-hole
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states. Those states are specified within the selected oscillator basis underlying the HF

deformed single particle states of Eq. (8.6) but now allowing for the deformed orbits

that lie above the Fermi level. Angular momentum projection on the intrinsic PHM

basis states so formed gives a suitably truncated space of good angular momentum

states in which to diagonali.se the nuclear Hamiltonian, albeit that they are non-

orthogonal. The procedure also gives nuclear states by limiting spurious components

in the resulting spectrum.

Great simplifications exist under the approximations that axial symmetry is in

force, that we consider only N = Z nuclei, and that there is no parity mixing. These

are assumed hence as they were in the foregoing discussion of the PHM. With /?'

designating a nucleon creation operator for the HF single particle orbits for light

N = Z nuclei, the physical state vectors in the PHM model then have the form,

(8.9)

where "i" delineates multiple entries for a given spin-parity and isospin, J*;T. The

sums over 7/ and n are limited to be above and below the Fermi level respectively.

The eigenstates are obtained by solving the non-orthogonal eigenvalue problem.

(8.10)

The matrix {A7} is the overlap matrix that measures the lack of orthogonality of

the projected intrinsic state vectors. In the studies [165, 173] of light nuclei, the

nuclear Hamiltonian was defined by the Bairett-Hewitt-McCarthy two-nucleon G-

matrices [174] and the Osi to O//2 inclusive spherical single particle basis was used.

As an example, consider the reference HF determinant for 12C as defined by the

Bassichis, Herman, and Svcmie calculations [164]. That is based upon HF single

particle energies and wave functions specified bv the expansion coefficients of Eq. (8.6)

that are listed in Table 8.1. Note that while ihe O.-u and 0/)J basis states dominate
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Table 8.1: HF single particle energies and wave functions for I2C.

1 +
25 +
2
1 +
2
3 +
2
1 +
2
3 +
2
1 +
2
0 +
2
7 +
2 T-

3 +
2
1 +

3-
2
1 -
2
1 -
2

2
5 ~
2
3 ""
2
I ~
2
3 -
25 -
2
1 -
2
3~
2
l_-
2
1 ~
•)

e (MeV)

-36.76

-3.65

-1.98

-1.31

4.60

4.78

7.71

21.53

23.24

24.46

25.24

25.62

-17.64

-16.48

-3.57

7.75

9.85

10.21

10.57

12.83

13.65

13.74

15.62

15.67

16.36

Osi

0.9751

-0.0534

0.0907

-0.1952

0.0071

Opi

0.7222

0.6710

0.0978

0.0214

-0.0100

-0.1341

0.1349

0.8831

-0.3643

0.2632

-0.0055

Opi;

0.9845

0.6701

-0.7189

0.0709

0.0233

0.1160

0.1685

0.1105

0.0498

0.0522

Oc/3

0.1206

-0.0657

0.6733

0.5024

0.7394

0.8537

-0.0073

-0.0022

lpi

0.0796

-0.0040

-0.6233

-0.3919

0.6534

-0.1569

Ocis

-0.1279

0.9977

0.4584

0.7355

0.7722

-0.6687

-0.4008

0.0681

0.1086

0.1290

lpi

0.1128

0.1061

0.0243

-0.8532

-0.6988

-0.5067

-0.0937

-0.0148

-0.6730

0.2250

09 2

0.0107

-0.0681

-0.0545

-0.0755

-0.1020

0.0784

0.0569

1.0000

1.0000

0.9977

0.9941

0.9916

°/|
0.0801

-0.0599

-0.1182

0.4592

-0.7537

-0.0980

0.3056

0.8883

0.1143

-0.9363

-0.2461

-0.9483

0/i

-0.0959

-0.0901

0.1356

1.0000

0.8883

-0.4933

-0.3405

0.7978

-0.4592

0.8920

0.3332

0.2388

0.0695
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Table 8.2: Single nucleon (shell) occupancies in I2C.

nJ,-
Osi

Opi

Op*

ISl

Ods

CK
2.00

0.74

3.27

HF
1.94

0.96

2.99

0.01

0.02

PHM
1.90

0.04

0.03

Odi

IP*

1P«

»/*
0 / f

HF
0.03

0.01

0.01

0.03

PHM
0.04

0.01

0.05

0.02

0.04

the expansions of the A" = i + and § states of the HF spectrum, the ± states are

very strongly mixed. This equates to a spreading of occupancies within the spherical

basis space from what one would anticipate with standard shell model calculations.

Tha t is shown in Table 8.2, where the CK Otujj shell model [166] values for 12C are

compared with those from the HF and also the PHM [173] calculations. The HF and

PHM give similar ground states as one might expect, but they are quite distinct from

that of the CK shell model [166]. Notably the Opa shell occupancy has been reduced

and the probability redistributed notably into the Opi shell but also with small values

in all of the basis states.

8.3 Matrix elements of nuclear structure observ-

ables

The matrix elements required for the calculation of 7-decays, arid of electron and

proton scattering observables, are the OBDME. For isoscalar transitions they arc

simply the singly reduced amplitudes,

(8.11)
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where the Wigner-Eckart theorem used to define the reduced matrix elements is

'J,M, O, ) (J{ Mi J M\ Jf Mf) (jf I 6j\\ Ji)

(8.12)

These may be obtained directly from the shell model wave functions or from the PHF

calculations as we describe next. They have been tabulated elsewhere for several of

the cases considered herein [139, 68].

To obtain the OBDME from the PHF models is a little more complex. First the

HF intrinsic state is expressed in second quantised form,

(8.13)

where a*, creates a particle in the deformed orbit A,, and obeys the normal fermion

operator anti-commutation rules. These deformed operators may also be expanded

in terms of the spherical ones using the coefficients defined in Eq. (8.6), [170],

(8.14)

The calculation proceeds by making a deformed state cofactor expansion,

(8.15)

from which the physical state vectors may be expressed as

= -J=NJK J2 £ E <•>• M >^ M * \ J M )
^ J,M, J;,Ui K1K2

where |vj,Af,Pi) is a spherical state.
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From this, the OBDME may be obtained [170] by using

1)(2J

x C^C^&kiJcKi-kilJili

\<PK, <*tPJ<f-k,,K,-k,al<. PK,

(j2 k, Jc Kf - kj\J, Ks)

8.17)

The use of Eq. (8.14) together with the integral form of the projection operator [172]

allows the overlap function (ipi< ak/Pi<!-k,,Kl-kiak, V>K,} to be calculated (170).

Details are given in the Appendix. As a result, the transition densities can be calcu-

lated for a large spherical basis from wave functions calculated in the much smaller

deformed single particle basis.

8.4 Spectra and properties from the models

Wave functions for the helium isotopes •Ji4'0-8He, the lithium isotopes °'7i<JiULi, nC,
14N, and 1CO, have been calculated using the shell model with nmlli-/kj shell model

spaces. In most of the calculations all particles were active so that no-core results

were found.

8.4.1 Helium isotopes

The He isotopes are a special set unto themselves. 3He and 4He have been solved

exactly using the Faddeev and Faddeev-Yakubovsky schemes, in which the three- and

four-nucleon problems are transformed to ones involving summations over effective

two-nucleon interactions. This is achieved by a transformation of the uudeon coor-

dinates into hypersplierical ones of the nucleus. A goal of the more traditional shell

model then is to obtain wave functions that converge to the exact few-body ones.

Navratil and Barrett have calculated the ground state wave functions for 'He [175]
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and 4He [17C] with a view to understanding that convergence.

The wave functions of 4He were obtained in a complete 8/kj model space, while

those for 3He in model spaces up to the complete 32/UJ model space. Note that, for

simplicity, the nomenclature nhui model space has been used to identify the complete

(0 + 2 + • • • + n)liu> model space. For 3He, convergence of the shell model binding

energy to within 10% of the Faddeev solution can be found with a calculation in the

$>hu space. With increasing basis size, further convergence is very slow. A slight

variance remains even if the calculation is made within the 32faj model space.

The other He isotopes, 6He and 8He, lie near the neutron drip line. They are

weakly bound with two-neutron separations energies of 0.975 MeV and 2.137 MeV

for cHe and "He. respectively [177], Further, they are examples of Borromean nuclei

as the (A — 1) isotope in each case is unbound, as is any two-body subsystem of 6He

and 8He. The weaker binding of GHe is manifest in a halo of the two valence neutrons

surrounding the "He core; a condition that strongly suggests a three-body model of

its structure would be appropriate. However, the results of the 4/ia> model calculation

of GHe by Navratil and Barrett [176] infer that no additional information beyond the

standard shell model in this model space is required to adequately describe some

ground state properties and spectra. This should not be interpreted necessarily that
cHe does not have a halo.

Spectra for ''He and 8He are given in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2 respectively. In Fig. 8.1

the results for 6He from the traditional shell model, as calculated in either the 4/kj

or 6tko model spaces are compared with the results from the VMC calculation [169]

and with experimentally determined values [178]. The two calculations made using

the traditional shell model approach ascribe J";T = 2+;l to the first two excited

states, in agreement with experiment. While the energy of the 2+; 1 state is similar

in the 4ti^j and 6/kj models, the energy of the 2j state in the 6hu> model is in much

better agreement with the data. This may be due to the modification of the auxiliary

potential in the Hamiltonian made in the calculation [176] from what was used with

the smaller basis. The modification does not affect the spectrum significanth' as the

1.V2
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Figure 8.1: The spectrum of 6He. The result of the 4fko shell model calculation is com-
pared with that of the 6liu> calculation [176], with that of the VMC calculation [169],
and with experiment [178].
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Figure 8.2: The spectrum of 8He. The result of the 4fko shell model calculation is
compared with that of the VMC calculation [179]. The data are from Ref. [177].
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Table 8.3: Root-mean-square radii for 8I!e, 8He, <JLi, and 9Li, as calculated using
single particle wave functions specifying halo and no-halo as given in the text. The
Glauber model results were extracted from data [180, 181, 182).

Nucleus

6 He
8He
9Li
HLi

no-halo
2.301
2.627
2.238
2.447

rr.m
halo

2.586
2.946
2.579
2.964

..
Glauber model

2.54 ±0.04
2.60

2.30 ±0.02
3.53 ±0.10

increase in energy of each state is less than 1 MeV. But without it, over-binding of

the order of 4 MeV occurs. This over-binding will influence any calculation that uses

the same interaction, but it is not expected to affect wave functions significantly.

The results of the VMC calculation place the 2+ state in very close agreement with

experiment. However, that calculation places an extra 1+ state in the spectrum. Not

only has that state not been observed in experiment, but also it has not been found

with other calculations.

There is very little experimental information on the spectrum of 8He. The first

excited state is listed at 2.8 ± 0.4 MeV and has J*;T = (2+):2 [177]. Other states,

at 1.3, 2.6 and 4.0 MeV [177], have been suggested from a heavy ion transfer experi-

ment, but as yet no other data support the existence of those states. The spectrum

obtained by Navratil and Barrett in the 4lko model space and using their updated

G-matrix interaction [175], give so similar results to those shown that they have not

been included in the figure. The first excited state is predicted (correctly) by all

calculations to be the 2+; 2 state, although only the VMC calculation gives a good

value for its excitation energy. The disagreement between the shell model results for

that excitation energy and experiment may reflect the failing of the shell model to

reproduce the correct neutron density distribution within the 4lia> model space.

One feature of halo nuclei is a large r.m.s. radius. The r.in.s. radii for ''lie

and 8He are listed in Table 8.3. Therein, the r.m.s. radii shown in the first two
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columns were calculated using two sets of WS wave functions. First, a set of \VS

wave functions which reproduced the elastic scattering form factors of 6Li were used

for c'8He, and those which reproduced the elastic scattering form factors for 9Be were

used for 9 'uLi. That set of results obtained with those wave functions are designated

as no-halo. Note that this specification simply indicates that the neutron density is

not extensive. The results obtained using wave functions when the valence neutron

orbits are weakly bound are designated as halo. The binding energy of the valence

nucleon influences the extension of the tail of the wave function. While 6He and 8He

are Borromean nuclei, the shape of the single particle wave function of eacli valence

neutron is influenced by the binding of that neutron to the (A — 1) system. For 6'8He,

the single neutron separation energies to the lowest resonances in the unbound (A—I)

systems, are 1.87 MeV and 2.584 MeV for 6He and 8He respectively [177].

The r.m.s. radii found using the halo and no-halo shell model descriptions differ

by only 0.2 fm but comparison with the Glauber model value [180] indicates that
cHe has an extensive neutron density, as dictated by the loose binding. However,

the shell model calculations indicate that 8He does not have an extensive neutron

distribution, when compared with the value obtained from a few-body analysis of

high-energy 8He-p scattering data [182].

8.4.2 Lithium isotopes

There are distinct similarities between the He and Li isotopes. The stable isotopes cLi

and 7Li lend themselves to few-body descriptions as suggested by the ordering of the

low-lying states and a natural approximation to consider an ft particle component.

There have been numerous studies of cluster model specifications for these nuclei

seeking to explain their properties, especially the very low quadrupole moment of 6Li

and the substantially greater one of 7Li [183, 184;. However, such two- and three-

body descriptions innately are approximations. The two nuclei are 6 and 7 nucleon

.systems respectively and models able to describe them in that fashion are required

eventually.
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The other bound isotopes 9Li and "Li are Borromean nuclei. "Li has been the

subject of intense study since Tanihata el al. [185] experimentally established the

presence of a halo in that nucleus. While <JLi is also a Borromean nucleus, the mo-

mentum distributions of its neutrons in the breakup reactions are too wide to suggest

a halo.

Navratil and Barrett [176, 175] have made no-core shell model calculations of
6Li and 7Li using the 6/KJ model space and their G matrix interaction. The results

compare very well with calculations of the mass-6 and 7 systems that were made by

the Argonne group using the VMC approach [169]. The spectrum of the low-lying

states in 6Li is presented in Fig. 8.3, wherein the results of the traditional shell model

calculations and the VMC model are compared with experimental values [177]. The

spectra obtained in the 4&J and 6/iw model spaces are similar. There is a degree of

over-binding in the 4fiw shell model case (as was evident in the spectra for c'8He),

so that the energies of the 6Li excited states are slightly too high. All calculations

reproduce the states in the low-lying spectrum, although the VMC result also places

the 3+ state even higher in excitation than does the traditional shell model.

The spectrum for the low-lying states in 7Li is presented in Fig. 8.4. As for 6Li, all

model results reproduce the observed spectrum, although the VMC result now places

the ^ state too low in energy. Again, the over-binding inherent in the Atiu model

space calculations noted with the 6Li results is evident.

One can assess the cluster behaviour of the wave functions of ''Li and 7Li by exam-

ining the ground state properties predicted with each model. It must be remembered

that there is a correspondence between the shell and cluster models. Clusters arise

naturally as correlations out of the shell model Hamiltonian [187], but for such clus-

ters to become evident in the shell model wave functions, multi-/iw model spaces are

required [188]. It should be noted, however, that even the simple Oliui shell model

suggests clusters as the Os core forms the a particle while the nucleons in the Op shell

form the other elements. Tlio ground state properties are zero momentum transfer

information however. To investigate the behaviour at higher momentum transfers,
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Figure 8.3: The low-lying spectrum of 6Li. The results of the traditional shell-model
approaches, as call ulated in the Ahw [186] and 6fkj [175] model spaces, and the result
of VMC model calculation [169], are compared with the measured spectrum [177].
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Figure 8.4: The low-lying spectrum of rLi. The results are as for Fig. 8.3.
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Table 8.4: The r.m.s. radii, magnetic moments, and quadrupole moments of cLi and
7Li as calculated in the 0/kj, 2huj, 4/kj, and 6/kJ model spaces [186]. All calculations
used the Zheng interaction [168].

Nucleus
6Li

7Li

Model space
Otuv

2hu>

Atno

6/kj

Expt.
Ohio

2/kj

4hu

6tiu)

Expt.

»>.,„... (fm)
2-32

2-27

2-33

2-36

2-57

2-33

2-26

2-30

2-32

2-41

/•» (/ i jv)

0-869
0-848
0-845
0-840
0-822
3024
3-057
3039
3006
3-256

Q (efin2)
-0-264
-0-208
-0-012

0-017
-0083
-1-68
-2-43
-2-63
-2-85
-406

analyses of scattering data are required, and such are presented in later chapters.

Diverse ground state properties of 6>7Li have been obtained from wave functions

found from the 0tiu>, the 2/iu;, the 4/kj, and the 6/kj shell models. All calculations used

the Zheng interaction. The results of these calculations, in which HO wave functions

were used with Tiu = 14 MeV, are compared with data [186, 177, 189] in Table 8.4.

For both nuclei, the r.m.s. radius is predicted adequately by all model calculations

and is generally insensitive to the addition of higher-/kJ excitations to the 0/ĵ i model

space. The effect of increasing the size of the model space is more noticeable in

the magnetic and quadrupole moments. In the case of cLi, the increase in the size

of the model space serves to reduce the magnetic moment but with little change in

proceeding from the 2hui to the 6!UJJ space. The most significant effect is noticed in

the quadupole moment, in which the greatest change is evident in the 4/iw model

space calculation. In this observable, the effect of increasing the model space to 4/ioi

is to overcompensate and that is exacerbated by also including 6tiu) components. For
7Li, there is also a significant change in both the magnetic and quadrupole moments

when one includes higher-Ziw excitations. While the extreme deformation of 'Li as

evidenced by its large quadrupole moment, is not reproduced, inclusion of higher-fa*;
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Table 8.5: As for Table 8.4, but using the CK, MK3W, and Zheng interactions in the
complete Oho, 2tuv, and Ahu model space, respectively [186].

Nucleus

6Li

7Li

Tr.m.,. (fm)

M (Mw)
Q (e-fm2)

rr.m.,. (fm)

Q (e-fm2)

CK
2-33
0-834

-0-78
2-33
3171

-1-84

Interaction
MK3W

2-51
0-770

-1-98
2-46
3192

-3-21

Zheng
2-33
0-845

-0012
2-30
3039

-2-63

Bxpt.
2-57
0-822

-0083
2-41
3-256

-4-06

components brings the calculated results in the direction of the data.

The ground state properties have also been calculated using the Otiu), 2tiw, and

4tiw model spaces but with other interactions [186]. The results are displayed in

Table 8.5. Therein, the r.m.s. radius for 6Li calculated using the CK interaction

{hui = 14.53 MeV) in the 0/Jw model space is comparable to that obtained using

the Zheng interaction in the ifkj space. However, the results for the magnetic and

quadrupole moments differ significantly. The magnetic moment predicted using the

wave functions obtained from the CK interaction is closer in agreement to the mea-

sured value than that obtained from the wave functions calculated using the Zheng

interaction. However, the predicted quadrupole moment is much worse. Likewise,

the values for all quantities predicted using the wave functions obtained from the

MK3W interaction (tiw — 15.06 MeV) all differ markedly from those obtained using

the Zheng interaction. A similar pattern is observed for 7Li (with oscillator energies

of 15.06 and 16.02 MeV for the CK and MK3W interactions respectively), and for

both nuclei the best and consistent results are obtained in the largest space.

The spectrum of 9Li is shown in Fig. 8.5. Therein, the results of a Qfrw model space

calculation [186] are compared with those obtained within the 4fiw model space [175].

The spectrum obtained in the OfkJ model space is in general agreement with that

obtained in the Aliw model space, although the first excited state comes much lower
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Figure 8.5: The spectrum of 9Li. The result of the 0/ioi calculation [186] is compared
with that obtained in the 4fiu> model space [175]. The data are from Ref. [177].
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Figure 8.6: The spectrum of nLi. The result of the 2tiu> model space calculation [186]
is compared with the data of Gornov d. al. [190].

in the latter. There are no spin assignments in the experimental spectrum other than

of the ground and first excited states and which all models correctly predict.

The "Li spectrum is displayed in Fig. 8.6, wherein the experimental results of

Gornov et al. [190] are compared with the results of a 2liw model space calcula-

tion |I86]. The experimental excitations were obtained from a 14C(TT~ . pc/)"Li ex-
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periment which did not allow for any spin-parity assignments, so the comparison

between experiment and theory at this stage must be tentative. Even so, there is

some agreement between the result of the shell model calculation and the data.

The r.m.s. radii for 'JLi and "Li calculated using the shell model wave functions

for both the halo and no-halo representations, are listed in Table 8.3. The single

particle wave functions were those used in the proton scattering analses [191, 192] to

specify the nuclei as halo or no-halo like. Comparison with the experimental values,

obtained from a Glauber model analysis of the scattering of 9l"Li from '2C that are

given in Table 8.3 [181], it is clear that "Li should be halo-like while 9Li is not.

However, while the value from the shell model for "Li as a halo is consistent within

the errors of the quoted Glauber model estimate, the lower value may indicate that

the shell model wave functions require either higlier-Ao; excitations or smaller binding

of the valence neutrons to account for a more extensive neutron density.

The ground state wave function of "Li in the 2hw model is,

11 Li) = 62.71% \0hu>) + 37.29% \2tiui) . (8.18)

This has a substantial admixture of 2/kj components, of which 19.62% comes from

pure (Oc/)2 configurations and a further 10.02% arise from pure (I*1)'2 configurations.

From this wave function, the proton and neutron occupancies can be specified. Those

calculated using the 2/KJ wave function are presented in Table 8.6. In this model, the

ground state is predominantly Op-shell with W-shell admixtures predominantly being

of neutrons in the Orfs and lsi sub-shells. Such a distinction is important as the halo

neutrons are A-wave in nature [193].

8.4.3 The spectrum of 12C

The spectrum of 12C calculated using a 2/<w shell model [139 is displayed in Fig. 8.7

where it is compared not only with the experimental values [194] but also with the

PHM [173] and the CK model [166] spectra. The Op-shell basis of the CK model means
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Table 8.6: Nucleon occupation numbers for the ground state of "Li calculated in the
2hu model space.

Orbit
Osi
Opi
Op,
Orf|
Odl
ul
0/ i

0/4
lPi

Protons Neutrons
1.9874 1.9988
0.9352 3.7738
0.0343 1.5446
0.0162 0.3568
0.0196 0.0617
0.0057 0.2597
0.0000 0.0001
0.0000 0.0002
0.0016 0.0031
0.0000 0.0012

Total
3.9862
4.7090
1.5789
0.3730
0.0813
0.2654
0.0001
0.0002
0.0046
0.0012

K. Amos, et al.

that only positive parity states are obtained. With exceptions, most notably the

3~; 0 state at 9.64 MeV and the super-deformed 0+ state at 7.65 MeV, the calculated

Ihui spectrum is in agreement with observation to within 2 MeV, and is a marked

improvement on the other models, particularly as the PHM calculation places the 2+; 0

(4.44 MeV) state far from the values predicted by the other models and experiment.

Spuriosity in the wave functions is a problem with large basis shell model calcu-

lations caused by whatever restrictions are imposed to facilitate evaluations. In the

studies of 12C discussed hereein, spuriosity is a problem only for the negative parity

states. The positive parity spectra were evaluated using complete spaces in all cases.

The negative parity spectra were generated with the 3/iw space restricted to take into

account nothing more than the 0/lp shell. The use of such a large but restricted

3hu) model space is necessary as a smaller space shell model calculation, such as the

MK3W interaction in a complete 1/iw space, places the 3~;0 (9.64 MeV) and l~;0

(10.85 MeV) states at 19.25 MeV and 22.29 MeV respectively. The inclusion of Zfiu

components brings those predicted energies down to 7.29 MeV and 11.38 MeV re-

spectively, in far better agreement with experiment. Any spuriosity associated with

centre of mass motion could be a major problem with the l~;0 state. But this was

found to be not the case in that particular calculation [139].

8.4.4 The spectrum of 14N

The states in 14N of particular interest are the ground and first two excited states.

There is inherent interest with these states as the anomalously long /3~-decay of the

ground state of I4C places a severe restriction on the structure of t he mass-14 systems.

Two approaches given in the current literature have been used (o obtain wave func-

tions for 14N. The first, as used by Karataglidis et al. [68], is to adopt a model space

for the structure and to diagoiilise a suitable Hamiltonian within this model space,

i.e. to construct standard shell model wave functions. The alternative is to assume

that the wave functions for I4.M are completely specified by two holes coupled to a

closed Op-shell with amplitudes for the components determined from static properties
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and analyses of electron scattering data. The wave functions of Ensslin el al. [195]

and of Huffman et al. [196] belong to the second category. However, there is a seri-

ous problem with this second approach in that the Hamiltonian underlying the wave

functions is unphysical. It implies a much too large value for the symmetry violating

matrix element {3/>oM'So) I1^7' 198]- The use of the associated wave functions in

analyses of inelastic scattering data or of (7, w*) reactions then is questionable.

The low-lying spectrum of 14N is presented in Fig. 8.8. As well as from the

Ex (MeV)

_ 3.93

2.31 0+;l

3.69
3.92

2.17
2.47

M.51

0.00 l+;0
experiment MK3W

0.99 f;0

Haxton CK

Figure 8.8: The low-lying spectrum of HN. The 2/iw (MK3W) and 4/iw calculations
(Haxton) [68] are compared with the Ohio calculation of Cohen and Kurath [166]. and
with experiment [199].

2/iij calculation using the MK3W interaction, wave functions have been obtained in a

complete 4/kj space using the Haxton and Johnson interaction [200 . That interaction

was used to obtain the spectrum of " '0 also. All the elements are defined within the
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OplsOd-shells. The single particle energies were set as those used for the calculation of

the 16O spectrum. To overcome spuriosity, inclusion of the all relevant shells, from the

Os-shell up to and including the 0/il/2p shell was made as that allows for the exact

projection of spurious centre-of-mass excitations. The undefined matrix elements in

that space were set to zero. This specification also omitted all lp-lh excitations

which violate the HF condition. While the 2hui wave functions are within 1 MeV of

the experimental values, the 0/kj and 4fiw calculations are in much closer agreement

with the observed excitation energies. Also, results of calculations of the Gamow-

Teller matrix element for the /3~-decay of the 14C ground state obtained from the

4hw wave functions [201] were consistent with those obtained from Op-shell models.

However, the 4hu calculation using the Haxton and Johnson interaction predicts

an extra 1+; 0 state at 0.99 MeV. The wave functions for the ground and this 0.99 MeV

states in the 4tkj model are

\gs) = 61.15% |0fiw) + 29-78% \2tiw) + 9.07% \4hu),

|0.99) = 25.10% |0fiw> + 64.77% |2/iu) + 10.13% \4hu).

Such a highly deformed state at this low excitation energy cannot be considered

realistic. The lowest 2hu l + ;0 state is at 6.20 MeV [199], This discrepancy may

be caused either by the choice of the 2hu interaction in the calculation, given the

strength of the 2hu component in the wave function, or, as is more likely, by use

of interactions which have been optimised for results of structure calculations made

with much smaller bases.

8.4.5 The spectrum of 16O

Haxton and Johnson [200] made a 4tkj calculation to obtain the spectrum of I6O

using an interaction based on the (7-matrices of a realistic NN interaction. That

same interaction was used in the 4/iu> shell model calculation of the states of 14N;

the results of which were discussed above. With their study, Haxton and Johnson
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sought to determine whether or not the Brown and Green model [202] for 16O could be

reproduced with a traditional shell model calculation. The Brown and Green model

places great importance on the inclusion of 4tuo components in the wave functions of
16O, and especially in the case of the 0j;0 (6.05 MeV) state. The states of 16O up

to 10 MeV determined from the Haxton and Johnson study are shown in Fig. 8.9.

Later calculations [68] of l6O have been made using a model in which the positive

parity states were calculated in a complete 4/Jw space, while the negative parity

states were obtained in a restricted 5tiw space. The Haxton and Johnson interaction

was used therein. Those results [68] are distinct from the one found by Haxton

and Johnson [200] who used a complete 3fiw space. Both sets of calculations took

the single particle basis as the Os-shell up to and including the 0/il/2p-shell. All

particles were active. The only restriction placed on the 5fiui space was that single

particle excitations from the Op-shell to the 0?l</2d3s-shell were excluded. Again,

this restriction does not guarantee complete removal of the spuriosity associated with

the centre of mass motion. However, for all the calculated states, the centre-of-mass

energy eigenvalue was 19.19 MeV, ensuring that there is little or no spuriosity in the

wave functions of most low excitation states. The exception is the isoscalar electric

dipole state at 7.12 MeV excitation, but for that also the problem is not severe [68].

All positive parity states displayed in Fig. 8.9 are well reproduced by the calcula-

tion save for the 3"; 0 (6.13 MeV) and l";0 (7.12 MeV) states which lie about 2 MeV

from the experimental values. Also, and as found by Haxton and Johnson [200]

in their 3tko calculation of the negative parity states, the predictions for the l";0

(9.59 MeV) and the 2";0 (8.87 MeV) states are very poor. The predicted energies

are 15.97 MeV and 12.67 MeV respectively, and hence they are not shown in Fig. 8.9.

A complete 2/kj calculation, using the MK3W interaction was performed for the

positive parity spectrum of I6O also. This calculation placed all the excited states

above 20 MeV, indicating that Ahu) components are essential to give the correct

mixing of 2/ia; and Atiu components even when solely a 2tiu interaction is involved.

Indeed, such mixing brings down the energy of the states to give agreement with
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Figure 8.9: The low-lying spectrum of 1GO. The experimental energy spectrum (203]
is compared with the results of the calculation using the Haxton and Johnson inter-
action [200, <i8].
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Chapter 9

Electron Scattering: operators and

observables

9.1 Introduction

While NA scattering is a probe of the matter density of the target nucleus, electron-

nucleus scattering gives information about the nuclear charge and current densities.

Hence the two processes are complementary. With nucleonic models of structure,

analyses of election and of nucleon scattering from a nucleus involve the same OB-

DME. However, the interaction between the election and the nucleus is known ex-

actly. Therefore an analysis of electron scattering can provide a stringent test of

nuclear wave functions prior to their use in NA scattering analyses. Indeed to show

that is the objective of this chapter. Thus we concentrate on select results and select

structure models that have been used in generation of NA optical potentials. This is

not a review of the very extensive literature on the topic.

The differential cross section for electron-nucleus scattering may be expressed in

terms of of longitudinal and transverse form factors. The longitudinal form factor

is related primarily to the charge density of the nucleus, and hence essentially their

analyses probe the proton density. There is a small dependence therein on the neutron

density through relativistic corrections. Analyses of the transverse form factors, on

the other hand, probe both the proton and neutron current densities. Hence, analysis

of a complete set of form factors for a given nucleus gives an indication of the propriety

of the matter density description of that nucleus as obtained from a structure model
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9.2 Form Factors

In the Born approximation, the differential cross section for an electron scattering

from a nucleus is given by [204]

da

dQ [1 + 2c, sin2 (6/2)/MT]
(91)

where with a si = being the Mott cross section, q^ = (q, CJ) being the four-momentum

transfer to the nucleus, and q = \q\, \F''(q)\ and |F r(g) | are the longitudinal and

transverse form factors that may be expressed as [204],

and

S) t {l< + !(•" M l
(9.3)

The scale 4n/Z2 is included in the form factor to ensure that the elastic scattering

form factor equals unity at zero momentum transfer. For transitions with a unique

angular momentum transfer the sums in Eqs. (9.2) and (9.3) reduce to a single term

whence

and

(I
(9-5)
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For ,/ = 0 only the longitudinal form factor is non-zero.

The operators are one body in character. If a cofactor expansion is taken of the

nuclear states, then the reduced matrix elements separate as

(9.6)

where ?; = 1,2,3 labels the longitudinal, transverse electric, and transverse magnetic

operators respectively, while S and M are the matrices containing the OBDME and

the one-body transition matrix elements respectively. Formally, the OBDME are

defined as

in which the operators are

MJMWI = / <l3r MJM(qr)p(r),

and

(9.7)

(9.8)

(9.9)

(9.10)

herein the functions Mjiy(qr) and Mj'(qr) are defined by

= jj{qr)YJKI(nr)

(9.11)

The operators defined by Eqs. (9.8), (9.9), and (9.10) depend on the nuclear charge

density p(r) and the nuclear three-current density j(r).

Usually, the on<'-body approximation is taken foi the charge and current densities
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as the inclusion of higher order terms is not. straightforward. At the two-body level,

for example, a description of all meson exchange currents (MEC) is required with

specific calculations necessary in the case of the transverse magnetic form factor.

Their inclusion in the calculation of form factors requires two-body density matrix

elements from the model of structure. A review of MEC is beyond the scope of this

article but a comprehensive one has been made by Riska [205].

In the case of the transverse electric form factor, there is an alternative which

does not require a specific description for the two-body current. Siegert [206] proposed

replacing, in the long wavelength limit, the transverse electric current multipoles with

the time derivatives of the electric charge multipoles. This scheme makes use of the

continuity equation.

V-j(r) = -»[#, Mr)], (9.12)

where H is the nuclear Hamiltonian. The two-body components of the current are

included when the Siegert hypothesis is used as the nuclear Hamiltonian contains the

necessary meson-exchange-current terms through the NN interaction [207].

9.2.1 Alternative forms of the operator Tjl,JM

In the long wavelength limit, the matrix elements of the electric operators can be

rewritten in terms of the matrix elements of the charge operator,

q\ J .1

Using current conservation, to leading order in q,

(9.13)
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Thus, in the long wavelength limit, the matrix elements of the transverse electric

operator can be replaced with the matrix elements of the charge operator. However,

this only works for low energy real photon processes. It does not apply to higher

momentum transfers. But it is possible to obtain an alternative form to Tf(q) that

not only has the long wavelength behavior of Eq. (9.13) but also retains the high-g

behavior of the original expression, Eq. (9.9). Using the identity,

-V x
q

(9.14)

and current conservation, gives

I d3r(f\\Myj+l(qr)-jr\\i) . (9.15)

An effective operator then can be written [208] as

(9.16)

with the understanding that this equation is valid when matrix elements are taken.

This new form for the transverse electric operator is exactly equivalent to the first

form, Eq. (9.9), if matrix elements are evaluated between exact many-body wave

functions for which the current is conserved [208].

The question of extending the Siegert hypothesis lo arbitrary wavelength has been

addressed by FYiar and Fallieros [209]. Considering the case of the retarded electric
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field and performing a multipole analysis of the operators, they obtained [208]

with

21 d 2)^2

and

fi(r) = -r x j(r) .

Again, the equations are valid when matrix elements are taken. This prescription is

fully equivalent to the other forms, Eqs. (9.9) and (9.16), when exact many-body wave

functions and exact eigenvalues are used. In this case, the nuclear three-current enters

explicitly only through the magnetic moment density. Also, the form given is unique.

All components of the electric operator that are constrained by current conservation

have been identified and expressed in terms of multipoles of the charge density [208].

Friar and Fallieros [209] and Friar and Haxton [208] suggest that tf^{q) be used

in favor of the other two operators as the current is constrained for all momentum

transfer.

9.2.2 One-body operators

In principle, the charge and the current densities p(r) and j(r) contain 1- , 2—, up

to A— body components. However, even at the two-body level, there is difficulty in

defining the operators. To do so requires a complete specification of all two-body
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meson-exchange currents contributing to the total current. As an aside, the inclusion

of such currents does not necessarily guarantee that current conservation will be

satisfied [208]. The approximations involved in obtaining model-dependent nuclear

wave functions means that such wave functions are not eigenfunctions of the actual

nuclear Hamiltonian. Hence current conservation will not be satisfied when they are

used to form the matrix elements of Eq. (9.12).

To make computation of form factors practical, issues of violation of conservation

of the total nuclear current notwithstanding, the one-body approximations to the

charge and current operators are taken [204],

(9.18)

and

(9.19)

For low momentum transfers q < 5 fin"1, the single nucleon form factors F, ' and

/x(«,i) a r e given by

F , ( r ) = FlT)(0)fsv(ql), 7 = 0 , 1 ,

and
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with

F,(T)(0) = 1

and

92/(855.

Therein \iv = 2.709/iA- and /»„ = -1.98/(^ are the proton and neutron magnetic

moments respectively. Their substitution in Eqs. (9.9), (9.16), and (9.17) gives the

b d Th b l i

moments res|

corresponding one-body operators. The bare result is

A

where

and

(9.20)

(9.21)

(9.22)

The Friar and Haxton form is

rnC-l'{\). . r / 2 \
rjM ('/) = IsN (</,,)

(9.23)
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where

while the Friar and Fallieros result is

(9.24)

(9.25)

where

and

For simplicity hereafter, tlie multipole subscripts, mark (1) superscript, and mo-

mentum transfer variable will be omitted in references to the one-body forms of the

transverse electric operators, leaving them as Tc(, TeV, and T^" respectively.

From the definitions of T"1, T"1', and Td", it is clear that only those wave functions

which are eigenfunctions oqf a Hamiltoiiiau describing a system of particles in which

there are no interactions will conserve current. Whatever one of the three one-body

operators is used, the same transverse electric form factor will result because the Tc'
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contain only one-body components of the nuclear current operator.

While it has been suggested that tf'^(q) be used for calculations of form factors,

there is a problem in application of the corresponding one-body form Ta". Friar

and Haxton [208] in an analysis of the isoscalar E2 (4.44 MeV) and isovector E2

(16.11 MeV) transitions in 12C fqound that a non-physical singularity was introduced

into the calculation at high momentum transfer, manifesting as an anomalously high

form factor. By integrating the continuity equation so that the convection current

becomes

(9.26)

where

d ( r ) = 72 zHz (9.27)

Thus a singularity is introduced at r = 0 in the Siegert-like part of the current operator

j c . If wave functions which satisfy current conservation are used, this singularity is

canceled by a corresponding term in the magnetic moment current density. Only in

that case do Friar and Haxton suggest use of T"1". With the modified operator forms,

the influence of remaining MEC corrections required is not large. That was shown

explicitly in calculations of the forward photo-disintegration of the deuteron [210].

It is usual to apply a relativistic correction, the Darwin term, in calculations of the

longitudinal form factor. That term normally is applied by modifying the one-body

charge density [211] in the longitudinal multipole operator to

" 4 f1 -T^5{r -ri)) (o-28)

where m is the nucleou mass. With this modification, the longitudinal multipole
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operator then contains the magnetic moments of the nucleons and so is no longer

simply is formed from the charge operator. The results we display hereafter were

obtained from calculations of the longitudinal form factor made using this modified

form.

9.3 Results

Longitudinal and transverse electric form factors from electron scattering to select

states in :MHe: the Op shell nuclei c'7Li and I2C, and to the 2 + ; 0 states in 20Ne, 24Mg,

and 28Si are reported. A particular role of the form factor analyses discussed is to

validate models of structure that have been proposed for the Op-shell nuclei and of

their wave functions. However, and as described above , there is a question about the

proper interaction operator one should use in analyses of the transverse electric form

factors. Thus first the E2 excitations of 2+;0 states in the A' = Z srf-shell nuclei

are considered. Subsequently the results of analyses of diverse form factors of the He

isotopes and Op-shell nuclei are discussed.

9.3.1 El form factors with sd-shell nuclei

Calculations of the longitudinal and transverse electric multipoles for the 0"1 —> 2jl";0

states in 20Ne, 24Mg, and 28Si are discussed. The structure of these nuclei have been

specified using the complete Qlioj .srf-shell space. The spectra, wave functions, and

OBDMF were calculated using the OXBASH program with the USD interaction of

Brown and Wildenthal [212:. They have also been found by using the PHF wave

functions of Ford et al. [213]

The results of calculations [214] of the longitudinal E2 form factor to the 1.37 MeV

state in 24Mg made using both the A'rf-shell model and PHF wave functions are com-

pared in Fig. 9.1 with the data of Hotta c.t al. [215]. The difference between the

results found using the two model prescriptions is noticeable Both the magnitude

and the shape of the form factor is reproduced by the calculation made using the
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Figure 9.1: The longitudinal E2 form factor for the 0+ -> 2+; 0 (1.37 MeV) transition
in 24Mg- The data of Hotta cl. al. [2)5] are compared with the results of calculations
made using sd-shcll model and PHF wave functions that are shown by the solid and
dotted curves respectively.
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PHF OBDME. In contrast, the «/-shell model calculation underestimates the data

by a factor of 3, and does not give the minimum at the correct momentum transfer

value.

The situation with the transverse electric form factor for this excitation in 24Mg is

even more dramatic. In Fig. 9.2(a) the transverse form factors calculated using the sd-

-5
10

10"'

10"

10"

10"

10"

10"'

10
-9

q (fin"1)

Figure 9.2: The transverse E2 form factor for the 0+ -> 2+;0 (1.37 MeV) transition
in 24Mg. The data of Hotta et al. [215] are compared with results of calculations
made using the Td operator (solid line), Td' operator (dotted line) and Tel" operator
(dashed line), (a) Results found using srf-shell model wave functions, (b) Results
found using PHF wave functions.

shell model wave functions arc shown while in Fig. 9.2(b) those found using the PHF

OBDME are displayed. In each case, form factors have been calculated using the Td,
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Td\ and T"1' operators and the results are displayed by the solid, dotted, and dashed

lines respectively. The effect of using the different operator forms with the W-shell

model wave functions is very marked. Good comparison with data at low q is obtained

only by using the modified operator forms, either Tel' or Ta". Agreement between

the calculations using these two operators at low q is to be expected as both explicitly

constrain the current via conservation in this regime. However, the calculation using

the Td< operator overestimates the data and is in severe disagreement with the other

calculations above q = 1.5 fm~'. This is attributable to the singularity and is an

effect noted [208] also in analyses of the transverse E2 form factors of 12C.

With the large basis PHF wave functions however, all three operators give essen-

tially the same form factor at low q. The result at low q when using the bare Tel

operator is similar to those obtained when the modified operator forms are used with

the srf-shell model wave functions. It seems that one-body current conservation is

satisfied quite well by the PHF functions. The low-? agreement with these and the

srf-shell model calculations made using Tel' indicate that the the currents accommo-

dated by Tc>' are almost entirely from excitations between major shells. Note also

that the results found using the PHF OBDME in the calculation with Tel" are in very

good agreement with the data. The role of the singularity is lessened therein as could

be expected. However, the PHF wave functions still describe a system of interacting

particles and so the one-body current is not conserved. The results indicate that the

violation is not large.

The three transverse electric operators were used in calculations of isoscalar El

form factors for excitation of the 2+;0 (1.63 MeV) state in 20Ne. The results of those

calculations are shown in Fig. 9.3. The solid curves therein are the srf-shell model cal-

culations and the dashed curves are those found using the PHF wave functions [214].

As was the case of 24Mg, in comparison to the results obtained with the sd-shell model

functions, use of (he PHF OBDME for 20Ne effects a redistribute of some strength

within the sc/-shcll. But core polarization effects are very important and they arc

represented here by single nucleou excitations not constrained to the sd-shell model
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Figure 9.3: Calculated results for the transverse El form factor for the 0+ -> 2"1 ;0
(1.63 MeV) transition in 20Ne. The solid and dashed curves are for the srf-shell model
and PHF wave functions [214] respectively. The operators used are-as indicated.
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space.

Using the bare Td operator gives a dramatic difference between the srf-shell model

and the PHF model results. The effect of core polarization is to introduce a minimum

in the form factor at q = 1.25 fin"1. Such is not present in the result found using

the srf-shell model wave functions. This minimum is present in the results of both

calculations when the Tcl operator is used however. In this case the discerning effect

of core polarization is small. The similarity between these results and that found

using the Tcl operator with PHF wave functions indicates that the T'1' operator

compensates for deficiencies in the srf-shell model wave functions. Again, it is evident

that the srf-shell model wave functions do not conserve the one-body nuclear current.

But the similarities between all three calculations at low q using the PHF wave

functions suggest that current conservation is nearly satisfied. However, unlike the

calculations using Tel and Tcl , there is a second minimum at (/ = 2.2 fm"1 in the

form factor calculated using T°' . This is due to cancellation occurring between

contributions from the diverse terms in Eq. (9.25) at (his value of momentum transfer.

The small differences between the calculations in this region are again due to the fact

that wave functions describing a system of interacting nucleons are being used.

Because of the major differences between the standard calculation using the Tel

operator and the srf-shell wave functions and those calculations using the other op-

erators or the PHF wave functions, a measurement of this form factor would help

in determining the validity of the various forms of the transverse electric operator

available for practical calculations.

The results of the calculations of the transverse El form factor for 28Si are dis-

played in Fig. 9.4 wherein the solid curves are those results obtained using the srf-shell

model wave functions [214]. The dashed curves are the results obtained using the PHF

wave functions [139]. A minimum is present in this transverse El form factor for 28Si,

when calculated using either the T'J or T"1 operators and irrespective of which model

structure is used. There are sharp differences however when Tel' is used. The min-

imum is no longer present, apart, from a slight dip in the results of the calculation
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Figure 9.4: Calculated results for the transverse E2 form factor for the 0+ -> 2+;0
(1.78 MeV) transition in 28Si. The curves presented are as for Fig. 9.3, and the
operators used are as indicated.
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made using the sd-shell model wave functions. This would indicate that the PHF

wave functions for 28Si are not as good in conservation of the one-body current as

they are for 20Ne and 24Mg. A measurement of this form factor would also be desir-

able in determining the relative merits of the one-body transverse electric operators.

The differences here are mainly in the position of the minimum and the orders of

magnitude difference at low-q between the results found using sci-shell model and the

PHF wave functions with the Tel operator.

9.3.2 Few-body systems: 3 '4He

The best description so far possible of these highly correlated systems come from the

solutions of the Faddeev and Faddeev-Yakubovsky equations. Within the context

of the shell model, these correlations arise as one admits higher-Ziw excitations into

the Ohw shell model space [188]. The convenience of shell model wave functions in

scattering analyses makes it useful therefore to investigate how well the shell model

does for both nuclei in multi-/iii) model spaces. Electron scattering form factors serve

that purpose.

The shell model approach to the structure of 3rtHe has been actively pursued

recently and the results have been summarized in Chapter 8. Analyses of the electron

scattering form factors have been made using the shell model wave functions from 4tko

and 8tiu> model spaces [216]. Those results are presented in Fig. 9.5. It is evident from

these results that, with the one-body impulse approximation (IA), the form factors

are well reproduced up to 3 fm"1. Beyond that the shell model fails to account for

the magnitude of the form factor. MEC corrections then are needed. That is evident

from the analyses of the form factors using VMC wave functions [221]. Explicit meson

exchange currents were included therein and the results are presented in Fig. 9.6.

The magnetic form factor of the ground state is related to the transverse form
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Figure 9.5: Longitudinal elastic form factor for the scattering of elections from 3He.
The data of Arnold et al. [217], Col lard el al. [218], and McCarthy ct al. (219, 220]
are compared with the results obtained using the AIIUI and 8/«J model space wave
functions.
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10

Figure 9.6: As for Fig. 9.5, but showing the results of Maicucci et al. [221] (reproduced
with the kind permission of the authors). The shaded region indicates the data.
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Figure 9.7: Magnetic form factor for the scattering of electrons from 3He. The data
of Refs. [223, 224. 225] are compared with the calculations using the 4/w and 8liu>
wave functions as portrayed by the dashed and solid lines respectively.

factor by [222]

FM{q) = ^ _^ (9.29)

where /< is the magnetic moment of the nucleus in units of /i^. That magnetic form

factor is displayed in l7ig. 9.7 wherein ilie data [223, 224, 225] are compared with
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Q (fm"')

Figure 9.8: As for Fig. 9.7, but showing the results of Marcucci et al. [221]. The
shaded area indicates the data. (Reproduced with the kind permission of the authors.)

the results found using the 4/kj and 8/kj shell model wave functions. It is clear that

the 8/itj model predicts the form factor better than does the 4tiu> one. That is a

consequence of the additional correlations taken in the 8hu calculation. However,

both models fail at low q where large scale correlations are expected to be most

important. Still higher hu excitations need be included to explain that low-g data.

Those results using the traditional shell model are to be compared with those

obtained using the VMC wave functions [221]. The latter are shown in Fig. 9.8.

Therein all curves converge to the value one at q = 0 as I hey should given the

definition of the magnetic form factor. That this behavior is not apparent in the

results of calculations made using the shell models indicates that there is not enough
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Figure 9.9: Elastic electron scattering form factor for 4He. The data of Arnold el al.
[217] and Frosch et al. [226] are compared with the results of the calculations in the
IA made using the 4hu) and 8fiw shell model wave functions.

correlations in those models. However the VMC (IA) result falls below the data above

1 mi"1 and explicit MEC are required with that model to reproduce the data.

The longitudinal form factor for the scattering of electrons from 4He is shown in

Fig. 9.9 wherein the data of Arnold et al. [217] and of Frosch el. al. [226] are compared

with the results obtained in the IA using the shell model wave functions obtained in

the Sliw model space. Two sets of HO single particle (SP) wave functions as specified
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10

Figure 9.10: As for Fig. 9.9, but showing the results of Marcucci el. al. [221] using the
results of the VMC calculations. The shaded area indicates the data. (Reproduced
with the kind permission of the authors.)

by the G matrix interaction with hco = 18 and 24 MeV [176, 216] were used. In

both cases, the IA calculations overestimate the data. However, the calculations are

to be compared with those made using the VMC wave functions [221] and such is

shown in Fig. 9.10. Clearly the result obtained using the VMC wave functions also

overstimates the data, and the MEC corrections in this case are significant.

9.3.3 6Li and 7Li

Evidence that clusters in the many-body wave functions of GLi and "Li can be found

with the shell model was presented in Section 8.4.2 and it was determined that the
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wave functions obtained within the 4ftw model space calculation did not reproduce

the observed radii and moments. In this section, we consider further evidence for

clustering obtained from analyses of scattering data. Unless otherwise stated, the

results obtained using the ATmo, 2tiu>, and Ohw model spaces are given by the solid,

dashed, and dot-dashed lines respectively.

The elastic longitudinal electron scattering form factor for 6Li [186] is displayed in

Fig. 9.11. Concomitant with the small quadrupole moment of cLi, and as displayed

in Fig. 9.11(b), the C1 form factor is orders of magnitude smaller than the CO one.

The tranverse Ml form factor is displayed in Fig. 9.11(c). All model results were

found using the same SP wave functions that were used in the calculations of the

longitudinal form factor. While the magnitudes in all cases are reproduced well, the

CK model does not reproduce the position of the minimum. Both the MK3W and

Zheng models reproduce that minimum, but only with the Zheng model is the shape

of the form factor reproduced at high momentum transfers.

The elastic scattering form factors for 6Li and 7Li were calculated also using the

VMC wave functions [231]. The elastic scattering form factor prediction that results

for 6Li is displayed in Fig. 9.12. The calculations reproduce both the longitudinal

and transverse form factor data very well, and indicate that the MEC corrections to

both form factors are only significant above 3 fm"1.

The longitudinal inelastic scattering form factor to the 3+;0 (2.185 MeV) state

in 6Li [186] is displayed in Fig. 9.13. The form factor, as calculated using all shell

models, is dominated by the C2 component. The C4 component is negligible. The

2huj and 4/iw calculations both reproduce the form factor above 1 fm"1 as both contain

transitions outside of the Op-shell. Such transitions enhance the C1 strength. However

the B(E2) value for the associated 7-decay of this state is 9.31 ± 2.1e2fm'1 [177, 233]

and the values obtained by all calculations arc significantly smaller. This is evidenced

in Fig. 9.13(b) wherein the data and calculation results were transformed to display

the B(E2) as a function of momentum transfer. That transformation was effected

by the prescription of Brown, Radhi, and Wildenthal [236]. Clearly the shell model
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Figure 9.11: The results of the calculations made for the elastic electron scattering
form factors for 6Li [186]. (a) The longitudinal form factor data of Suelzle et al. [227]
(circles) and Li et al. [228] are compared with the results of the calculations made
using the Zheng (solid line), MK3W (dashed line), and CK (dot-dashed line) spec-
iroscopies. (b) CO (dashed line) and C2 (dot-dashed line) components contributing
to the longitudinal form factor (solid line), (c) The transverse M) form factor data
of Bergstrom et al. [229] (circles) and Lapikas [230] (squares) are compared with the
results of calculations.
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Figure 9.12: The elastic scattering form factor for cLi calculated using the VMC
wave functions compared with data [231]. The results of calculations made using the
IA and IA + MEC are as indicated. (Reproduced with the kind permission of the
authors.)
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PQ

Figure 9.13: (a) Longitudinal inelastic electron scattering form factoi to the 3+;0
(2.186 MeV) state in cLi, and (b) the B(E2 4,<j) value, in units of e2fm", as obtained
from the form factor [186]. The data of Bergstroni et al. [232] (circles), of Yen
el al. [233] (squares), of Bergstrom and Tomusiak [234] (crosses), and of Hutcheon
and Caplan [235] (triangles) are compared with the results of the calculations. The
notaiins is as for Fig. 9.11(a). The B(E2 J.) value from the associated 7-decay rate
[177' is displayed by the diamond data point in (b).
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Figure 9.14: Longitudinal and transverse inelastic electron scattering form factors to
the first four excited states of 6Li. The data are compared with the IA and IA + MEC
results as indicated [231]. (Reproduced with the kind permission of the authors.)

wave functions including up to 4/iw excitations do not have the correct long range

behaviour and it is that region in which clustering eflects are expected to dominate.

By comparison, the inelastic scattering form factor IO this state is well reproduced

for all momentum transfer by results using the VM(; wave functions [231] which is

displayed in Fig. 9.11. In that respect, the VMC wave functions contain the necessary
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Figure 9.15: Transverse Ml inelastic electron scattering form factor to the 0+; 1 state
in 6Li. The data of Bergstrom et al. (circles [232] and squares [237]) are compared
with the results of the calculations [186] as th the notation as for Fig. 9.11(a).

correlations which give rise to the clustering in 6Li.

The transverse Ml inelastic electron scattering to the 0+; 1 (3.56 MeV) state in 6Li

is displayed in Fig. 9.15. Therein the data of Bergstrom at al. [232, 237] are compared

with the results of calculations made usin;; the shell model wave functions [186], Both
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the 2hw and 41'UJ model results reproduce the form factor at low momentum transfer

and also they give the minimum at 1.4 fin"1. The Otko model result, on the other

hand, overpredicts the data at low-</ and places the minimum at too high a value of

momentum transfer. This is to be compared with the results found using the VMC

wave functions [231] which are displayed in Fig. 9.14. The IA 4/KJ shell model result

best compares to that found using the VMC wave functions.

The elastic scattering form factors for 7Li are displayed in Fig. 9'16. Therein, the

data of Suelzle et al. [227] and of Lichtenstadt et al. [238] are compared with the

results of calculations made using WS SP wave functions [186]. All the calculations

reproduce the form factor, although the data above 3 fm"1 allow for some appreciable

variation between the models. Unlike the case with 6Li, there is a substantial con-

tribution now from the C2 component, consistent with the much larger quadrupole

moment for 7Li. The C2 component is displayed in Fig. 9.16(b) from which it is clear

that the C2 component is necessary to repioduce the data between 2 and 3 fm"1.

The transverse elastic form factor for 7Li is displayed in Fig. 9.16(c). Therein,

the data of Lichtenstadt et al. [238] and of van Niftrik et al. [239] are compared

with the results of shell model calculations [186]. All the models predict the form

factor up to 2.5 fm"1. At high momentum transfers, the 2hu model underpredicts

the data. However the 0/kj and 4lno model results are more consistent with that

data. The components in the form factor are shown in Fig. 9.16(d). Therein the

total, Ml, and E2 components are displayed by the solid, dashed, and dot-dashed

lines respectively. The low momentum transfer part of the form factor is dominated

by the Ml component while the E2 is most important between 1 and 3 fm"1. At

higher momentum transfer the Ml and E2 terms are comparable.

The inelastic scattering form factors to the |~ (0.478 MeV) statein 7Li is displayed

in Fig. 9.17. In Fig. 9.17(a), the longitudinal form factor data of Lichtenstadt et al.

[238] and of van Niftrik et al. [239] are compared with the results of shell model

calculations [186]. The ()/«*» shell model result does not reproduce the data. Inclusion

of higher I'M components in the model space yields the necessary strength to do so.
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Figure 9.16: The results of the calculations made for the elastic electron scattering
form factors for 7Li. (a) The longitudinal form factor data of Suelzle et al. [227]
(circles) and of Lichtenstadt et al. [238] (squares) are compared with the results
obtained within the Ahu> (solid line), 2fiw (dashed line), and 0/kj (dot-dashed line)
model spaces, (b) CO (dashed line) and C2 (dot-dashed line) components contributing
the longitudinal form factor (solid line), as calculated in the 4/iw model, (c) The
transverse form factor data of Lichtenstadt r.t al. [238] (circles) and of van Niftrik
[239] (squares) are compared with the results obtained as defined in (a), (d) MX
(dashed line) and E2 (dot-dashed line) contributions to the total transverse form
factor (solid line) as calculated in the Aftui model.
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Figure 9.17: The inelastic electron scattering form factors to the ^ (0.478 MeV) state
in 7Li. The data of Lichtenstadt et al. [238] and of van Niftrik et al. [239] (squares)
are compared in (a) to the results of the model calculations of the longitudinal form
factor, and in (b) to the results of the model calculations of the transverse form factor
[186], both defined as in Fig 9.16(a). The A/1 (dashed line) and El "(dot-dashed line)
components of the total transverse form factor (solid line) [186] are displayed in (c)
as calculated in the 4tiu model.
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But, for q > 3 fm"1, MEC corrections to the charge density operator are required.

The D{E2) value for this transition is 16.4 e2fm4 [177]. All models fail to reproduce

the measured value [186], again indicating a problem in the long-range behaviour in

the shell model wave functions.

This anomaly is in sharp contrast to the analysis of the transverse inelastic form

factor data to this state. The results of those model calculations are compared with

the data of Lichtenstadt et al. [238] and of van Niftrik [239] in Fig. 9.17(b). All of the

model results reproduce the magnitude and shape of this form factor up to 3 fm~l,

but with a slight overestimation above 1 fm"1. The relative contributions from the

A/1 and E2 components from the 4/w model calculation are shown'in Fig. 9.17(c).

The A/1 component dominates except of the region between 1 and 2 fm"1 iwhere it

has a minimum. There the El component gives the important contribution.

The inelastic scattering form factors to the |~ (4.63 MeV) state in 7Li are displayed

in Fig. 9.18. The longitudinal inelastic form factor data to this state [240, 235,

241] are compared with the results of the calculations [186] made using the wave

functions in the 0/iw, 2hj), and 4/iw model spaces. As with the other calculations

of the inelastic scattering form factors, the Qhui model fails to match the magnitude

of the observations. But in this case, inclusion of the 2fih) excitations is enough to

ensure agreement with the data. Adding 4fej excitations does not further enhance

the form factor prediction as is illustrated in Fig. 9.18(b). The dominance of the C"2

component of the form factor in the Atiw model is very evident.

The transverse inelastic scattering form factor to the | state is displayed in

Fig. 9.18(c). In this case, all of the calculations reproduce the peak magnitude and

position of the form factor data. However all of the results underpredict the data

above 2 fm"1. The form factor is dominated by the A/3 component with the E2

component being a factor of two less. That is illustrated in Fig. 9.18(d). The A/5

form factor is orders of magnitude smaller and, with the EA contribution, may be

neglected at low momentum transfer. Above 3 fin"1 however, that A/5 contribution

becomes more important than the E2 one. Ml\C effects are then expected to be
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Figure 9.18: The inelastic electron scattering form factors to the \ (4.63 MeV)
state in 7Li. The longitudinal form factor data of Lichtenstadt et al. [240] (circles),
Hutcheoii and Caplan [235] (squares), and Bernlieim and Bishop [241] (triangles) are
compared in (a) to the results of the calculations defined in Fig. 9.16(a). The Cl
(dashed line) and C4 (dot-dashed line) components leading the longitudinal form
factor (solid line) are displayed in (b) as calculated in the 4/ioi model. The transverse
form factor data of Lichtenstadt et al. [240] are compared in (c) to the results of
[186], while in (d) the E2, M3, EA, and Jl/5 components, calculated within the 4/iw
model, are displayed by the long-dashed, dot-dashed, dotted, and short-dashed lines
respectively. The total form factor is given by the solid line.
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9.3.4 12C

Using the PHF wave functions, the calculated El form factors of 24Mg are in excellent

agreement with data. The form factors for all three sd shell nuclei considered also

are in agreement whichever form of transition operator is used. The question then is

whether such agreement may be obtained also with the wave functions given by multi-

hw shell model calculations for lighter mass nuclei. To this end, the OBDME for select

states in 12C [242] were used in calculations of longitudinal and transverse electric

form factors. The elastic scattering was considered first to define the appropriate

set of SP wave functions [214]. Two sets of SP wave functions were used, harmonic

oscillators (HO) with oscillator length of 1.6 fm and Woods-Saxon (WS) states from

a potential of the form

V = Vo 1
\m,cj r /(,-,*,«),

where,

f{r,R,a) = -

(9.30)

(9.31)
1 + exp (t-^)

with R = rAll3 and parameter values that are listed in Table 9.1. The deeper

Table 9.1: Woods-Saxon parameters used for the single particle states in 12C.

0s -> UOd
0/lp

Vo (MeV) r0 (fm) oo (fm) A
-62-5 1-35 0-65 7-0
-900 1-35 0-65 00

potential for the 0/lp shell was used to ensure that the calculations of the bound

states wave functions for these orbitals converged. By so doing, the 0/lp orbits arc
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loosely bound, as is evident from the binding energies listed in Table 9.2, but a degree

Table 9.2: Binding energies for the single particle states in 12C as calculated from the
WS potentials in Table 9.1.

State
0S i

0 P |
Opx
Ods

Odi

EB (MeV)
-38-75
-22-37
-20-65
-6-28
-3-58

State

l * i

°A
0/f
l p f

EB (MeV)
-5-87
-1-04
-1-07
-3-53
-3-53

of non-orthogonality is introduced. But orthogonality is guaranteed between states

of different angular momenta and the overlap between the Op and lp radial wave

functions is zero to within 1 part in 10~3. However, the results studied do not depend

strongly on the choice of bound state wave functions. The specifics will be important

later in studies of scattering of light mass halo nuclei.

The elastic electron scattering form factor for 12C is presented in Fig. 9.19. The

data are those of Jansen et al. [243] (squares), of Sick and McCarthy [244] (diamonds)

and of Nakada et al. [245] (circles). Both the Op-shell model wave functions and the

2tiu shell model wave functions have been used in the calculations of the form factors.

With both models, excellent agreement with the data results irrespective of the choice

(HO or WS) for the bound states.

The longitudinal E2 form factor from electron scattering to the 2+; 0 (4.44 MeV) is

displayed in fig 9.20. Therein the measured longitudinal form factor [246] is compared

to the results found from Op-shell model and 2/iu) calculations [214]. With the 2!iu

structure, it is the inclusion of transitions out of the Op-shell, and notably those

involving the Os-shell, that makes that result be nearly in exact agreement with

experiment. The transverse electric form factor from electron scattering to this 2+

state has also been measured [246] and those data are compared with the results of

calculations in Fig. 9.21. Clearly there is a significant improvement in the fit to the
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Figure 9.19: Elastic electron scattering form factor for '2C. The data are those of
Jansen et al. (squares), of Sick and McCarthy (diamonds) and of Nakada et al.
(circles). Calculations are with Op-shell wave functions and HO SP functions (solid
line) and WS SP functions (dotted line), and with 2luo wave functions and HO (dashed
line) and with WS SP functions (dot-dashed line).
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Figure 9.20: The longitudinal form factor from the isoscalar 2+ (4.44 MeV) transition
in 12C. The data of Flanz et al. [246] are compared with the result of the p-shell model
calculation, with HO (solid curve) and WS wave functions (dashed curve), and to the
result of the calculation made using the full 2fiw shell model wave functions, with HO
(dot-dashed curve) and with WS wave functions (dotted curve).
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Figure 9.21: The transverse isoscalar El form factor for the 4.44 MeV transition
in 12C. The data are those of Flanz et al. [246]. (a): Comparison with p-shell
calculations; the solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines depicting the results of using Td,
T'd', and Tel" operators, (b): Comparison with form factors calculated using the 2hu
shell model wave functions.
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data when the Tel' operator form is used in calculations, irrespective of the assumed

nuclear structure. The effect is particularly significant at low q. Then meson exchange

effects are not expected to be important so that the Td' operator corrects the lack of

cross-shell nucleon currents within the Op-shell model. The results found with bigger

basis structure input in the calculation are displayed in Fig. 9.21 (b). They show that

the effect of using the Tet' operator is not as dramatic now as some of those cross-shell

currents have been included explicitly. The variation with operator form is essentially

just a scale shift and both calculations reproduce the observed ^-dependence. But

this shift is not sufficient to fit the measured data and an enhancement of 1.6 in the

result using Tel' is required for that.

Using Td" as the transition operator give form factors that have the anomalous

behavior at high q as observed in the results for the sd-shell nuclei. Again, there

is agreement between the low q results of calculations made using Td' and the Tcl"

forms of the excitation operator. These results indicate that higher tiu components

are required in the description of 12C.

A problem in explaining the isoscalar transverse El form factor of the 4.44 MeV

state excitation is revealed by considering the separate contributions from the protons

and neutrons. They are displayed in Fig. 9.22. These contributions were calculated

using the Tel' operator. First, the form factor itself is weak, of the order of 10~°.

Second, the total form factor is the result of destructive interference between the

proton and neutron amplitudes. Thus small differences in the calculation can lead to

large changes in the results.

The isovector El form factor from inelastic electron scattering to the 16.11 MeV

2+; 1 state in 12C has also been measured by Flanz et al. [246]. This is of interest

as past studies suggest that the CK wave functions give a good specification of the

transition [246, 208]. Core polarization effects are not as dramatic for this transition

as they are with the isoscalar (4.44 MeV) excitation. However they are destructive

in nature as is evident from the results displayed in Fig. 9.23. The lino types identify

results obtained with each of the three operator forms. The notation is that used
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Figure 9.22: Contributions from the protons (dashed line) and neutrons (dot-dashed
line) to the transverse isoscalar E2 form factor to the 4.44 MeV state in 12C calculated
using the Td' operator (solid line). The data are those of Flanz et al. [246]. The
Op-shell model wave functions were used in (a), while (b) presents those calculations
using the 2/kj wave functions.
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with Fig. 9.21. With the the (CK) Op-shell wave functions, the results found using
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Figure 9.23: The transverse El form factor for the isovector 0+ -f 2+ (16.11 MeV)
transition in 12C. The data of Flanz et al. [246] are compared with the calculations
using Td, Tcl', and TeJ" as given for Fig. 9.21.

the T'1 operator is in best agreement with data. But when the 2/iui wave functions

were used, the best results were found using either the Td' or the Tf' form.

A similar reduction is strength is observed with the isoscalar magnetic dipole form

factors. Further there is evidence of isospin mixing between the l+;0 (12.71 MeV) and

1]*";1 (15.11 MeV) states [247]. The transverse MX electron scattering form factors

to these states in I2C are displayed in Fig. 9.24. Therein, the data of Flanz et al.
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Figure 9.24: Transverse MX electron scattering form factors to (a) the 1]*";1
(15.11 MeV) state and (b) the lf ;0 (12.71 MeV) state in 12C. The data of Flanz
et al. [247] are compared with the results of the calculation using the 2/iw wave func-
tions (solid line) and the CK wave functions (dashed line). The dot-dashed line is
the results of assuming two-level isospin mixing [247, 214].
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[247] are compared with the results of the calculations made using the 2hu (solid

line) and CK wave functions (dashed line) [214]. Those results do not contain any

contributions from MEC. But as they are isovector in nature, MEC are expected only

to contribute to the isovector Ml form factor and then at high momentum transfer.

That is evident in the calculations of Flanz et al. [247]. The dot-dashed line in

each case is the result obtained when a small degree (7% [247]) of isospin mixing

is admitted between the two states. As is evident, there is significant improvement

in the prediction of the isoscalar form factor but there is very little change in the

isovector form factor caused by this mixing. The reason for this improvement is that

a small change in the transition densities induced by the isospin mixing produces a

large change in the destructive interference between the individual proton and neutron

amplitudes [214].

The success of both the Op-shell model calculations and the 2hu> shell model cal-

culations for this isovector transition is due to the constructive interference between

the proton and neutron amplitudes. That is illustrated in Fig. 9.25 in which the con-

tributions to the total form factor calculated using the T"1' operator are displayed.

The longitudinal form factor for the 0+ —• 4+ (14.08 MeV) transition is displayed

in Fig. 9.26. The Op-shell model cannot predict any state with J > 3. Hence, the

data of Nakada et al. [245] are compared with the results of calculations made using

the 2/iw and the PHF models of spectroscopy. While the PHM model form factor is

in close agreement with the data, the 2liiO calculation underestimates it by a factor

of three. Apparently > 2ttco components are required for an adequate description of

the 4+ state wave function. Two results are shown for each spectroscopic model used.

The dotted and dot-dashed curves were obtained using HO functions while those

portrayed with the solid and dashed curves result with WS functions. The differences

caused by the choice of SP wave functions are not large and occur at momentum

transfer values where higher order scattering processes may be important.

The longitudinal form factors for the excitation of the 3~;0 (9.64 MeV) and l~;0
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Figure 9.25: Contributions (o the total isovector E2 form factor to the 16.11 MeV
state in 12C from the proton and neutron amplitudes. The calculations are as for
Fig. 9.22. The data are those of Flanz et al. [246].
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Figure 9.26: Longitudinal EA electron scattering form factor for the 0+ -> 4+
(14.08 MeV) transition in 12C. The data of Nakada et al. [245] are compared with
the calculation using the 2ko wave functions (using WS wave functions, solid line,
and HO wave functions, dotted line), and that using the PHF wave functions (using
WS wave functions, dashed line, and HO wave functions, dot-dashed line).
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(10.85 MeV) states in 12C are displayed in Fig. 9.27. The results found using the
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Figure 9.27: The longitudinal form factors for the excitation of the 3~;0 (9.64 MeV)
state (a) and of the l";0 (10.85 MeV) state (b) in 12C. The data are those of Crannell
[248] and of Torizuka et al. [249] for the 3~ and 1~ excitations respectively. The
results of calculations made using the 3/kj and the PHM model wave functions are
displayed by the solid and dashed lines respectively.

3fiu shell model OBDME are displayed by the solid curves while the dashed curves

portray the results obtained using the PHM spectroscopy. Both sets of calculations

used WS SP wave functions. In Fig. 9.27(a) and (b) comparisons are made with the

data of Cranuell [248] and of Torizuka el al. [249] respectively. For both form factors,

the 3/ia> wave functions give lietter agreement with the data and notably so for the

small q.

There is doubt about the spin-isospin assignments of some of the states in I2C
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that lie between 10 and 20 MeV in excitation. Principally, the state at 18.35 MeV

is listed as having the assignments 3~; 1 and 2~;0 + 1. Another 3~ state is listed in

the compilation [194] at 18.60 MeV. In Fig. 9.28 the results of a calculation of the

EZ form factor [201] are displayed. Those results compare very well with the data
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Figure 9.28: Longitudinal electron scattering form factor for the 0+ —> 3 ; 1
(18.60 MeV) transition in 12C. The data of Yamaguchi et al. [250] are compared
with the results of the calculation using the 2liw wave functions.

of Yamaguchi et al. [250]. This indicates that the predicted 3f; 1 (18.77 MeV) state

corresponds to the observed state at 18.60 MeV and not that at 18.35 MeV.
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Chapter 10

Applications of the coordinate space optical

model

Non-local coordinate space optical potentials for the scattering of 65 and 200 MeV

protons from nuclei in the mass range 3He to 238U have been calculated by folding

the complex, medium dependent effective A'A' interaction with the density matrix

elements of each target [132, 251]. For select targets, those optical potentials have

been calculated with proton energies in the range 40 to 800 MeV. As described in

detail in the foregoing chapters, the effective A'A' interaction is based upon solutions

of the LS and BBG equations having a realistic NN potential as input. The nuclear

structure information required in this folding model are the OBDME for the target

and single particle (SP) bound state wave functions. The OBDME have been ob-

tained from various models of nuclear structure as discussed in Chapter 8. Where

possible, the propriety of those OBDME have been assessed by their use in analyses of

electron scattering form factors. Such was illustrated in Chapter 9. For A < 16, the

no-core shell model evaluated in a mu\ti-Fkj space has been used while, for heavier nu-

clei, calculations in the complete Qhuj space at best are possible due to computational

limitations. The bound state SP wave functions that complete specification of the nu-

clear density matrices are either WS or HO functions. The former are employed when

large basis structure is available with the WS potential parameters determined from

fits to electron scattering form factors. For heavier nuclei, HO functions have been

used in calculations to date, and the oscillator lengths for them ar<> set customarily

by an A1^ mass law.

Using the above specifications in the folding process, optical potentials result
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from which differential cross sections, analysing powers, and spin rotations can be

calculated. In general the results so obtained compare well with data when the

effective interactions are built on mapping on- and half-off-shell properties of NN </

matrices. That is not the case with effective interactions built solely from mapping

properties of AW t matrices. This will be demonstrated by comparing results obtained

using optical potentials obtained from folding the effective interactions found from

the t and g matrices separately. For simplicity the two results are designated hereafter

as being obtained from (/-folding and i-folding calculations respectively.

Whatever the choice of structure input, the folding process in coordinate space

leads to non-local optical potentials because of knock-out exchange amplitudes. In

the model now used, and from which the ensuing results shown have been made, an-

tisymmetrised projectile target nucleou pair wave functions are used. Three and four

particle exchanges have not been included. In the past, the resultant non-locality of

the optical potential either was ignored or non-local potentials were transformed into

equivalent local ones. Today there exists some support for claims that excellent re-

sults are found only if the fully non-local optical potential is used in integro-differential

forms of the Schrodinger equations.

10.1 Energy and mass variations

In this section, the results of calculations of the differential cross sections and analysing

powers made using the non-local optical potentials defined for each target and for pro-

ton energies in the range 40 to 300 MeV are compared with data. As the data sets

from 52 and 24 targets at the respective energies of 65 and 200 MeV have been pre-

sented in the literature [132, 251], only a representative sample is given. The targets

range from 3He to 238U. In addition, for a few of these, the spin rotations, R(6),

have been measured. Note that some of the data displayed were taken with 185 MeY

incident protons and those calculations were made using the appropriate 185 MeV

effective interaction. Consideration is limited to no more than 60° and 40° in the
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center of mass for the energies of 65 and 200 MeV, respectively, by which, typically,

the cross-section magnitudes are 1 mb/sr or less. This limitation has been taken

as the approximations inherent in the theoretical model may not be appropriate in

making calculations of scattering with smaller magnitude at larger scattering angles.

Unless stated to the contrary, the results to be shown were obtained from //-folding

calculations.

With the light nuclei, 3He to 16O, those (/-folding calculations were made with

OBDME obtained from large space shell model studies of the nuclei. Also the SP wave

functions have been specified either from the shell model calculations themselves [168]

or from the use of those OBDMB to find good fits to the longitudinal elastic electron

scattering form factors [186]. With medium mass nuclei, from 20Ne to ^Ni, shell

model calculations were performed in 0/iu; spaces except for those in the middle of

the fp shell where the dimension of the basis becomes prohibitively large for matrix

diagonalization techniques. In those cases, a restriction on the minimum number of

nucleons in the 0/? orbit was placed in the model. The oscillator length for the SP

wave functions was set as A1'6 fm. The results for the scattering from heavy nuclei

used simple spectroscopy in which the nucleon occupancies are given by a simple

packing scheme, with SP functions set by an oscillator length again given by an A1?6

law. In so far as all input details to specify the non-local optical potentials for any

target are predetermined, one run of the the the programs, DWBA91 or DWBA98,

sufficed to give the results displayed in most of the figures. As such the calculated

results are predictions of the observables.

10.1.1 The mass variation with 65 and 200 MeV protons

The differential cross sections for a subset of targets considered in the study [251] of

65 MeV proton scattering, are displayed in Figs. 10.1 and 10.2. There is a smooth

mass trend in the structure of the cross-section data which is reproduced excellently

by the optical potential calculations that are displayed by the curves. Small variations

are evident and such are due, it is believed, to limitations in the nuclear structure
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Figure 10.1: The 65 MeV elastic proton scattering differential cross-section data
compared with the optical model calculations for targets to mass 64. The target
mass identifies each result.
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Figure 10.2: The 65 MeV elastic proton scattering differential cross-section data
compared with the optical model calculations for targets above mass 90. The target
mass identifies each result.
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20 40 60

Figure 10.3: The 65 MeV elastic proton scattering analysing power data compared
with the optical model calculations for targets to mass 64. The target mass identifies
each result.

assumed for each target. The analysing powers from each of those same targets are

compared with the calculations in Figs. 10.3 and 10.4. As with the differential cross

sections, there is a very definite and smooth trend in structure in the data as the

target mass increases; a trend that is again well reproduced by the potential model

calculations. The analysing powers have a number of features in their structure

that can be quite difficult to obtain from calculation. With the very light, nuclei,

the data are very small before rising monotonically and positively to the first peak

that indicates the emergent proton to be almost completely polarised. As the target

K. Amos, et al.

Figure 10.4: The 65 MeV elastic proton scattering analysing power data compared
with the optical model calculations for targets above mass 90. The target mass
identifies each result.
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mass increases, that primary maximum is preceded by a small minimum of negative

values but the maximum remains almost 100% with its onset becoming sharper. As

target mass increase from 90 to 160 that first minimum becomes deeper and the first

maximum weakens with the subsequent peaks also becoming more sharply defined.

Finally with the heaviest targets, the first minimum and first maximum markedly

diminish in value. There is also a trend for the structure of subsequent maxima and

minima to be more positive than negative with increasing scattering angle.

The 200 MeV data are shown in Figs. 10.5 and 10.6 for the differential cross

sections and analysing powers respectively. A more complete presentation showing

results for 22 nuclei with data is given in Ref. [132]. Herein the results for 14 of

those nuclei over the range from 4He to 208Pb are shown. The asterisks on some mass

numbers in this figure signify that those data and results are for 185 MeV proton

scattering. As at 65 MeV, the data show trends with increasing target mass although

now such are not as pronounced or as smoothly varying. Nevertheless the (/-folding

model results remain in very good agreement with observation and especially with

the analysing power data.

In Figs. 10.7 and 10.8 the analysing powers and spin rotations R for 65 MeV

polarised protons from 8 nuclei, ranging from 12C to 208Pb, are shown. The solid

and long dashed curves in these diagrams portray the results obtained by using the </-

and t-folding potentials. The comparisons between the results from both calculations

with the data are good although in detail the /y-folding results are preferred. But

those differences do not warrant display. There are discrepancies between the results

of both models and the data in some nuclei, e.g. for 58Ni and 208Pb, which will be

discussed later. But the preference for </- rather than i-folding is most evident with the

spin observables. From Fig. 10.7 it can be seen that the structure of the measured

analysing power changes in a consistent way as the mass of the target increases.

Indeed, the depth of the first minimum and the sharp rise between this and the next

maximum become more pronounced with target masses to 118Sn. As the target mass

increases further, the magnitudes of this minimum and of the following maximum
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Figure 10.5: The 200 MeV elastic proton scattering differential cross-section data
compared with the optical model calculations for diverse targets as identified.
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40

Figure 10.6: The 200 MeV elastic proton scattering analysing power data compared
with the optical model calculations for targets of diverse mass as indicated.
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Figure 10.7: The (i5 MeV elastic proton scattering analysing power data from a select
set. of nuclei compared with the optical model calculations.
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Figure 10.8: The 65 MeV elastic proton scattering spin rotation data from a select
set of nuclei compared with the optical model calculations.
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are greatly suppressed. The absolute value of those minima and subsequent maxima

approaches unity even for the heaviest nuclei. There is a limited set of spin rotation

R{9) data for 65 MeV polarised protons [252]. These are displayed in Fig. 10.8. For

the lightest four nuclei presented, the comparison between the g-folding potential

results and data is quite good. Those results found by using the t-folding potential

do not match data as well. The differences between the </- and i-folding models are

far more pronounced with the scattering from the heavier targets. While (/-folding

again gives reasonable agreement with the data, t-folding fails to reproduce both

shape and magnitude. Indeed, that model predicts a maximum at ~ 20° in the spin

rotation for the scattering from 90Zr and U8Sn whereas the data indicate a minimum

at that angle. Such is predicted with g folding however. While there are no data for

scattering from l52Sm, the difference between the model results is apparent. In the

case of scattering from 208Pb, the result obtained with // folding follows the shape of

the data although it overestimates the data above 30°.

10.1.2 Variation with single particle wave functions

In the folding to give optical potentials for all nuclei up to and including 20Ne, the SP

wave functions were set either by the shell model structure calculations themselves

or by fitting electron scattering data. For most cases involving heavier targets, HO

wave functions with 6 = A1?6 fin have been used. In general, this choice has produced

results that compare well with data, but there are discrepancies. In part the)' are

due to the simple prescription for SP wave functions. The effect of variations to

the SP descriptions are displayed in Fig 10.9. Therein the results of two g-folding

calculations are compared with the scattering data from 58Ni and 208Pb. Therein, the

solid line shows the //-folding results of calculations made using HO wave functions

with lengths 6 = 1.97 and 2.43 fm for 58Ni and 208Pb respectively. The long dashed

lines display results obtained with oscillator lengths b = 1.87 and 2.35 fm for o8Ni and
208Pb respectively. The improvement in the results wiih the altered wave functions

is evident. There is also better agreement between the calculation and data for both
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Figure 10.9: The 65 MeV elastic proton scattering data from 38Ni and i08Pb compared
with the optical model calculations
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nuclei, although the angles of the minima in the cross section for the scattering from
58Ni are greater than observed. Using these new sets of wave functions there is much

better agreement with the data for both spin observables. In the case of 208Pb,

the significant improvement in the spin rotation has been achieved with only a 3%

decrease in the oscillator length. Elastic scattering data from medium to heavy nuclei

seem to reflect details of both bulk and surface attributes of mass distributions.

10.1.3 Results for 40 MeV proton scattering

Effective interactions have been defined for a proton energy as low as 40 MeV. At

this energy, unique structures in the response function of a nucleus, the giant reso-

nances for example, might vitiate any microscopic description of the optical potential

that does not take such specifics into account. Two effective interactions have been

defined for use. The first was based upon the y matrix obtained starting with the

Bonn-B interaction [34] while the second was based upon that found using the Paris

interaction [18] as the input. There are slight differences between the two.

To assay these effective interactions, each has been folded with the same structures

used in the analyses of 65 and 200 MeV scattering from 12C, 40Ca, ^Ni, 90Zr, and
208Pb to specify optical potentials for 40 MeV protons. Use of those optical potentials

gives the calculations shown in the next two figures. Therein the result of folding to

obtain an optical potential for the exotic nucleus 6He is also given. In this case, very

large space calculations (4/KJ and 8/iw [175]) provided the OBDME as well as the HO

bound states to be used in the folding. The optical potentials were fixed therefore and

single runs of the scattering programs gave the results that are compared with data

obtained from Ref. [253] for the stable nuclei and from Ref. [254] with a radioactive

beam of 4QA MeV 6He.

In Fig. 10.10, the cross-section calculations are compared with data from the set

of nuclei ranging in mass from the exotic GHe to 208Pb. The solid and long dashed

curves in each segment identify the //-folding results obtained by using the effective

interactions found from the Bonn-B and Paris potentials respectively. The differences
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Figure 10.10: The 40 MeV elastic proton scattering cross-section data [253, 254] from
a select set of nuclei compared with the optical model calculations.
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Figure 10.11: The 40 MeV elastic proton scattering analysing power data from a
select set of nuclei compared with the optical model calculations.

in these calculated cross sections are slight. These 40 MeV calculations agree with

data almost as well as at the higher energies, although they have more sharply defined

minima than is evident in the data. By and large though, the calculations are in good

agreement with the shapes and magnitudes of the cross-section data and now to 120°

scattering.

In Fig. 10.11, the analysing powers associated with 40 MeV proton scattering from

the same set of nuclei discussed above are compared with data. Again, the solid and

long dashed curves portray the (/-folding results found with the Bonn-B and Paris

interactions as input. The two forces give very similar results, and ones that reflect
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the structure of the data quite well. But the degree of replication of the data by

these calculations is not as high as at 65 and 200 MeV. It would appear, however,

that the folded optical potentials are a very good first approximation, sufficiently so

that the results may still select, between different structure inputs. Also the associated

distorted wave functions and effective interactions should still be the most appropriate

for use in other reaction calculations [255].

10.2 Elastic scattering from 3'4He, 6'7Li, and 12C

Application of the folding optical model potential to these light mass nuclei is of

interest for many reasons which are epitomised by the basic questions:

(i) Can shell model calculations adequately specifs' the properties of systems

that, till now, have been the province of few nucleon methods and studies?

(ii) Can the known collectivity of the Lithium isotopes be reproduced ade-

quately with a central field model structure, given that such have been

touted heretofore as the study area of cluster model approaches?

(iii) Does the folding model method of defining optical potentials apply to such

light systems, and if so, for what energies? and

(iv) At what mass can simple structure models furnish descriptions for the

nuclear ground states?

The answers to the structure questions have been dealt with in part in previous

chapters and so here we dwell largely on the possibility of optical potentials to describe

the scattering from the light mass systems.

10.2.1 Proton scattering from 3'4He

The siattering of polarised protons from polarised 3He and from 4He targets has

been measured recently at energies that should be appropriate for use of tin- (/-folding
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prescription of proton-Helium optical potentials. Specifically, data which have been

taken at 200 and 300 MeV by Hasell et al. [256] are displayed by filled triangles in the

figures to be discussed. Data taken at 200 and 290 MeV by Hausser et al. [257] are

shown therein by open diamonds, and data taken at 200 MeV by Brash et al. [258]

are portrayed by filled circles. These data have been analyzed with optical poten-

tials defined in other ways. Notably a non-relativistic factorized form of the optical

potential in momentum space [259] built upon NN t matrices, and a Schrodinger

potential equivalent to a phenomenological Dirac optical potential [260], were used

by Brash el al. [258]. Hausser et al. [257] mapped the data to a structured form of

p-3He T matrices which link to the optical potentials by the relativistic LS equation.

Both of those studies do not find good agreement with the 200 MeV data, but their

fits to data taken at 500 MeV are better. They use very simple spectroscopy for the

target. The first analyses of these data with the (/-folding approach used OBDME

taken from a 4tiu> study [133]. In the figures to be shown, those results are compared

with the calculations obtained using the structure information from &thj shell model

calculations. Note that in all the calculations leading to the results displayed, the

SP wave functions were taken as HO functions with the values of b = 1.7 and 1.5 fm

that were used in the itiw and the Slku shell model calculations respectively. Three

results are compared with data in Figs. 10.12, 10.13, and 10.14. Those obtained us-

ing the 4hu spectroscopy are displayed by the long dashed curves while the solid and

dash-dotted curves are associated with the 8/kj specifications. The two &hw model

curves are the results obtained by using the g matrices of the Paris and Bonn-B po-

tentials respectively. The Paris interaction g matrix was used with the 4/kj structure

calculations.

In Fig. 10.12 calculations are compared with the experimental data [256, 257] of

the differential cross sections and analysing powers from the scattering of 200 and

300 MeV polarised protons from polarised 3He. Clearly, the calculations made using

the larger basis structure predict cross sections in good agreement with the data.

The smaller basis structure results decrease more rapidly. Predominantly this effect
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Figure 10.12: The differential cross sections and analysing powers from the scattering
of 200 and 300 MeV polarised protons from polarised 3He.
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is due to the specific SP bound states used in each calculation. The large basis model

calculations reproduce the cross-section data to at least 60° scattering angle, where

the magnitude is of order 0.1 mb/sr, with either the Paris or Bonn-B interaction.

All results are similar for the analysing powers, and calculations reproduce the data

to 60° very well, save at forward scattering angles in the case of 200 MeV proton

scattering. The data at even higher scattering angles are not reproduced at all. In

that case details of the folding model approach may no longer be appropriate.

The data shown in the next two figures are those of Refs. [257, 258] and are the

single and double spin correlation observables. In Fig. 10.13, the calculations made

using the results of the two structure calculations and the two effective interactions

are compared with data for spin observables AOn and Ann. The left and right panels

display the 200 and 300 MeV results respectively. These calculations have the general

trends of the data without the quality of fit that has been found for cross sections

and analysing powers. There is little to choose between any of the calculations of

Ao,,. The calculations of Ann show little sensitivity to the effective interaction used.

At 200 MeV, other spin observables have been measured. Those data and calcu-

lations of them are shown in Fig. 10.14. There is again little to choose between any

of the calculations found using Paris or Bonn-B effective interactions and 4tkj or 8/kj

structures. The match to data is good overall despite notable discrepancies in Amm

and A(,,,. However, the former of these discrepancies occurs at large scattering angles

> 60° and the latter is small and similar to that noted with the 200 MeV analysing

power calculation.

Predictions of the differential cross sections, analysing powers, and spin rotations

from the scattering of 200 and 300 MeV polarised protons from 4He are given in

Fig. 10.15 where they are compared with the experimental data of Moss et al. [261]

and of Yoshimura et al. [262], respectively. In this case the results found using the

Bonn-B interaction and the Ah^ structure are also displayed by the long dashed

curves. Clearly the larger basis st ructure information leads to a marked improvement

in the reproduction of the 200 MeV cross-section data. Indeed the BIHJ results are in
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Figure 10.13: The spin correlations AOn and A,m from the scattering of 200 and
300 MeV polarised protons from polarised 3He.
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Figure 10.14: Other spin correlations from the scattering of 200 MeV polarised pro-
tons from polarised 3He.
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Figure 10.15: The differential cross sections, analysing powers, and spin rotations
from the scattering of 200 and 300 MeV polarised protons from 4He.
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good agreement with those data to 80°. This sensitivity to the size of the basis used to

determine the OBDME reduces significantly for heavier nuclei. The 300 MeV cross-

section data have some structure that is not reproduced but, in general, calculation

agrees with observation. The agreement of calculation with analysing power data also

is improved with use of the larger basis structure details, although the same kind of

discrepancies noted in the analyses of the 3He scattering are evident. Predictions of

the spin rotation data at 300 MeV reflect what is observed at 200 MeV, although

there is room for improvement. The choice of NN potential produces differences in

this observable at 300 MeV as do the structure bases. But while the Bonn-B and

Paris interactions results are different, the quality of reproduction of the data does

not show preference.

These analyses of 200 and 300 MeV data, cross sections and spin observables,

from polarised proton scattering on a polarised 3He target as well as the cross section

and analysing power from 200 MeV polarised protons scattered from 4He, confirm

that the large basis &liu> shell model provides the OBDME and single particle bound

states necessary to calculate the optical potential.

10.2.2 Proton scattering from 6>7Li

The results of .(/-folding calculations of the elastic scattering for 200 MeV protons

from 6Li are compared with the data of Glover et al. [263] in Fig. 10.16. The results

found using 2tuo and 4tkj space shell model structures are given in the left and

right hand panels respectively. The single particle bound states were specified either

as WS (solid curves) or HO (long dashed curves) wave functions. The higher / > 0

multipoles that are possible in this scattering were calculated in DWBA and in accord

with the calculations presented in Ref. [263]. By so doing with OBDME from the

2hu) and <ihu> models, the calculations are in good agreement with both the cross-

section and analysing power data. Taken together with the very good agreement

achieved with the elastic electron scattering data, this suggests that the ground state

wave functions obtained in the multi-/kj spaces have converged well enough for use
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Figure 10.16: The differential cross sections (top) and analysing powers (bottom)
from the scattering of 200 MeV polarised protons from GLi.
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Figure 10.17: The differential cross sections (top) and analysing powers (bottom)
from the scattering of 200 MeV polarised protons from 7Li.

in scattering analyses.

The results for the elastic scattering of 200 MeV protons from 7Li are compared

with the data of of Glover et al. [263] in Fig. 10.17. The specification of the results

follow that given in the discussion of Fig. 10.16. As with the results for the elastic

scattering from 6Li, the contributions from the higher multipoles are calculated using

DWBA. When such is done, results are in good agreement with the data suggesting,

as with °Li, that the multi-/kj wave functions for the ground state are appropriate.
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10.2.3 Scattering from 12C

The cross section and analysing power for 200 MeV protons elastically scattered from
12C have been calculated using OBDME obtained from a 2hu basis shell model calcu-

lation. Both WS and HO functions have been used with those OBDME to calculate

the 12C optical potentials [139]. The non-local nature of these optical potentials can

be inconvenient and in the past the exchange terms, from which those non-localities

arise either have been ignored or transformed into a local potential. By using just the

leading, direct, term a gp approximation is obtained. In Fig. 10.18, those direct poten-

tials are shown for the effective interaction and density profiles to different maximum

densities. The real and imaginary parts of the central and spin-orbit components of

the direct potentials that result from t- and ^-folding calculations are displayed by the

long dashed and solid curves respectively. The dot-dashed and small dashed curves

show the direct potentials that result if one uses (/-folding with a density profile lim-

ited to 5 and | of the target central density respectively, i.e. in those two cases, for

radii at which the nuclear density would normally exceed the limits, the limit value of

the g matrix was used. The direct spin-orbit interaction is quite weak and essentially

real with little variation due to medium effects in the g matrix. However, there is a

clear progressive and marked enhancement of the calculated central real interaction

strength as one moves from using t- to (/-folding. Likewise the imaginary part of

the central interaction changes from strongly productive to weakly absorptive with

inclusion of the medium modifications. In particular one finds that the differences are

not simply equivalent to a choice of SP wave functions or the specific realistic A'A7

interaction chosen.

The cross sections and analysing powers that result on using Uie full non-local

optical potentials are compared with data [264] in Figs. 10.19 and 10.20. Those

calculations were made using a 2/KJ shell model results as input [139]. Consistent

with the results found with the elastic electron scattering form faciors, using the CK

Op-shell structure values makes little or no change to the proton elastic scattering
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Figure 10.18: The direct components of the 200 MeV />12C optical potentials. The
t- and /y-folding results are displayed by solid and long dashed curves respectively.
Intermediate results me shown by the other curves.
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Figure 10.19: The 200 MeV proton elastic scattering cross section and analysing power
data [264] compared with the results found using the non-local optical potentials found
by t- and .(/-folding and displayed in the left and right sections respectively. The solid
and long dashed curves display the results found using WS and HO single particle
bound state functions respectively in the calculations.

calculations from those displayed. In Fig. 10.19 the solid and long dashed curves

display the results obtained by using WS and HO bound state wave functions. The

results of calculations made using t- and and g folding are shown injhe left and right

side panels respectively. It is evident that //-folding with WS bound states gives an

optical potential from which a cross-sect ion is obtained that match the data best

although the choice of bound state wave functions is not too serious. That is even

more obvious with the analysing power. The (/-folding results are in better agreement

•2r,l

20 40 60 0 20 40 60 80

Figure 10.20: The 200 MeV proton elastic scattering data [264] compared with the
results found using the t- and (/-folding optical potentials. The solid and long dashed
curves give the results found when the Paris [18] and Bonn-B [34] A7A' forces were
used to specify the input t and g matrices respectively.

with data than are the t-folding ones. Again there is little to choose between the

results obtained using HO and WS bound states in the folding.

In Fig. 10.20, the cross sections and analysing powers shown were obtained from

t- and (/-folding with WS bound state functions and the Paris and Bonn-B potentials

as the primary interaction. The Paris and Bonn-B results are shown by the solid and

long dashed curves respectively in this figure. Again the (/-folding results, whether

obtained from the Paris or Bonn-B input, are in better agreement with the data, and

especially the analysing power. There is little to choose between the results found
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with the two differing realistic starting interactions however.

The next set of figures reveal just how important the exchange amplitudes are for

the energy range 40 to 250 MeV. In Fig. 10.21, the 200 MeV differential cross section

and analysing power data are compared with the results of calculations made with

and without the exchange amplitudes in the optical potential. The complete non-

local calculation gave the results displayed by the solid curves; those found under the

gp restriction are displayed by the long dashed curves. The variation between the

two sets of results are as noteworthy as is the quality of agreement between the full

calculation results and the data.

In the next four figures, the differential cross section and analysing power data

from the scattering of 40, 65, 120, 135, 160, 200, and 250 MeV polarised protons

from 12C are compared with the results of calculations made using (/-folding, with

and without exchange terms included [265]. In Figs. 10.22 and 10.23, the Bonn-B

(/-folding results are shown. The folding was made with the OBDME given by

a 2hw shell model calculation [139]. Cross sections above a few tenths of a mb/sr

are presented and clearly the results match the data well. That quality of match to

data is almost as good for the analysing powers. In Figs. 10.24 and 10.25, the gp-

folding results are compared against the same data. Clearly the cross sections are

quite disparate from those displayed in the preceding figures. The essential difference

between these results arises from the destructive interference between the direct and

exchange amplitudes.

Equivalent local potential representations of the non-local components can be

formed with which equally good reproduction of the cross-section data is obtained.

These schemes are discussed in the next chapter. But quality of reproduction of data

by use of some of them is not guaranteed at the outset. As a caveat, given the current

technology of the programs DWBA91 and DVVBA98 [29, 30], and of the computer

speed and storage available, there is little gained by using local equivalent potentials

to analyse elastic scattering data.
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Figure 10.21: The 200 MeV cross-section and analysing power data compared with
the results of calculations made using the non-local optical potential (solid curves)
and using local direct (gp) potential (long dashed curves).
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Figure 10.22: The 40 to 250 MeV cross section data compared with the results of
calculations made using the full non-local optical potentials.
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Figure 10.23: The 40 to 250 MeV analysing power data compared with the results of
calculations made using the full non-local optical potentials.
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Figure 10.24: The 40 to 250 MeV cross section data compared with the results of
calculations made using only direct gp optical potentials.
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Figure 10.25: The 40 to 250 MeV analysing power data compared with the results of
calculations made using only direct gp optical potentials.
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10.3 Scattering of 6 '8He and 9>11Li from hydrogen

While interest in these exotic, radioactive beam, systems exists for many and diverse

reasons [266], a primary theoretical one is to find their matter distributions. The

stable nuclei have spatial distributions of protons and neutrons that are roughly

the same. In contrast, exotic systems such as neutron-rich "Li seem to have a halo

formed by some of the valence neutrons, two for "Li, concomitant with the separation

energies of those neutrons being small. Studies of neutron skins in isotopes [266] of
8He and the Na isotopes in particular based upon the mass variation of interaction

cross sections indicate that the proton rms radii are fixed while the neutron ones

vary with mass. But the models used were very simple and give information on the

matter profiles only indirectly, as do analyses of most other characteristics of the

exotic nuclei [266].

The light mass systems are of interest since their structures have been studied by

Navratil and Barrett [168]. They have made large-space shell model calculations for

nuclei up to and including mass 11. In those calculations all nucleons were active

and the NN potential energies were generated from a realistic NN interaction, the

Nijmegen Reid93 interaction usually. Space size decreases with mass, being Shoj

(and larger) for 4He, 6ho for mass 5, 6, and 7 isobars, and 4/iw thereafter to and

including the mass 11 isobars, "Li and "Be. These structure calculations give good

low excitation spectra for the stable isotopes and for many radioactive ones as well.

The calculations also give good results for the binding energies, ground state static

moments, and rms radii. With regard to the exotic nuclei of particular interest herein,

the large-space shell model calculations indicate that, with a 6/iu> space structure,

there is no need of any halo characteristic to specify 6He properties. The spectra of
8He and 9'"Li have been calculated using a shell model and 4/iw spaces. In those cases,

and for 9>"Li particularly, the spectra, binding energies, and ground state moments

are reproduced well although the calculated proton rms radii are small in comparison

to the expected values. The cause of discrepancies may be A halo-like distribution
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of the excess neutrons, as the Arizona group [168] note that the 4/KJ model space is

not large enough to encompass any such halo characteristic for these nuclei. Use of

these structure details, the OBDME and nucleon bound state wave functions, from

the shell model specifications in folding model calculations of proton-nucleus optical

potentials lead to the results designated in this discussion as no-kalo scattering.

To estimate the effects of any halo attribute in the nuclei then requires variation of

the SP functions from the HO set defined by the large-space shell model calculations.

One choice is to use WS functions instead, with the WS potential parameters chosen

to give wave functions from which good fits to electron scattering form factors of stable

isobars are found. In particular, those for 6Li [186] to deal with Ci8He and those for
<JBe [132] to deal with 9 '"Li have been used. Using those WS wave functions in

the (/-folding, cross sections result for proton scattering from the exotic nuclei that

are almost identical to the ones obtained with the HO forms and which have been

identified as no-halo.

To ensure a halo structure with any of the nuclei, the single particle bound state

WS potentials were adjusted to reproduce the separation energies of the weakly bound

nucleons in the given shell model state. A halo structure is given to Gi8He by setting

the Op shell binding at 2 MeV and the sd shell and higher states at 0.5 MeV. For
<J'"Li, the halo prescription results by adjusting the WS potentials to bind Opi and

I&M states by just 0.5 MeV. With this approach, 8He and 9Li act as controls since
8He is believed to be an example of a neutron skin and 9Li an example of a simple

core nucleus given that the single neutron separation energies for these nuclei are

2.584 [177] and 4.063 [194] MeV, respectively. Then, by artificially ascribing a halo

to these two nuclei, the question is to ascertain whether or not the optical potential

calculations and existing data are sensitive enough to detect the enforced property.

Such has been found to be the case recently [192].

The neutron density profiles for the exotic nuclei c'8He and 9>"Li as given by large

space shell model calculations described above, arc shown in Fig. 10.26. Therein the

long dashed and solid lines portray respectively the profiles found with and without
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Figure 10.26: Shell model neutron density profiles for the nuclei 6'sHe and 9 '"Li. The
long dashed and solid curves represent, respectively, the profiles when a halo is and is
not contained in those structures. The dot-dashed lines represent the proton density
for each nucleus.

halo conditions being implemented. In the left panels the central density regions are

shown in linear scale from which it is clear that the primary role of halo conditions

are to reduce the neutron densities for radii less than the rms radius. With the

folding process to define the optical potentials, the short range details, r < rrms., have

significant effects and so influence calculations of differential cross sections notably

at momentum transfers where scattering is influenced by the nuclear medium. But
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the extended nature of the halo shapes also influence the optical potentials with their

effects in scattering cross sections being evident in changes to small angle results,

typically 6 < 20° for beam energies 604 to 704 MeV.

The predicted differential cross sections for the 6l8He and 9'"Li scattering from

hydrogen are presented in Figs. 10.27 and 10.28. In Fig. 10.27, those calculations are

compared with data taken by Korsheninnikov et al. [267, 24] using 70.54 MeV 6He

and 724 MeV 8He ions, and by Moon et al. [268] using 604 9Li and 624 MeV "Li

ions. In Fig. 10.28, the forward angle results, at which there are no data, are displayed

to emphasise the effects upon calculations of the halo structure outside of the rms

radius, i.e. the neutron tail effects. In both figures, the solid curves portray no-halo

calculations while the long dashed curves give the halo differential cross sections. As

is evident in Fig. 10.27, the 8He and 9Li data extend to momentum transfer values

sufficient to discriminate between the results of halo and non-halo calculations. The

data are consistent with a no-halo prescription for those nuclei. Those nuclei are

controls and so the results indicate that elastic scattering data analyses can distinguish

halo from non-halo effects. Indeed with "Li, the data concur with the calculations

only when a halo specification for this nucleus is used. Other studies also suggest

that "Li does have a halo structure.

As noted above, the data cover a range of momentum transfer values at which

calculations are most influenced by the character of the optical potentials within the

rms radius. The halo influence upon neutron matter distributions at radii greater than

the rms value influence the optical potentials in a way that affects scattering at small

angles prevalently. The possible influence such features may have upon calculations

of the differential cross sections are shown in Fig. 10.28. The definition of the curves

is as given for Fig. 10.27. In all cases the effects are not large, and in that of "Li for

which it is believed a halo exists, the effect is about 10% at 6° to 8° scattering.

The case of 6He is interesting. The data at 70.54 MeV range only to 50° center of

mass scattering angle and proves to be insufficient to discriminate the halo from the

no-halo specifications. A little more data have been taken at 404 MeV [254], however,
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Figure 10.27: Predictions of the differential cross sections from the scattering of
72.4 MeV 6>8He and of 62J4 MeV 9i"Li from hydrogen compared with experimental
data. The data are from Refs. [267, 24, 268] and the results, assuming that each
nucleus has (does not have) a halo structure, are portrayed by the long dashed (solid)
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1000

Figure 10.28: Differential cross sections as shown in Fig. 10.27, but for small angles
only.
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increased basis space in the structure model.

Figure 10.29: Differential cross sections for 40/1 and 70.5/1 MeV 6He scattering from
proton targets compared with calculations.

and the results of optical model calculat ions at this energy are shown along with the

70.5/1 MeV ones again in Fig. 10.29. Tho results were generated by folding a 40 MeV

effective interaction built from the Bonn-B (/ matrix with 4liw and Shu shell model

structures for the ground state. The results found using simple spectroscopy are

compared with those found by invoking a halo characteristic in the manner described

above. There is slight preference for the halo density at the largest of the scattering

angles in the 40A MeV data. But more data is needed for a conclusive result. Clearly

the size of the basis space is not a crucial factor as the distinctions between halo

and non-halo cross-section calculations are far greater than the variations due to an
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Chapter 11

Equivalent local potentials

The complex optical potentials calculated by t- or y- folding with the OBDME of

the target are non-local in character and the associated Schrodinger equations are of

integro-differential form. Those equations are solved numerically with the DWBA91

and DWBA98 programs [29, 30] which also generate therefrom the distorted waves for

use in DWBA analyses of inelastic scattering and charge exchange reactions. Use of

non-local optical potentials is not new. Over thirty years ago, Perey and Buck [269]

used the Frahn-Lemmer form [270] to analyse low energy neutron-nucleus scatter-

ing. But over the years local nuclear optical potentials have been assumed predomi-

nantly. Phenomenological WS potentials have been taken commensurate with known

attributes of nuclear densities and consistent with the character of Hartree fields.

Most importantly, fits to scattering data were obtained with those local potentials.

Finally, Perey and Buck identified the energy dependence of those local potentials as

caused by non-locality.

The transition from non-local potentials to equivalent local ones has been effected

under various approximations and analytic expressions [271, 272], All of those meth-

ods rely upon the range of the non-locality being ~ 1 fm which is small in comparison

to the size of nuclei. If such is also the case with regard to the de Broglie wavelength

of the projectile, a semi-classical WKB approximation may be valid. However, Peierls

and Vinh-Mau [272] note that, while the localisation approximations should lie well

met within the medium of a large nucleus, corrections could be important in the

nuclear surface region and for light mass nuclei. In any circumstance that the non-

locality range exceeds the characteristic length of the system, the}' note that the

non-local potential cannot be approximated by their algorithm of localisation [272],
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Equivalent local potentials can also be used to account for the effects of coupled

channels [273]. The resulting form is equivalent to that found by treating just the

exchange effects and so we consider just the single channel problems hereafter.

11.1 The basic problem and solutions

The problem is to find a local form of complex potential VLEQ(r; E) = V(r; E) which

when used in the Schrodinger equation,

|-V20(fc, r) V(r; E)} <f>{k, r ) = 0 ,

or its partial wave radial differential equations

+k2~ i«

(11.1)

( u - 2 )

give phase shifts equal to those found by solution of the non-local ones,

+>(fc,r) - j U(rJ;E) X
W(k,r') dr' = 0 ,

r<) dT> '

(11.3)

( 1 L 4 )

respectivel}'.

A weaker condition implies that the local potentials V(r; E) and Vij(r;E) are

equivalent to the non-local kernels U(r, r'\ E) and £4,(r, r') respectively if all observ-

ables are reproduced. Some meiliods of specifying the local equivalent potential are

given next.

In a local density approximation (LDA) [66] the optical model potential is linked

to properties given from nuclear matter calculations. The radial position within the
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nucleus is related to the density of nuclear matter through the Fermi momentum kj.

Physical justification of the LDA is linked to the short range of the underlying NN

interaction and the resultant non-locality in the stationary form of the Schrodinger

equation, Eq. (11.3). Then, to evaluate the integral term in the general form of the

Schrodinger equation, it is not necessary to know the solution function X^+\k,r) at

all positions. One only needs to know how x^'C5,»") varies in a volume element

characterised by a small distance a about the point r. In that volume element,

x'+'(fc,r) oscillates with a wave number K(r) so that integration over s will select

only those momentum components of any kernel that are in the neighbourhood of

K(r). This justifies expansion of the Fourier transform of a kernel G(s) about the

local wave number,

and

G(p) = G(p2) = G(I<>) +
'd(K2)

(11.5)

(11.6)

The usual LDA uses the first two terms of the expansion. In a simple manner then

a local equivalent potential to the exchange term in Eq. (11.3) can be obtained by a

Taylor series expansion,

f U{r, r'; E)X
i+)(k, r') dr' = f U(r, r'; E)e^''r)v

X
M(k., r) dr'

= f fu(r,r':E)e«
r'-r>Kdr'} X

(+)(k,

where a local wave number,

K(r) = y/2n[E-V[r;E)] ,

(11.7)

(11,
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has replaced the gradient operator.

Frahn and Lemmer [270] assumed that the non-local kernels of the full Schrodinger

equation, Eq. (11.3), have a separable form,

where

U(r,r';E) -» F(R) v(p) , (11.9)

(11.10)

This is also known in the literature as the Perey-Buck [269] prescription. Furthermore,

they assume that F(R) = F(R) with F(R) a slowly varying function about R = r,

and that

v(p)=v(p) = (Trcr2)"1 exp (-£) , (11.11)

where c is the non-locality range. A Taylor expansion about r gives to second order

F(R)X
(+)(k,r') «

F(*)x(+)(*, r) + ̂  {^rF{r)±

and this gives

I U(r,r';E)X
(+)(k,r')dr'x

v0F(r) + Iv,1-^ \rF(r)

, r) (11.12)

r) , (11.13)

where vn are the moments of the non-locality
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Under this approximation, the non-local Schrodinger equation reduces to

,r) = 0. (11.15)

This equation maps to an equivalent local and energy dependent form

upon using a point transformation defined by

(11.16)

(11.17)

Multiplication of Eq. (11.15) by T(r) gives

(11.18)

with

and

Mr) = F(r) + ^ [rF(r)] , J,(r) = ~F(r) , (11.19)

A'(0 = i - gr (11.20)

The first derivative term is eliminated by choosing T(r) = \/X(r) as then Eq. (11.18)

becomes

(11.21)
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thus identifying

when

„,,«,- (11.22)

= J0(r) - i ~

- »a2/ (2ft2)] F(r)
(11.23)

To illustrate this approximation, consider the Perey-Buck non-local potential used by

Bauhoff, von Geramb, and Palla [274] with which a = 0.8 fm and for the form factor

a WS function,

(11.24)

With this non-local interaction, the local equivalent form is as shown in Fig. 11.1.

The form factor F(r) shown (dashed curve) has a central value tending to -72 MeV

and the local equivalent. V(r, E) (solid curve) tends to -45 MeV at the origin. The

damping factor T~](r) shown by the solid curve in the upper section of this figure,

has been multiplied by a factor of 10 to facilitate display. The constant value (10) is

plotted as the dashed curve. The damping factor is a noticeable effect, numerically

tending to 0.8057.

The method of equivalent wave numbers was developed for nuclear scattering

first by Perey and Saxon [271] and formulated later in detail by Peierls and Vinh-

Mau [272]. They presume that the local wave function satisfies a wave equation with

an effective wave number that varies with both position and energy, namely

[V2 + (j2(r, 7i')l (j>(r, fc) = 0 , (11.25)
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Figure 11.1: The Fralni-Lemmer (Perey-Buck) form factor F(r) shown by the dashed
line compared with the local equivalent as evaluated using Eq. (11.22) (solid curve).
The damping factor (times 10) is the dot-dashed curve.
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where, by comparison with Eq. (11.1),

r,Z?)=92 = f {E-V(r,E)\. (11.26)

Again it suits to consider the basic interaction to have short range non-locality and to

use the Frahn-Lemmer form given by Eqs. (11.9) - (11.11). A Wigner transformation

gives the local equivalent potentials as

V'(r, E) = — F(r) / v(p) sin (qp)pdp = F{r)t—'<"1 .
<I Jo

Expanding the exponential one finds

V(r, E) = F(r) - ±o2F(r)q2(r, E) + ±a4F(r)q4(r, E) + • • • ,

(11.27)

(11.28)

so defining the energj' dependence of the equivalent local potential. As a power series

in energy with

to second order, using

9
2 ( r , E) * - ^ W 0 ( r ) - § [W, ( r ) -1}E- ^

(11.29)

(11.30)
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algebraic manipulation gives for small values of 7 = 2/«r2/(4/i2).

W0(r) = F(r) + 7F(r)W0(r) + ^F^W^r)

Wt(r) = 7F(r) [IV,(r) - 1] + 7
2F(r)W0(r) [Wt(r) - 1]

W2(r) = 7F(r)W2(r) + 7
2F(r) {w/0(r)W2(r) + \ (W,(r) - I]2} .

(11.31)

With some rearrangement and using C(r) = 7 F(r) [1 + -yM^r)], t' ie expansion func-

tions to second order in 7 are

Wx(r) = C(r)
C(r) - 1 '

and

For H'o(r) one finds

W2(r) = - 7
2 F(r ) [1 - C(r)]"3

(11.32)

(11.33)

- 27F(r) -

so that

C(r) = 27F(r) -

(11.34)

(11.35)

Calculations of the expansion terms, and thus of the V(r,E), have been made for

the purely non-local interaction used in the study of Bauhoff, vpn Geramb, and

Palla [274]. An energj' of 30 MeV for protoii-40Ca scattering gave the results dis-

played in Fig. 11.2. The local equivalent potential given by Eq. (11.28) is displayed

by the solid curve and ii is compared with the Taylor expansion result (long dashed

curve). Also shown is the dominant expansion term Wa(r). the non-local form factor

K. Amos, et al.

-80

Figure 11.2: The expansion terms, and the local equivalent potential found by the
equivalent wave number method for the case of 30 MeV proton-40Ca scattering. The
curves are as defined in the text.
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F(r), and the equivalent momentum function [10 x q2(r, 30)]. They are represented

by the short dashed, dot-dashed, and dotted curves respectively. Clearly the two local

equivalent schemes give quite similar results.

11.2 Local equivalent partial wave potentials

An alternative to the above is to expand the kernels of the radial Schrodinger equa-

tions. Various methods exist to specify the local equivalent potentials by recasting

the non-local equations, Eq. (11.4).

The Taylor expansion method is again the simplest to define the equivalent partial

wave potentials (275). It is implemented by invoking a shift operator

Z(r')=S(r',r)Z(r).

Expanded in a Taylor series as

drn

action of this shift operator on the non-local potential gives

(11.36)

(11.37)

(11.38)

wherein the moments of the radial kernels are

= I
Jo

(11.39)

The replacement of non-local behavior by the action series of derivative operators is

practical only if the summations can be limited to relatively lew terms. Apagyi and
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Scheid [275] limit study to second order n < 2,

)± (11.40)

However, truncation vitiates the liermiticity of the complete series which Apagyi and

Scheid [275] restore by taking Hermitian combinations of each term, finding

. (11.41,

The partial wave equations take the form

fij{kr)=° •
(11.42)

where

= 1 - \ ), B,jir) = -\u?(r), Cy(r) = ~U'o
j(r).

(11.43)

The limitation to order ri2 ensures that we deal only with second order differential

equations and Eqs. (11.42) and (11.43) define the effective mass approximation for the

non-local potential [270, 271]. Equivalent local potentials then result by transforming

the wave functions using

(j>ij(kr) = Tnl(r)Jij(kr) , (11.44)
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where (j>ij(kr) are solutions of Eq. (11.2) with the boundary condition that

1 ,

and the condition that Tij(r) is a solution of

dTtj(r)_ IB

(11.45)

(11.46)

Then the first derivative terms vanish, and the local equivalent potential is

lBfjjr) 1 d \D,j{r)
•) 2drU<j(r)

(11.47)

With the non-local interaction used by Bauhoff, von Geramb, and Palla [274] for 30

MeV proton-40Ca scattering, the moments of the radial kernels specified by Eq. (11.39)

are as displayed in Fig. 11.3. The solid, long dashed, small dashed, and dotted curves

in each segment portray the results for angular momenta values / = 0, 1, 2, and 3

respectively. The top, middle, and bottom segments show the results for rank n — 0,

1, and 2. Clearly the contributions decrease rapidly with angular momentum but the

decrease with rank is not so strong. Indeed, the effects of higher rank terms, and

so of higher derivative components in the equivalent local equations, are not assured

of being small. Nevertheless, the local equivalent potentials associated with these

moments to rank 2 and as defined by Eq. (11.47) are presented in Fig. 11.4. The

/ = 0, 1, 2 and 3 contributions are displayed by the solid, long dashed, small dashed,

and dotted curves respectively, Clearly they decrease in effect quite markedly with

angular momentum. Unfortunately they do not give phase shifts iu'sufficiently good

agreement with the actual non-local potential results.

A different prescription for finding the partial wave local equivalent potentials uses

Wronskians of specific solutions ['274, 276] and moment expansions. Phis method, first
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Figure 11.3: The moments of the nonlocal kernels for rank n = 0,1, and 2 (top,
middle, and bottom segments) and for angular momenta / = 0,1,2, and 3. The
curves are identified in the text.
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-20 -

-30

Figure 11.4: The equivalent local potentials derived from the moments for angular
momenta 0 (solid), 1 (long dashed), 2 (small dashed), and 3 (dotted).
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proposed by Austern [276] and applied later [274], involves transformation of the non-

local radial Schrodinger equation, Eq. (11.4), to a local equivalent form by using the

Wronskian of solutions of the non-local Schrodinger equation. The transformation is

effected by knowing two linearly independent solutions with the boundary conditions

for incoming and outgoing waves respectively. Consider those solutions as f^' {kr) =

f^{kr) with i = 1,2. The local equivalent potential yields two solutions F^\kr) =

F' ' ' (AT) that are equivalent to the non-local ones in so far as they are asymptotically

equal,

rHrn [/<'•>{kr) - F^{kr)} = 0 . (11.48)

At other radii, it is supposed that the pairs of solutions relate via

fW{kr) = A{kr)F^{kr) , (11.49)

where the transformation does not shift zeros and has a limit,

lim A{kr) = 1 . (11.50)

The essential difference between the two sets of solutions is epitomised by their re-

spective Wronskians,

and iy(F(>

skiaus bv

^li-^fa.)*^, (H.51)

defined similarly. The ansatz, Eq. (11.49), relates these Wron-

M'(/(O,/(j))(fcr) = A {kr (11.52)
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so that the transformation is

A(kr) = (11.53)

This transformation, named by Austern as the Perey effect, is a damping factor so that

the non-local wave functions are smaller than the equivalent local potential solutions,

the scale of which was illustrated in Fig 11.1. This damping seems important for

distorted wave calculations of non-elastic processes. As there are two distorted waves

involved in calculations of such scattering amplitudes and as the moduli squared

of those amplitudes are taken, allowing an average reduction of the wave functions

through the interaction range of 10% can equate to a 40% reduction in the transition

probability.

The local equivalent potentials are constructed [277, 278] by combining the non-

local and local equivalent Schrodinger equations to eliminate any reference to a par-

ticular pair of solutions. Pure algebraic manipulations yield

r- E) = 1
' ' 22 W(fi,)jm){kr) dr*

<fW(fWjm)(kr) 3
4

+ 777

1 d2A(kr)
~A(kr) dr2

+

/C),/(2))(fer)

r, r') dr'

dr

H-
\dA{kr)

A2(kr) dr

.42(/cr

where

(11.54)

(11.55,

Clearly the equivalent local potentials are Ij dependent and, given knowledge of the

damping functions, those local potentials are defined over the complete radial range.

The expression for (he local equivalent potentials, Eq. (11.54), is cumbersome to use
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in practice. A utilitarian approximation is as follows. For a symmetric kernel, the

equality involving derivatives of the S function,

t/y(r,r') = <$<"'(*) Z\f (R; ko(s)) , (11.56)

holds. Therein, $ = r - r' and R = ^ (r + r'). The wave number k0 is a function of

R whose form can be chosen in a self-consistent fashion [272, 279]. This is discussed

later. The expansion functions 2," are the nlh moments of the integral kernel which

are defined by

/

2ft / -i j

ds.

(11.57)

The consistency of this representation follows simply by inserting the expansion,

Eq. (11.56), obtaining

Zh (R;kg)= I ds s" n){R;k0). (11.58)

After partial integration, only the m = n term is non vanishing.

The kernels Uij are peaked about s = r — r' = 0 and so appreciable contributions in

the integrals only come from the region of small s. Hence the moments Z^ decrease

rapidly with n. Introducing a parameter A to characterise the scale of magnitudes,

the kernel can be recast as

oo

Uij(r,r') = y^\"VJ"\r,r';k0) , (11.59)

with

#>(r, r'; A*) = t£Lc<*o(r-'>)Sto{r _ T<)Z^ Q ( r - r'); fco(r - r')) .
(11.60)
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With a corresponding expansion of the distorted waves of the non-local Schrodinger

equation,

the non-local equations expand in terms of powers of A to second order to the set,

(11.62)

To develop the expansion of the local equivalent potentials however, one need look

also at the expansion of the Wronskians. That expansion with powers of A is

WijWj(V)(kr) = (11.63)

where for n = 0

and for n > 0

&(r°(

dr

(11.64)

. (11.65)
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From the set of equations, Eq. (11.64), it is evident that W,(°(,, /(2])(fcr) are Wronskians

corresponding to solutions of the local Schrodinger equations for which it is known

that

w(f(.) rw)(kr) = l i m wrf(') «v\(kT) = constant. (11.66)

With the above expansions it is now possible to develop V'J(r) in powers of A. The

full calculation is lengthy and it suffices here to consider the process with just a single

term. Specifically consider the second term in Eq. (11.54), and to order A in the

expansion of the Wronskians

dr ,(kr) dr
(11.67)

From the definition of W(1), and using the Schrodinger equations to replace second

derivatives, gives to order A,

TT

Use of the expansion Eq. (11.60), then gives

^ . (11.68)

dr

(11.69)
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for the bracket term in Eq. (11.68), so that to order A,

Wn
= Ztj (r; k0) . (11.70)

The other terms in Eq. (11.54) for the local equivalent potential likewise expand to

be given in terms of the moments and, to order A2, one finds

A [-iko (r; k0)]

r; M - fc2 - kl + 2<°>(rr; *.)] } , (11.71)

where A —> 1 is finally to be taken.

With symmetric kernels the odd order moments are eliminated. In that case, upon

using the expansion about * = 0, sin(feos) = (kos + jfcgS3 + • • •) cos(fc0s), one finds

zlp(R;k0) = I I sm(kos)sUij(R+-s,R--s\ds

I'2R / I 1 \
= ik0 / cos(fcos).s2(y,j \R+-s,R- -s ds+ •••

J-2R \ I l 1

= 2ik0z\f{R;k0) + ?,iklz\f(R;kld) + ---. (11.72)

All odd moments can be similarly replaced and to order A2 with A —> 1,

. (11.73)

If the entire series is summed there is no dependence upon the choice made for ko(r).

That is not the case if any truncation is taken. In such cases, the best choice seems

K. Amos, et al.
to be the local momentum of the projectile [279]

( r ; * b ) . (11.74)

With that choice, the last term in Eq. (11.73) vanishes and the only correction to

z\j \T;k0) is the small second derivative term. Within a large nucleus the potential

is not expected to vary much with r so that, in lowest order, the phase equivalent

local potential can be taken as

(11.75)

- i s) ds ,

with ko(r) given by Eq. (11.74). Other choices for k0 have been found to be less than

satisfactory [274].

The first term of the moment expansion given above is similar to that proposed by

Perey and Saxon [271] when their kernel was expressed in multipoles. But in higher

orders the two are quite different. The moment expansion leads to corrections to the

lower order potential and does not involve higher order differential operators.

Dauhoff, von Geramb, and Palla [274] used both the Wronskian and moment

expansion approximation metliods to find local equivalent potentials from the energy

independent, non-local form given by Eqs. (11.9) - (11.11) with the form factor of

Eq. (11.24). They obtained results at various energies and those for 30 and 200 MeV

for the lowest six partial waves are displayed in Fig. 11.5. The agreement between

the Wronskian and the moment expansion results is very good. Only at quite small

radii do the two forms of equivalent local potentials differ. Those variations are

not significant as such will only affect scattering at the highest momentum transfer

values if at all in any sensible way. These results also indicate that the equivalent

local potentials are both angular momentum and energy dependent with the original

non-local one being neither. The energy dependence is illustrated more strikingly

in Fig. 11.6. Therein the s-wnve equivalent local potentials are presented at various
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Radius (fm)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Radius (fm)

Figure 11.5: The local equivalent potentials for various angular momentum values
as shown as obtained by using the Wronskian and moment expansion methods at 30
and 200 MeV.
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Figure 11.6: The s-wave local equivalent potentials found by using the moment ex-
pansion for various energies to 180 MeV.
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Figure 11.7: The moment expansion local equivalent potentials for 30 MeV scattering
and for various partial waves.

energies to 180 MeV. These potentials were obtained using the moment expansion

approach. At very small radii, the potentials essentially are identical. For radii above

0.5 fm however, they vary quite markedly, almost linearly with energy; this feature

justifies the energy expansion approach favoured by Apagyi et al. [280]. The angular

momentum dependence of these equivalent local potentials is shown in Fig. 11.7, in

which the 30 MeV results of the moment expansion method are plotted for diverse

partial waves. At large radii these potentials essentially arc all the same. Within

the nuclear volume however, they vary quite markedly. At very small radii they

behave as r'2'"11). This strong variation does not reflect as much in calculations of
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the scattering phase shifts, and therefore of cross sections. The centrifugal barriers

screen the inner features strongly for the high partial waves shown so that only the

outer radii aspects are influential in calculations. With the small partial waves and

less potent centrifugal barriers, the variations of the local equivalent potentials are

not as great so that again the effects in calculations of phase shifts are not as large

as might have been anticipated from these plots of the equivalent local potentials.

11.3 Inverse scattering

Most analyses of physical problems use direct methods of solution such as have been

described in the preceding sections. In direct schemes one starts with known or

postulated forces and solves the equations of motion to specify the S matrix. On

the other hand, scattering problems can be framed in an inverse manner where the S

matrix is given ah initio to define the forces acting. The inverse scattering problems

(ISP) of interest are based upon scattering being defined by solutions of the local

potential Schrodinger equation whose S matrix is known. In contrast to the direct

problem which is to evaluate that S matrix for particular choices of V(r;E), the

ISP transcribes to extracting V(r; E) from phase shifts or, if more ambitious, from

differential cross sections.

Inversion procedures have been developed to effect the process

Data =*• {Stj(k)}
V(r; E) 1 independent

Vij(r) E independent
(11.76)

For fixed energy scattering, as is discussed here, the phase shifts arise from the the

differential cross section as

(11.77)
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with the scattering amplitude for spinless particles

1 ^
f(k,casO) = — ]T [$(*)-l]P,(cos0)

1 t=o
1

1=0

The 5 matrix relates to the phase shift by

P,(cos6) . (11.78)

(11.79)

Therein T/( = |S;(fc)| < 1 accounts for flux loss in scattering. Ignoring Coulomb effects

those phase shifts relate to the asymptotic form of solutions of the radial Schrodinger

equations by

(11.80)

The ISP for nuclear scattering depends upon the system being studied and the data

used to initiate the stud}'. With Af A' scattering one seeks interactions in each angular

momentum channel from phase shifts such as the SM97 set [15]. Thus the fixed

I ISP involves inversion of 5i(k) with the energy E(k) as the spectral variable. In

applications of the fixed / ISP theories to AW scattering [77], 5/(fc) was expresses as

the rational functions of k,

(11.81)

The general solution of that inversion problem can be found either from Marchenko's

or from Gel'fand and Levitan's integral equations [37, 281]. The potentials in these

cases may support bound states whence the spectral properties of those bound states

must be given also to obtain unique solutions.

Most NA scattering data are taken usually at ;i fixed energy. Using differential
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cross sections and other observables as functions of momentum transfer, the ISP then

is one in which the energy is fixed and the angular momentum is to be used as a

spectral variable. There are many approaches to deal with fixed energy ISP. Often

chosen are Newton and Sabatier (NS) formalisms [37] which use the Gel'fand - Levitan

theory for fixed energy. The NS approaches require interpolations of the experimental

set of Si(k) as input. Unfortunately one then does not find a complete solution of the

ISP but instead solutions that are linked to a particular class of phase shift functions.

Another approach to the fixed energy ISP is to use a Bargmann scheme. In

such schemes, the inversion potential is presumed to be a superposition of Bargmann

potentials. Associated with Bargmann potentials are phase shifts that can be specified

by rational functions of complex angular momentum A as then can the S matrices [282]

which have the form

(11.82)

Physical S matrix values are those for which A = / + 5.

Sometimes it is convenient to work in Born approximation as by so doing the

algebra is more transparent. The lowest order scattering amplitude is defined from

the scattering potential by

f(k,8) = j - / sin(tr) V(r) rdr, where t = 2/:sin I - 1 .
2fcsin(|) Jo \ 2 /

(11.83)

The direct problem V(r) -> f(k,9) is well posed, but the inverse one f{k,d) -> V(r)

is not. The latter is under-determined since the scattering amplitude is known at

best for 0 € [0,7r]. To facilitate Fourier transformation, an extrapolation into the

unphysical 6 region is necessary and so the limited physical domain is a source of ill—

posedness for all fixed energy ISP. A simple continuation for /. > 2k is to use <j(t) = 0
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for t > 2k. With that inversion is straightforward and yields the oscillatory potential

1 A2*
V{r) = - / </(<) sin(rf) dt.

T Jo
(11.84)

However the Born approximation is not adequate for many applications and better

schemes exist. Of those fixed energy ISP schemes, three will be discussed in more

detail. They are the semi-classical WKB, the Lipperheide-Fiedeldey, and the Newton-

Sabatier approaches.

11.3.1 The WKB method

Scattering by a local potential V(r) is characterised by a phase shift function which,

in the WKB approximation, is given by [37]

,2 _ ,l7

(11.85)

where z = r/a is a dimensionless variable.

This expression simplifies by using the Sabatier transformation [37],

(11.86)

taken under conditions that t(z) has an inverse, z(t). Defining the turning point

condition by to = A/fca, the leading term in the phase shift expression becomes

<5(1) = ka t* - tl ~dt. (11.87)

Redefining the integration variable in the second term as t, the complete result then

is

fX

\, E) = ka /
•ho

• - - \ d t . (11.88)
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Integration by parts, gives

<5(A,£) = l n R ^ U a °° - k a T In f dt .

Then with the quasi-potential defined by

z(t)

as the leading term vanishes at both limits,

5(A,E) = - ^ Q(t)
/(o yjt2 — t2

With £ = h2k2/2/j, taking o = 1, this becomes

•tdt .

These are Abel integral equations, and so can be inverted to give

The potential then arises from the Sabatier transform as

and in terms of the quasi-potential,

V(z) = .E[l-e-2^] .

(11.89)

(11.90)

(11.91)

(11.92)

(11.93)

(11.94)

(11.95)

The variables z and t are related by the transcendental equation z(t) — texp \Q(t)/2E],

and the approadi is valid as long as then1 is a 1:1 correspondence between z and t
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from that relationship, and provided the energy exceeds that at which orbiting occurs,

E > V(r) + l-r^P- (11.96)

The quasi-potentials also have limits. For large t, the quasi-potentials decrease so

that with t —> kr, V(r) —» Q(t). As t —> 0 however, the quasi-potentials diverge and

the transforms then lead to the limits

t —> kr0 ; V(r) —+ E . (11.97)

where r0 is the turning point. However, practical cases may break at larger radii

if solution of the transcendental relationship is not unique. The Abel equation,

Eq. (11.93), can be solved analytically for specific phase shift functions and a tab-

ulation of cases of particular use in atomic physics applications exists in the litera-

ture [283].

Of interest are rational function forms for the S function,

(11.98)

With this the WKB method gives a quasi-potential,

Given that a rational form of 5 function is appropriate as a representation of nu-

clear scattering, then il is solely a matter of finding the pole/zero set {<*„,/?„} that

matches observation. A reference S function can also be added wlrenever scattering

is influenced by known potential characteristics, e.g. the Coulomb interaction. Thus

the WKB method has the benefit of simplicity and gives smooth inversion potentials

for any pole/zero set whether or not they lie in the physical domain of the right hand

complex A plane.
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Table 11.1: The rational function parameters that gave the fit to the 200 MeV p-12C
cross-section data with x2 per degree of freedom of 1.018 (Set 1) and 1.006 (Set 2).

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Set

Real Imaginary
-0.0548404233 -1.2599738423
-6.1751408446 -9.0868456370
-7.7899061381 -4.2929187247
10.6813616392 -8.0296693873
3.2755483843 -5.1539508135

Set
a,,

Real Imaginary
10.2446786946 -5.9807367075
26.5439785204 -42.5669791285
2.6881915849 -3.1400601804
-2.6559990678 -2.7192349896
-2.8946159284 -16.0423535307

1

A.
Real Imaginary

-0.1326287045 1.2346281412
-3.7452076971 3.8048412982
-10.3231568381 7.6141819546
4.0784716287 7.7628740770
7.8586850920 5.9266030850

2

A.
Real Imaginary

1.5796064650 3.6195027016
0.4686569859 2.6866969870
-4.4316628648 3.2510333349
-12.4204548530 11.1907290021
-23.2285401587 43.0799819080

As an example, consider the elastic scattering of 200 MeV protons from I2C for

which excellent high quality data exist [75]. The differential cross section was fit [284]

using the rational form of 5 function, Eq. (11.82), supplemented by a reference S

function of the form,

5 1 \ \ W/llIp

o(A) = e ' l
(11.100)

With r; being the Sommerfeld parameter, the shifted point Coulomb parameter Ac

value was 3//. But equally good fits were found with the two sets of complex parame-

ters {an,/3,,} that are listed in Table 11.1. Both S functions were obtained assuming

a rational form for them and varying the parameters therein to fit the cross-si'Ction

data directlv. The two results were found by using quite different starting conditions

in a search upon the complex values of a set of five pole/zero pairs.

The first set, Set 1, were obtained by starting with pole/zero parameter values that

accurately map the 5 function obtained from using the best available phenomenolog-
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ical optical model potential [75] in the Schrodinger equation. Those pole/zero values

were then varied to obtain an improved fit to the scattering data. In the second

search, the initial set of parameter values where chosen arbitrarily and the parameter

set so found after minimisation is denoted as Set 2.

The calculated results are indistinguishable and, by design, match the data. The

measure of fit is that these results have values of 1.006 and 1.018 for the x2 Pe r

degree of freedom and so can be considered as statistically significant. This is a

striking illustration of the ambiguity in the relationship between the differential cross

section and the scattering function. Those S functions are radically different as is

evident from Fig 11.9 wherein they are displayed by modulus and phase. These 5

functions are obviously very different as then also are the associated scattering phase

shifts. The S function from the Set 2 rational function form is far more structured

and have significant values, in terms of effect in fitting the cross-section data, for a

much larger range of angular momentum values than found with Set 1. Therefore it is

not surprising to find that these two parameter sets yield markedly different complex,

local inversion potentials. Those WKB inversion potentials are given in Fig. 11.10.

Therein their real and imaginary components are displayed in the top and bottom

sections. The potentials associated with the Set 1 5 function are displayed by the

dashed curves while those for the Set 2 S function are shown by the solid ones. Not

surprisingly, given the two quite different S functions that lead to them, the two

inversion potentials are radically different. The Set 1 results are shallow with the

general shape of an attractive absorptive well, resembling a WS form. On the other

hand, the inversion potential from the Set 2 5 function is very long ranged, has very

strong absorption but very shallow refraction. „

These potentials are noi phase equivalent. The associated S functions are very

different. Hence they are not examples of a super-symmetric pair [285] and so do not

relate by removal from, or addition to, the bound states of tli<i system [286].
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10

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Figure 11.8: The differential cross section from elastic scattering 200 MeV protons
from 12C [75] compared with the fits obtained using the rational form of 5 function
and Table 11.1. The theoretical cross sections were calculated at the data angles and
a spline made between them.
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10 20 30 40 50

Figure 11.9: The moduli (top) and phases (bottom) of the rational form S functions
of Sets 1 and 2. The dashed and solid curves relate to the Sets 1 and 2 respectively.
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Figure 11.10: The (complex) inversion potentials found by WKB inversion of the two
forms of rational S functions that give equivalent, statistically significant, fits to the
cross sections from the elastic scattering of 200 MeV protons from 12C.
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11.3.2 Lipperheide-Fiedeldey methods

The Lipperheide-Fiedeldey (LF) methods [282] are based upon scattering being asso-

ciated with Bargmann class potentials. These methods which use angular momentum

as the spectral variable, are pertinent with inversion of differential cross-section data.

The}' can be used also to extract spin-orbit potentials by using the approximation of

Leeb, Huber, and Fiedeldey [287].

By taking the angular momentum A = I + | to be a variable with Re{A} > 0, the

Schrodinger equation is

SL

with which there are Jost and regular solutions

(11.101)

Jost functions are defined as Wronskians.

(11.102)

(11.103)

As the regular solution is given by

the S function follows as,

S(X.k) =
, - A ; )

(11.104)

(11.105)

With the LF approach there are three basic methods in use. The first is termed the
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rational Bargmaun scheme [282] and it uses the 5 function

(11.106)

With S'°'(A) being a background S function of a potential V0(r), this method gives

an inversion potential V'(r) = VN(r) which is obtained by recursion with

(11.107)

where, with n = 1,2, • • • A', L*' (r) are logarithmic derivatives of the Jost functions

that satisfy a Riccati equation,

dr
(11.108)

To use this inversion method, the rational form for the S matrix, Eq. (11.106), must

be found with poles and zeroes that give a fit to scattering data. In so doing the

representation may contain poles and zeroes in forbidden quadrants. There should

not be either poles lying in the 2nd or 4th quadrants or zeroes lying in the lsl or

3rd quadrants. Hence the rational form is to be constrained with Im{a2} > 0 and

Im{/32} < 0. Should the data fitting process lead to rational forms having wrong poles

and/or zeroes, inversion results in singularities in the potentials. These singularities

may occur not solely at the origin. They may also result at finite radii rc and take

the form of double poles ~ (r — rc)~
2. A similar behavior is observed if one inverts

non-unitary S functions. Given that most scattering data must be fit with such, the

associated rational forms of the 5 functions may contain wrong poles and zeroes. To

offset the resultant problems one can use either a non-rational Bargmami scheme or

a mixed one.

The non-rational Baigmann scheme makes use of regular solutions that behave at
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the origin as

and the logarithmic derivative,

satisfies a Riccati equation,

In this scheme

dr '

det
S(X) = 5(0)(A)-

where

(11.109)

(11.110)

(11.111)

(11.112)

(11.113)

The recursive form for the interaction is similar to that given in Eq. (11.107),

ri£-l\r)-L<£:X)
(11.114)

Finally a mixed Bargmann scheme is possible. This scheme is a combination of the

rational and non-rational schemes requiring no other input than is available for the

other two. The rational S function is fitted to experiment with no conditions being

placed upon forbidden pole/zeroes. However, any forbidden pole/zeroes that result
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are grouped into a non-rational 5 function as

S(X) = Snr(X) Sr(X) , (11.115)

wherein the Snr(X) stems from a reference potential. Then Sr(X) is inverted. This

procedure works well if the imaginary parts of forbidden poles/zeroes are not small.

This inversion scheme has been used [284] to analyse proton-12C elastic scattering

cross sections at 200 MeV [75]. As noted earlier, the two sets of pole/zero pairs

listed in Table 11.1 give the excellent fits to the differential cross-section data [75]

displayed in Fig. 11.8. Those fits are statistically significant as the xVdatum of each

is of 0(1). Using those rational functions. LF inversion gave the complex inversion

potentials shown in Fig. 11.11. The quality of the data fits allowed a meaningful

statistical error analysis to be applied to these inversion potentials [284] to specify

confidence values at each radius. The confidence values which were found under a

WKB approximation, are shown in the figures as error bars. The interpretation of

these intervals is that, should another potential exist which fits the cross-section data

with the same x2 P e r degree of freedom, then there is about a sixty percent probability

that it will lie within the confidence band shown by the error bars. Clearly the two

results are distinct equivalent solutions. Their confidence bands overlap only where

fortuitously the potentials have the same values. Thus a bias built upon the best

intuitive knowledge is needed to discriminate between the results of inversion.

11.3.3 Newton-Sabatier methods

Newton-Sabatier (NS) inversion methods [37] of solution of fixed energy ISP are

considered next. In this discussion, initially it is convenient to neglect spin and write

the Schrodinger equation in terms of a dimensionless variable p = kr

(11.116)
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Figure 11.11: The real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts of the LF inversion po-
tentials for the rational S functions (Sets 1 and 2) with which high quality fits to the
cross-section data from the scattering of 200 MeV protons from 12C were obtained.
The inversion potentials are portrayed by the solid curves while the error bars indi-
cate the confidence levels that are described in the text. The results obtained with
Sets 1 and 2 are shown in the left and right panels respectively.
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where

and with E = h2k2/2p.

U(p) =
V(r) + iW(r)

The solutions are subject to boundary conditions

X(,(U)

(11.117)

(11.118)

(11.119)

(11.120)

wherein Ua is a reference potential and K{p, p) is the diagonal part of the Jost trans-

formation kernel that is given by the infinite sum

(11.121)

(11.122)

with i5/(fc) now being complex. The NS method yields

„ , . 2 d 1

The solutions are found from the Newton equations

where

= r
Jo

(11.123)

These equations are basic as by matching these solutions asymptotically to the re-

quired boundary condition forms, the unknown quantities Dt and (QBI) can be deter-
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mined. It is assumed that the solutions of the reference potential are known so that

the initiating L matrices can be defined. The reference solutions are obtained from

fO)(P) = 1(1 + 1)4"%) (11.124)

with

_
2

(11.125)

where Sf(k) are reference input phase shifts. With the normalisation and expansion

coefficients so given, the full solutions are determined at all radii.

In practice, the ISP with Coulomb interactions is difficult to handle with the

NS method because of convergence problems. Hence a modified NS scheme was

developed [288]. Two steps are involved. First one assumes the scattering potential

to be a sum of reference and remainder potentials,

U(p) = U0(p) + AU(p) and A/7(p) = 0 for p > p0 .

(11.126)

In the asymptotic region p > p0 then, solution functions have the form

<pj (p) = AAcos(5[) Fi(p) +sin(8i) G)(p)\ , (11.127)

and

0} (p) = Ff(p) , " (11.128)

wherein Fi(r) and Gi(r) are the regular and irregular solutions of Eq. (11.124) with

the reference potential, and <5; are the phase shifts found with the changed asymptotic

matching conditions. The second step is IO replace the sum with a finite l,,mx. The
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NS equations then are a finite system of equations,

Mx = F (11.129)

with N values of p, and lrnax defining the dimension of the matrix. The vector x

is 2lmax in length and contains {(Ai),(ciAt)}. The Newton equations are solved for

p < pa to define, finally, the Jost kernel of Eq. (11.121). The inversion potential

follows from Eq. (11.120).

It is well known that strong spin-orbit interactions contribute in pA scattering and

the methods of fixed energy inversion [37] discussed so far do not allow extraction of

spin-orbit potentials as the inversion potentials are presumed /- and ^-independent.

However there are interpolation formulae [289] which provide the connection that,

in principle, allows inversion of phase shift sets to extract both central and spin-

orbit potentials. Hooshyar [290] has used those Sabatier interpolation formulae to

construct an inversion method involving finite differences. Also Huber and Leeb [291]

have investigated an approach to the spin-orbit inversion problem in some detail

and an approximate scheme of theirs [287] has been used with some success [181]

to analyse neutron-alpha scattering data. Recently, a new method based upon the

Sabatier interpolation formulae has been developed by which the inversion problem

reduces to finding solution of a system of linear-algebraic equations [292, 293].

As test cases of this novel Newton-Sabatier treatment consider 160 and 200 MeV

p-12C scattering and the phase shifts <5,j=(±i(fc) predicted with the g folding optical

potential as described in the previous chapter. Those phase shifts are displayed in

Fig 11.12 by the filled and open circles for 160 and 200 MeV respectively. The sets

for j = / ± 5 are presented in the top and bottom sections while their real and

imaginary parts are displayed in the left and right panels respectively. They have

been used recently as input to calculations giving complex central and spin-orbit

inversion potentials [294]. Using those inversion potentials in Sdnodinger equations

gives phase shifts in good agreement with the starting set. The solid curves shown
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Figure 11.12: The phase shifts from a fully microscopic optical potential calculation
(filled and open circles for 160 and 200 MeV) compared with those found using the
local potentials resulting from use of inverse scattering theory.

in Fig. 11.12 portray those inversion results. There are small differences between the

results however which become more evident in the comparisons of the cross sect ions

and analysing powers which are given in Fig. 11.13. Therein the data as evaluated

from calculations made with the g folding optical potentials, shown by the filled and

open circles, are compared with the results found using the inversion, potentials (solid

curves). Only at the larger scattering angles do divergences between the starting data

and the inversion results become noticeable.

The 160 ;md 200 MeV inversion potentials are displayed in Fig. 11.14. The real

and imaginaiv parts of these complex local potentials are displayed by the solid and
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80

Figure 11.13: The cross sections and analysing power for 160 MeV p-12C scattering
predicted by the fully microscopic non-local optical potential (filled and open circles
for 160 and 200 MeV) compared with those found using the local inversion potentials
and shown by the continuous curves.
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Figure 11.14: The local central (top segment) and spin-orbit (bottom segment) po-
tentials obtained by inversion of the 160 and 200 MeV p-12C phase shifts. The real
and imaginary parts are shown the continuous and dashed curves respectively.

dashed curves with the central and spin-orbit results shown in tlie top and bottom

sections respectively. The potentials are relatively smooth functions of radius, albeit

that there is evident structure in the variations. The absorption is almost a linear

function of the radius and so it is not particularly useful to compare these results

with phenomenological potentials having WS absorption. The small radius behavior

of the inversion potentials is not important as it has little effect in the results of

scattering calculations. For the remainder of the potential details however, these

inversion results are not visualised by simple WS shapes. The central potential has
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real and imaginary parts of comparable strength both characterised by a value of 10

MeV save at 200 MeV where the absorption is a bit larger overall. In any event, these

inversion potentials are shallow in comparison with the phenomenological ones that

have been used to analyse the same data. Also the spin-orbit potentials are relatively

weak and predominantly they are real quantities with depths of 2 to 2.5 MeV.
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Chapter 12

Inelastic scattering

While the microscopic model approach defining the elastic channel optical potentials

has been successful, elastic scattering analyses are not as sensitive to details of the

effective interaction as are those of inelastic scattering and charge exchange reaction

data. The spin-parity changes with such reactions make predictions of the transitions

much more sensitive to details of the central, tensor, and two-body spin-orbit com-

ponents of the transition operator. Using spectroscopy that gives transition OBDME

consistent with fits to electron scattering form factors, proton inelastic scattering and

charge exchange reactions data can provide more stringent tests of the effective inter-

action details than formation of the optical potential alone. Conversely if the effective

interaction details have been established, inelastic scattering and charge exchange re-

action data analyses can be very sensitive tests of the model structure assumed for

the nucleus. The basic assumption is that the distorted wave Born approximation

(DWBA) is the pertinent theoretical means to specify the inelastic and charge ex-

change transition amplitudes. As exemplars of this capability, we discuss the results

of calculations for transitions in 6-7Li, 12C, and for inelastic scattering of the exotic

nuclei nLi and 6He from hydrogen.

Applications discussed first deal with scattering of protons, typically of 200 MeV,

from 12C. For select low excited positive parity states in 12C, no-core 2lho space shell

model wave functions and OBDME are available that reproduce *vell the electron

scattering form factors, as illustrated in Chapter 9 So also are the OBDME from

large space projected Hartree-Fock (PHF) [213, 170J and from a a particle-hole model

(PHM) [165, 173] Excitations by proton scattering probe the propriety of those

structures as well as of the effective interactions. Other transitions to states in 12C
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for which the spin-parity assignments are not certain are then discussed to show

that the analysis of inelastic and charge exchange scattering not only complements

those of electron scattering but also can lead to preferred spectral properties. Next,

data from inelastic scattering of protons from 6>7Li are considered. Those analyses

consider the same aspects of the clustering inherent in the shell model wave functions

as indicated by the analyses of the ground state properties and electron scattering

discussed previously in Chapters 8 and 9. The same multi-/kj wave functions are used

in DWBA calculations of the inelastic scattering.

The DWBA scattering amplitudes for inelastic and charge exchange scattering of

nucleons from nuclei were developed in the helicity formalism in Chapter 4. Those

amplitudes are required also in the specification of the non-zero multipole contribu-

tions to elastic scattering and they can be calculated with DWBA91 and DWBA98. In

all of the calculations that gave the results to be discussed next, those same programs

were used and therein the distorted waves were generated using the optical potential

found by g folding. Those foldings involved the same effective interactions used as the

inelastic scattering transition operator. Thus the chosen effective interaction specifies

consistently the non-local optical potentials used to define the distorted waves and

the inelastic scattering transition operator in the two-particle antisymmetrised matrix

elements.

12.1 Scattering from 12C

Large space shell model calculations have given the wave functions and OBDME for

excitation of many states in 12C. In all, the single particle basis of 0s up to and

including the 0/lp shell was used. That basis was also used for calculations of the

negative parity spectrum defining a restricted 3/iu; space. The restriction from a

full 3/(^ study is that the dgldis shell was not included. With exceptions, most

notablv the super-deformed 0*;0 state at 7.65 MeV, the calculated specirum to 20

MeV excitation agreed well with data. The OBDME have been used in analyses of
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data from the inelastic scattering of 200 to 800 MeV protons as well as in analyses of

electron scattering form factors [139, 295]. The large basis PHF and PHM structures

were used for that as well.

12.1.1 Scattering to low excitation states in 12C

The results of DWBA calculations of inelastic scattering cross-sections and analysing

powers of 200 MeV protons from I2C are compared with data in Figs. 12.1 - 12.7.

In those figures the results shown in the left hand panels were obtained using the

effective interaction built from the free Paris ( matrices. Such results are designated

as Free. Those in the right hand panels are results found using the medium dependent

Paris effective interaction and the results are designated hereafter as DD. With one

exception, the results for positive parity transitions displayed by the dashed curves

were obtained using the Otko CK model wave functions [166] while those displayed

by the solid curve were calculated using the 2hw shell model wave functions. The

exception is for the 4| ;0 (14.08 MeV) excitation wherein the dashed curves display

the results found by using spectroscopic amplitudes from an axially symmetric PHF

calculation [139, 295]. The CK (Op-shell) model cannot predict a 4+ state. With the

negative parity excitations, the dashed curves are the results of DWBA calculations

made using the spectroscopy of the PHM scheme [173].

The cross-section and analysing power for 200 MeV protons exciting the 2^;0

(4.44 MeV) state in rlC are compared with the data [264, 296] in Fig. 12.1. With

both the Free and DD Paris interactions, use of the larger basis structure increase

the predicted magnitudes above those given with the CK wave functions bringing the

predictions into better agreement with the data. Similar effects were observed when

those wave functions were used in calculations of the electron scattering form factors.

The cross-sections found using the DD Paris interaction are in better agreement with

the data, reproducing the shoulder effect in the 20 — 40° region in particular. In this

transition the central and two bod}' spin-orbit interactions are the most important

contributors. Note thai, no core polarisation correction was made in the calculations.
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Figure 12.1: The differential cross-section and analysing power from the inelastic
scattering of 200 MeV protons from I2C leading to the 2^;0 (4.44 MeV) state.
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Figure 12.2: Data [264, 296] from the excitation of the 37 ;0 (9.64 MeV) state in 12C
with 200 MeV protons. The solid and dashed curves portray the results obtained
using the restricted 3/iw shell model and the PHM structures respectively.

The results of calculations of 200 MeV proton inelastic scattering to the 3J"; 0 (9.64

MeV) state are shown in Fig. 12.2. Again the calculations made using Free and DD

Paris interactions are shown in the left and right panels respectively. The restricted

3tiw shell model results (solid curves) are compared with i hose obtained by using the

PHM prescription [173]. The two models give similar predictions for-the excitation of

the 1 j " ; 0 (10.85 MeV) state. In that case however, neither prediction yields a satisfac-

tory result as is shown in Fig. 12.3. Note that with an isoscalar dipole transition, the

first radial moment of the transition density must vanish otherwise spurious center of

mass motion is contained in the wave function. With a restricted basis space defining
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Figure 12.3: As for Fig. 12.2 but for the excitation of the 1T;O (10.84 MeV) state.
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Figure 12.4: As for Fig. 12.1 but for the excitation of the if ;0 (12.72 MeV) state.

both the shell and PHM model calculations that cannot be ensured a priori. But the

shell model does much better [139].

The results and data from magnetic dipole lf ;0 (12.11 MeV) and l | ; l (15.11

MeV) excitations are shown in Figs. 12.4 and 12.5 respectively. Strength suppression

with bigger basis spectroscopy is evident from these calculations, again concurring

with the results found for the electron scattering form factors. The results found using

the DD Paris interaction aiv marginally the best of the set. But no calculated result

reproduces the large angle cross section or the analysing power. The isovector dipole

transition is better reprodui <-d by the results obtained using large basis spectroscopy

but all calculated analysing powers are at variance with the data. Unlike the case
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Figure 12.5: As for Fig. 12.1 but for the excitation of the if; 1 (15.11 MeV) state.
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Figure 12.6: As for Fig. 12.1 but for the excitation of the 2f; 1 (16.11 MeV) state.

of the electron scattering form factor, isospin mixing now cannot account for these

variations as the effective NN interactions are charge independent. Note that while

the tensor force components of the transition operator are important elements in the

calculations of both the isoscalar and isovector excitations, the spin-orbit terms are

essential for the isoscalar transitions. It is the central terms that are also important

for the isovector ones. „

The 2+; 1 (16.11 MeV) excitation results are shown in Fig. 12.6. Quenching of

transition strength with larger basis calculations is observed with both the Free and

DD Paris results. Those obtained using the 2/kj structure are in good agreement with

the data. The reduction of the cross-section predictions with tin1 larger basis spec-
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Figure 12.7: As for Fig. 12.1 but for the excitation of the 4f; 1 (14.08 MeV) state.

troscopy matches that noted with the transverse form factor from electron excitation

of this state. In this case all attributes of the transition operator are important in

the calculations, and again no core polarisation corrections have been made to find

better agreement with the data.

The results of 200 MeV protons exciting the 4j";0 (14.08 MeV) state in 12C are

compared with the data in Fig. 12.7. As with other normal parity transitions, the

central and spin-orbit terms are the most important contributors. In this case, the

dashed curves give the results obtained using the PHF spectroscopy [139, 295]. A

larger cross-section results with the PHF calculation than found with the 2/iui shell

model one. Both results reflect the general shape of the data but neither gives the
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correct magnitude of the cross-section. That was not so with the longitudinal electron

scattering form factors from which it was surmised that the inherent larger basis

aspect of the PHF structure was essentially the needed improvement to the 2/w shell

model.

The results found using the Free and DD Paris interactions are little different to

those found with effective interactions built upon other realistic potentials. They do

vary in comparison to results found using the Love-Franey (LF) [28, 135] medium

modified effective interactions however. A comparison of the DD Paris and the LF

results are shown next. Differential cross-sections and analysing powers for 200 MeV

protons from 12C for the elastic and a select set of inelastic channel, are compared with

the data in Figs. 12.8 and 12.9 respectively. The solid lines are the results obtained

using the DD Paris interaction while the dashed lines are the equivalent ones found

by using the LF force. The data are those of Comfort et al. [264, 296]. In all cases,

the results of DD calculation are in better agreement with data than are those of the

LF calculation.

12.1.2 Variations with energy

As a first example complementing the 200 MeV results discussed above, in Fig. 12.10

calculated differential cross-sections are compared with 135 MeV data. The results

support the analyses of 135 MeV isovector inelastic scattering and charge exchange

(p. n) from 12C that are discussed in the next subsection. The dashed and solid curves

display the results of calculations made using the Otiw and 2/iui models of spectroscopy.

Clearly the large space structure and the DD Paris interaction yield excellent results

for both cross-sections.

Next, in Fig 12.11, 160 MeV proton scattering results are shown, both for the

elastic and inelastic excitation of the 2]1"; 0 4.44 MeV states, g folding optical models

were used to get the results that arc compared with the data of Meyer et al. [75] and

of Hugi et al. [158]. In this case (lie 2/iw shell model wave functions were used as

were both the DD Paris and a medium modified LF interaction. Those results are
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Figure 12.8: Differential cross-sections for elastic and inelastic 200 MeV protons scat-
tering from 12C. The solid lines are the results obtained from calculations made using
the DD force while the dashed lines are the equivalent ones found by using the LF
force.
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Figure 12.9: As for Fig. 12.8 but for the analysing powers.
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Figure 12.10: The differential cross-section data from the elastic scattering of 135
MeV protons from 12C compared with the result of microscopic optical potential
calculations (top) and of DWBA calculations of the excitation of the 2+;0 (4.43
MeV) state (bottom).
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Figure 12.11: Differential cross sections and analysing powers for the elastic scattering
('gs') and inelastic scattering ('2+'), exciting the 2+;0 (4.44 MeV) state of 12C by 160
MeV protons.

portrayed by the solid and dashed curves respectively. Again the results agree very

well with the data and there exists a preference for the DD Paris interaction.

Finally, results are compared with the 398 MeV data of Jones et al. [297, 298] in

Figs. 12.12 and 12.13. The calculations made using the 2/iw structure for positive

parity transitions and the restricted 3tiw model for negative parity excitations. The

solid and dashed curves are the results found using the DD Paris and LF interaction

respectively. As at 200 MeV, the calculations made using the DD Pans interaction

are the preferable results. In fact, the DD results for the excitation of ihe 2+;0, the

3~; 0. the 1~; 0, and now of the 1+; 1 slates are in very good agreement wii.li data, both
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Figure 12.12: Differential cross sections for 398 MeV protons scattering from 12C and
for the elastic and select set of inelastic channels as indicated.
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Figure 12.13: As for Fig. 12.12. but for the analysing powers.
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cross sections and analysing powers. Again a slight reduction to the l~;0 transition

strength would be favoured on the basis of the DD result. The LF result does well

with the l + ;0 and the 2+; 1 excitations although the analysing power from the latter

is better reproduced with the DD calculation. As with the 200 MeV results, both

calculations underestimate the strength of excitation of the 4+;0 state. The shape of

the 4+; 0 cross section is found with the DD result however, and that result also gives

an appropriate form for the analysing power.

12.1.3 Isovector excitations with (p,p') and (p,n) from 12C

The fully microscopic DWBA model of pA inelastic scattering has also been used to

analyses cross-section data [299] from excitation of the 1+; 1 (15.11 MeV), the 2+;l

(16.11 MeV), and the 2"; 1 (16.57 MeV) states of 12C, and from the (p, n) reaction at

135 MeV leading to the ground and to the combined first and second excited states

of 12N [300], The isovector states of 12C are the analogues of those observed in these

charge exchange reactions and charge independence of the NN effective interaction

dictates that the charge exchange cross sections then should be simply a factor of

two larger than the appropriate inelastic scattering ones. That has been shown [301]

essentially to be the case.

In optical potential calculations, the primary shells as specified by 0/kj model

structures so dominate the nurleon occupancies that higher shell contributions to the

folding of the effective interaction are not overly significant. But use of larger model

space calculations of nuclear structure markedly changes the spectroscopy of most

inelastic transitions from the Qhu model results. While natural parity transitions

are enhanced with the use of larger model spaces, for unnatural parity arid isovector

transitions increasing the size of the model space usually leads to quenching of the

cross sections. Such is the case of the isovector excitation of the 15.11 MeV I"1;!,

of the 16.11 MeV 2+; 1, and of the 16.57 MeV 2";1 states in 12C. That is shown

in Fig. 12.14 wherein the inelastic scattering data [299] are displayed by the solid

circles. The calculated results shown by the solid and dashed curves result from
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10

Figure 12.14: The differential cross section from the inelastic scattering of 135 MeV
protons leading to the the 1 + 1; (15.11 MeV) state in l2C, to the 2+; 1 (16.11 i\leV)
state in 12C (middle), and to the 2"; 1 (16.57 MeV) state in 12C (bottom).
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use of the 2/iw and the 0/iu) models of structure respectively. With the 2~; 1 state

excitation, the respective lines display results found using the restricted Ztiw and the

ltko models. The inelastic scattering data measured at 122 MeV [301] are shown

by the open squares in this figure as well as they further indicate the trend of the

2"; 1 transition. Clearly the 1+; 1 and the 2+; 1 data are reproduced well with the

large space calculations but the 2"; 1 data are not. These results are similar to others

found at 200 MeV and higher [139, 295]. For the 2"; 1 transition, the data essentially

indicate just a large angle peak. The forward angle cross section is anticipated to

be small given the electron scattering form factor for this state. Calculation thus

over-predicts what may be inferred from the cross-section data and that is confirmed

by analyses of the charge exchange cross-section data.

The charge exchange cross-section data from the excitation of the ground state

in 12N scales very well to the inelastic scattering cross section from the excitation of

its analogue, the 1 + ; 1 15.11 MeV state in l2C. Those data are displayed by the filled

circles in the top segment of Fig. 12.15 as are the data from the summed excitation

of the 2+ (0.96 MeV) and 2~ (1.19 MeV) excited states displayed in the bottom

segment of Fig. 12.15. In that bottom segment, the appropriately scaled data from

the inelastic scattering cross sections to their analogues, the 16.11 MeV 2+; 1 and

the 16.57 MeV 2"; 1 states in 12C are also shown. Specifically, the scaled data from

inelastic scattering to the 2+; 1 and 2~; 1 states are given by the open circles and filled

squares respectively. The three curves displayed in the bottom section of Fig. 12.15

are the individual scaled inelastic scattering results for the 2+; 1 (small dashed curve)

and 2"; 1 (large dashed curve) excitations, and the solid curve is their sum. The

spectroscopy of the large basis model was used in the calculations. Clearly the forward

angle data, which are dominated by the 2+; 1 transition, are well reproduced by the

calculation of just that transition alone. But the 2~; 1 transition is in error. This result

confirms the expectation that the 2~; 1 excitation is quite weak at small momentum

transfer values. Thus the current structure model for this 2~; 1 stale is inadequate.

Millener [302] has noted that the 2~; 1 transition must be dominated by the p -> d
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Figure 12.15: The differential cross sections (solid circles) from the charge exchange
scattering of 135 MeV protons leading to the I4 1 (ground state) of 12N (top and
labelled j = 1) and to the (summed) 2+; 1 (0.96 MeV) and 2"; 1 (1.19 MeV) states
in 12N (bottom and labelled j = 2).
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transition with primarily L = S = 1, while p -> s transitions favour L = 1 and 5 = 0.

The latter give considerable transition strength at low momentum transfer values.

12.1.4 Inelastic scattering and specification of states in 12C

An aim of studies of nuclear scattering is to test the spectroscopy of the target nuclei.

That aim seems more decisive now with proton inelastic scattering. As an example

consider such scattering to discrete states in 12C for excitations up to 20 MeV. In

that excitation region, the assignments of spin, parity, and isospin of the 13.35 MeV,

18.35 MeV, 19.20 MeV, and 19.40 MeV states were in doubt. In the 1990 compila-

tion [194], these states are listed as 13.35 - (2");0, 18.35 - both 3";1 and 2~;0 + 1,

19.20 - (1"; 1), and 19.40 - (2~; 1). Millener [302] has suggested, however, that the

13.35 MeV state is a 4~;0 state. Its assignment of 2~;0 was based based on the

measurement of the cv-decay width of this state being larger than would be consistent

with an assignment of 4~. But Millener noted that the measured a-decay width was

reproduced by an a-cluster model calculation of 12C assuming that the assignment

was 4~;0. Therefore, he surmised that the 13.35 MeV state more rightly should be

listed as 4~;0.

The 18.35 MeV state is listed both as a 3"; 1 and a 2";0+ 1 state. The 2~ assign-

ment was supported by analyses of pion and proton inelastic scattering data [297, 303],

while the assignment of 3~; 1 was based on an analysis of inelastic electron scattering

data [250]. However, in that analysis of the longitudinal electron scattering form fac-

tor, Yamaguchi et al. [250] gave the energy of the state they observed as 18.60 MeV.

Also, a later measurement [304] of transverse Ml electron scattering form factors

gave evidence for a 2";0 state at 18.20 MeV. Therefore, the 18.35 MeV state is more

likelv to have the 2" assignment.

Slates that match the number and location to within 2 MeV of the known spec-

trum of 12C to 20 MeV excitation result from the 2liw shell model calculation for

the positive parity states and from the restricted 3/kj shell model calculation for the

negative parity states. The first 2~;(i state was predicted to be at 13.09 MeV, for
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which the measured energy is 11.83 MeV, and the second at 17.02 MeV. Those same

shell model calculations give the energy of the 47/; 0 state as 12.37 MeV, and suggest

that the 18.35 MeV state has a 2" assignment, but both the T = 0 and T — 1 cases

are possible. A 1"; 1 state is predicted in the vicinity of 19.20 MeV but by no means

is that the only candidate assignment for the observed state as a 4~;0 state is pre-

dicted to lie near to this energy too. The shell model also predicts a 2"; 1 state at

19.28 MeV suggesting another assignment which may be reasonable for the observed

19.40 MeV state.

Results of analyses of inelastic proton scattering data clarify the J"; T assignments

of these four states in question. The 200 MeV cross-section and analysing power

data [264, 296] and those for 398 MeV [298] protons have been studied using the

microscopic approach. Calculations of the differential cross sections for the inelastic

scattering of protons from 12C to these states have been made using the DD Paris

interactions and the LF forces [28, 135]. The results found using both the DD and

LF forces are shown in Figs. 12.16 and 12.17 for the possible choices of J";T. In all

four diagrams, the 13.35, 18.35, 19.20, and 19.40 MeV transitions are displayed from

top to bottom. The preferred set of assignments, based on the comparison between

the measured and the predicted spectra, contains the assignments 4j~; 0 (13.35 MeV),

2J;0 (18.35 MeV), 4J;0 (19.20 MeV), and 2J;1 (19.40 MeV), and is given by the

solid curves in these figures.

There are other possibilities. If the 13.35 MeV state were the 2.J; 0 state, then

the higher excitation assignments could be 27; 0 (18.35 MeV) and 4j";0 (19.20 MeV).

Using that specification in DWBA calculations gave the results displayed in the figures

by the dashed curves. A third possibility assigns 2.7; 1 to the 18.35 MeV state and

27; 1 to the 19.40 MeV state. The selection of 17; 1 for the 19,20 MeV state is

independent of all other choices but is included in this third set, the results of which

are displayed by the dot-dashed curves.

The results of calculations made using both the DD and LF interactions, exhibit

similar features, lor the 13.35 MeV excitation by 200 MeV protons, the assignment
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200 MeV 398 MeV

a
-a

0 15 30 45 0 10 20 30 40

Figure 12.16: The differential cross section for the inelastic scattering of 200 and
398 MeV protons from 12C. The data from scattering to the 13.35, 18.35. 19.20, and
19.40 MeV states are shown from top to bottom in sequence.
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200 MeV
n—'—•—r

398 MeV
T ' r

0 15 30 45 0 10 20 30 40

Figure 12.17: As for Fig. 12.16, but. showing the results of calculations made using
the LF force.
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of 4]"; 0 is preferred, but the data indicate the possibility of there being a minimum at

30°. The presence of such a minimum would favour the 2J;O assignment and so such

a choice is not discounted by this analysis. More data at small angles would help to

identify the spin of this state, as at small momentum transfers the two calculations

differ by up to 3 orders of magnitude. This is so irrespective of the choice of interac-

tion. The results at 398 MeV are less clear. The calculation based on the assignment

of 2~ reproduces the magnitude of the limited data set at large angles but that which

is based on the assignment of 4~ reproduces the shape if not the magnitude.

Specification of the 13.35 MeV state affects the choice of assignment for the

18.35 MeV state. The preferred candidate is the 2^;0 state, a choice supported

by both calculations at 200 MeV. Recall that this required the assignment of 4j";0

for the 13.35 MeV state. However, at 398 MeV the choice is not as definite, for while

the results of the calculations of the differential cross section favour the 2J; 0 assign-

ment consistent with the analysis at 200 MeV, the results of the calculations of the

analysing power favour other possible assignments.

It is clear from the analysis of the 19.20 MeV differential cross-section data at

both 200 and 398 MeV that this excitation is not of a 1~; 1 state as the shape of the

data at both proton energies favours an assignment of 4~. If the preferred scheme

is correct, then this state would be the 4 ^ 0 state although calculations based on

this assumption consistently overestimate the magnitude of the data. The alternative

choice, making this the 4J"; 0 state, results in calculations predicting the correct shape

and magnitude for both energies. However, such a choice must be questioned on the

basis of the calculated energies. The preferred assignments are not discounted as

the magnitude of the 19.20 MeV data is higher than that for the 13.35 MeV data

suggest ing there is more strength required for the excitation of the 19.20 MeV state.

The J";T assignment of the state at 19.40 MeV has been suggested by Jones et

al. [297] to be 2"; 1. However, while confirming the assignment of 2"; 1 to this state,

the present analysis cannot distinguish between the second or the third 2"; 1 state.

If it were the second state, this would confirm the choice of the isoscalar transition

(10
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200 MeV • 398 MeV

i ,--., --

0 15 30 45 0 10 20 30 40

Figure 12.18: As for Fig. 12.16, but for the analysing powers.

for the excitation of the 18.35 MeV state. More data at higher momentum transfer

may allow an unique conclusion to be drawn.

The analysing powers calculated using the DD and LF forces are displayed in

Figs. 12.18 and 12.19, respectively. The notation is consistent with that in Figs. 12.16

and 12.17. As from the. analyses of the cross section at 200 MeV, the 13.35 MeV exci-

tation analysing power data are best represented by assuming that it is an excitation

of the 4~;0 state. Unfortunately, there are just too few data points at 398 MeV to

be instructive. The 18.35 MeV excitation analysing power data is best described by

the LF calculation and assuming the 2J;0 assignment. However, the associated cross

sections are not very guod and also this would need the 13.35 MeV state to be 2j;0.
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200 MeV 398 MeV

0 15 30 45 0 10 20 30 40

Figure 12.19: As for Fig. 12.17, but for the analysing powers.
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The DD cross section assuming the 2J;0 assignment is good as is the analysing power

at 200 MeV. Finally, the analysing powers from the states at 19.20 and 19.40 MeV

are very small but, as with the cross section fits, they discount a 1"; 1 assignment.

A key feature in setting a preferred assignment to the levels is the choice of 4j~; 0

for the 13.35 MeV state. At 200 and 398 MeV, the inelastic scattering cross sections

for that assignment differed by up to 3 orders of magnitude from predictions based

upon the alternate 2^; 0 specification; a difference that persists at lower energies. The

results of calculations made for 160 MeV protons are shown in Fig. 12.20. In this

case the results obtained with the LF and DD forces are shown on the left and right

respectively with the calculations made assuming the 4̂ ~;0 and 2 "̂;0 assignments

shown by the solid and dashed curves respectively. The marked differences between

the cross sections observed at 200 and 398 MeV persist.

12.2 Inelastic scattering and 6'7Li

The nuclei c'7Li have been studied extensively using cluster model descriptions. That

is consistent with the strong correlations evident with their static properties. It has

been a challenge therefore to find large enough basis shell model to encompass such

clustering effects. Recently, large space multi-ftw shell models have been constructed

for these nuclei [168]. Shell model wave functions have been obtained also using

diverse model spaces, from Qtko through 4/kj. Use of these different model prescrip-

tions in calculations of the ground state properties and in analyses of complementary

elastic and inelastic electron and proton scattering data allows an investigation of

how clustering is engendered. Such additions provide the renormalization to the Ohw

model space normally associated with core polarisation corrections. Details of the

structure models and of the spectral properties that result, as well as of electron scat-

tering form factors they produce, have been discussed in earlier chapters. The use of

the OBDME and bound nuc.leon wave functions in analyses of the election scattering

form factors to each of the slates in c'7Li complements their use in calculations of the
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Figure 12.20: The differential cross sections and analysing powers from excitation of
the two candidates for the 13.35 MeV state by 160 MeV protons. The 4j"; 0 excitation
result is shown by the solid lines while the 2^; 0 excitation is displayed by the dashed
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proton scattering observables thus providing a stringent test of the wave functions

from which the OBDME were determined.

In all of the following diagrams, unless otherwise stated, the results obtained

using the wave functions of the 4fkj, 2I~IUJ, and Ofiw model spaces are given by the

solid, long dashed and small dashed lines, respectively. These models of spectroscopy

were used previously in discussion of the electron scattering form factors for ''•'Li as

well as in the presentation of the elastic proton scattering results. Excellent results

were found, especially with the largest space structure specifications, but only if all

angular momentum transfer contributions that are possible in the form factors were

included. That was also the case with predictions of elastic proton scattering. Taken

together the electron and proton scattering results suggest that the ground state wave

functions obtained in the 4/iw space has converged substantially.

In Fig 12.21, the cross sections and analysing powers obtained from the various

shell models for the inelastic scattering of 200 MeV protons to the 3+ ; 0 (2.186 MeV)

state in cLi are compared to the data of Glover et al. [263]. Harmonic oscillator

(HO) single particle wave functions were used to find the results shown in the left

hand panels while those of Woods-Saxon (WS) form were used to obtain the results

displayed in the right hand ones. The cross sections displayed are the sum of all

possible angular momentum transfers which may contribute. Consistent with the

analysis of the inelastic electron scattering form factor, the 7 = 2 component is

the most dominant. It is evident from Fig. 12.21 that the result found using the

simple Ofiw model is deficient. The larger space structures lead to cross sections

almost an order of magnitude greater than that, apart from the region around 20°

which is still too weak. This problem at low momentum transfer is consistent with

the analyses of the inelastic electron scattering data to this stater Note that even

the predicted shape found using the simplest structure changes with increase in the

space. The analysing power varies in a similar way with either large basis model

calculations well reproducing (he data. With the increases to the model space, the

7 = 2 scattering amplitudes arc most enhanced to give improved (its to the data. In
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0 20 40 20 40 60

Figure 12.21: The differential cross section (top) and analysing power (bottom) from
the inelastic scattering of 200 MeV protons from 6Li exciting the 3+;0 (2.186 MeV)
state.
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(deg)

Figure 12.22: As for Fig. 12.21, but for the excitation of the 0+; 1 (3.563 MeV) state
in cLi.

Fig. 12.22, the cross sections and analysing powers obtained for the excitation of the

0+; 1 (3.563 MeV) state in 6Li from the inelastic scattering of 200 MeV protons are

compared with the data of Glover et al. [263]. Again HO and WS single particle wave

functions were used to obtain the results presented in the left and right-hand panels

respectively. In this case, each result is observably different and clearly the largest

space calculations best reproduce the data.

The results of calculations of inelastic proton scattering to low excitation states

in 7Li are displayed next. The 200 MeV optical potentials formed by full folding all

three model space ground state density matrices with the DD Paris interaction lead
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to excellent predictions of the elastic scattering cross section and analysing power,

when, as with the case for the elastic scattering from 6Li, the contributions from

all non-zero angular momentum transfer amplitudes are taken into account. They

were calculated in the DWBA. The very good agreement observed with the elastic

scattering data again suggests that the 4hu wave function for the ground state has

converged substantially. The results of calculations of 200 MeV proton excitation of

the i~ (0.478 MeV) state in 7Li are compared in Fig. 12.23 with the data of Glover

et al. [305]. Therein, the cross sections are displayed in the top segments and the

analysing powers are shown in the bottom ones. Again the results obtained by using

HO wave functions are displayed on the left while those obtained using the WS wave

functions are given in the right. For this transition, the 2tiw and \Tno structures

give quite similar results and are in best agreement with data. This is due to the

enhancement of the 7 = 2 contributions within the larger space structures and that

amplitude dominates all calculated results above 15°. The / = 1 amplitudes are

changed little by the increase in the size of the model space but note that they are

important in the predictions of the data at small scattering angles.

The results for the excitation of the \~ in 7Li by the scattering of 200 MeV protons

are given in Fig. 12.24. Therein, the cross section and analysing power data of Glover

et al. [305] are compared (top and bottom sectors) to the curves identified with the

same notation used in Fig. 12.23. As for the longitudinal inelastic electron scattering

form factor, the cross section is dominated by the 1 = 2 contribution. In the main

the contributions from I > 2 amplitudes are negligible. Also, the 7 = 2 contribution

is enhanced with the addition of higher ftu> admixtures to give good agreement with

the data.

Thus, for c'7Li, the totality of results show that beyond the simple Ofiw picture of

these Op-shell nuclei, elements of clustering may be introduced as the larger mu\ti-hu>

spaces allow for interact ions to effect particle exchange between the Os-shell o-particle

and the clusters formed by the valence shell particles. There is still some degree of

reiiorinalization necessary, even in results that have been obtained using 6liui wave
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Figure 12.23: The differential cross section (top) and analysing power (bottom) from
the inelastic scattering of 200 MeV proions exciting the |~ (0.478 MeV) state in 7Li.
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Figure 12.24: The differential cross section (top) and analysing power (bottom) from
the inelastic scattering of 200 MeV protons exciting the |~ (4.630 MeV) state in 7Li.
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functions, indicating that the shell model wave functions still do not have enough of

the correlations defining the clustering. It is clear that the prime effect of increasing

the size of the model space has been to enhance the 7 = 2 contributions to the 3+ ; 0

excitation in 6Li and to the )•' and |~ excitation in 7Li. For those transitions, other

multipole contributions usually are small and little changed with structure. However,

the 0+; 1 excitation in 6Li is purely 7 = 1 and, for this, the best result is that obtained

from the 4/kj model space.

12.3 Scattering of radioactive beams from hydro-

gen

DWBA analyses suffice to explain inelastic nucleon scattering when the transition

structure is well defined and so establish the effective interaction. Therefore, com-

parison of the results of such calculations with other scattering data gives a measure

of the assumed nuclear structure. That is of great import for current studies of the

properties of exotic nuclei, whose neutron and/or proton numbers differ from the

stability line values. Those nuclei are radioactive and some can be produced as sec-

ondary beams in modern heavy ion facilities. The import of scattering of these exotic

nuclei from hydrogen targets, which in inverse kinematics equates to proton scattering

from those exotic nuclei, is emphasised by the fact that relevant electron scattering

form factors for them are not attainable. Herein just the experimental results now

available for the inelastic scattering of "He [254] and of "Li [306] are discussed. Ex-

periments with other exotic nuclei, e.g. with 8B, l8Ne, W^HSMMOg to list a few,

have been made recently with inelastic cross sections tentatively defined. Many other

experiments and at energies to 500*4 McV or more are planned.

K. Amos, et al.
12.3.1 The scattering of n L i

The measurements of 9 '"Li scattering from hydrogen taken by Moon et al. [268] at 6QA

and 62A MeV and by Korsheninnikov et al. [307, 306] at 68.4 and 75A MeV provide

elastic and inelastic scattering data for 9>llLi ions from hydrogen. These experiments

not only provided energy spectra, by which comparison could be made with model

predictions, but also cross-section data with which to test the wave functions. The

scattering data at Ev = 68/1 MeV of Korsheninnikov et al. [306] show a peak in the

spectrum at Ex = 1.3 MeV and a broad distribution which they assumed reflected an

inelastic excitation. A coupled-channel optical model analysis of the differential cross

section obtained from this peak suggested that the excitation is dominantly 7 = 1. For

the ground state, J";T = |~; f, and so an assignment of J" = | + was made although

the analysis also would allow assignments of ^+ and of | + . But there is a problem

with that conventional model analysis of the data that lies with the specification of

the optical potential. Korsheninnikov et al. [306] used a phenomenological optical

potential of conventional Woods-Saxon form that fitted the elastic scattering cross

section found by Moon et al. [268] in an analysis of their 62A MeV data. In view

of the success of the microscopic, non-local, optical potentials for pA scattering in

the energy regime of 65 MeV, local geometric models of the optical potential may

be inappropriate for analysis of the scattering of protons from a halo nucleus. It

may not take into account adequately the density variation extending as that does

to large radii. A Woods-Saxon form also may not be appropriate for densities that

reflect halo nucleons and concomitant depletion of neutron strength in the interior.

This is reflected in the choice of WS parameters, a shallow real potential depth and

large diffuseness in the imaginary potential, in the analysis by Moon et al. [268].

Specification of the single particle wave functions was quite important in analyses

of the elastic scattering data for w He and <Ji"Li. That was especially so for the

scattering of "Li as that halo nucleus requires single particle wave functions that

result in the density extending to large radii. Thus WS bound state functions were
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invoked with the Op* and lsi orbits quite weaklv bound. As there are no electron

2 2

scattering data by which to set the wave functions, the basic WS parameter values first

were determined from other data. Those WS parameters were found by making fits

to the longitudinal elastic electron scattering form factors for either 7Li [186], a choice

predicated on the similarity of charge, or 9Be, a choice predicated on a similarity of

mass. Then to create a halo, the WS parameter values were adjusted. Specifically

WS wave functions with a binding energy of 500 keV for the halo neutron orbits

were used. The problem of choosing appropriate radial wave functions for transitions

between loosely bound states has been discussed by Millener et al. [308] for the case

of uBe. Thus the effective interaction and a consistent set of bound state functions

are fixed from the elastic scattering cross-section results and the large space 2hui shell

model gave an excitation spectrum and OBDME for use in predictions of inelastic

scattering.

The data for the inelastic scattering of 68.4 MeV "Li ions from hydrogen [306] are

compared with such predictions [191] in Fig. 12.25(a). Therein the cross sections to

possible |~ (1.49 MeV), | + (1.83 MeV), and ±~ (1.87 MeV) states are displayed by the

solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines respectively. The transitions to the negative parity

states are mostly El in character while the transition to the | + state is dominantly

El. However, in all cases, neither the shapes nor the magnitudes agree with the data.

This may reflect that the approach does not guarantee proper treatment of excitations

in the continuum, and as excited continuum states are broad, the excitation of many

higher lying states may contribute to this inelastic cross section. Hence a simple,

semi-quantitative, model which incorporates the excitation of the continuum as a

whole was suggested [191] as an alternative reaction mechanism. In that alternative,

the basic process was assumed to be the elastic scattering of the proton with the 9Li

core. The momentum imparted to the halo in the new center-of-mass system entails

a certain probability of breakup into the constituents 'JLi+ri. + n. Such processes

commonly are encountered in atomic physics, where they are referred to as shake-

off. Another analog}' is the recoil-less absorption of photons in the Mossbauer effect,
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Figure 12.25: Comparison of the inelastic scattering data from 68A MeV nLi ions
from hydrogen targets with (a) the results of the calculations made assuming the
transition to the |~ (1.49 MeV) (solid line), the | + (1.83 MeV) (dashed line), and
the |~ (1.87 MeV) (dot-dashed line) states, and (b) the result of the calculation
assuming the shake-off mechanism (solid line). The dashed line in (b) is the solid
curve scaled by a factor of 0.5 corresponding to the assumed strength associated with
the 1.3 MeV peak in the spectrum. The elastic scattering cross-section of 68/1 MeV
IJLi on hydrogen is displayed by the dot-dashed line for comparison.
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where the probability that the struck system remains in its ground state is referred

to as the Debye-Waller factor. With this shake-off model, the energy spectrum is

expected to show an asymmetric peak with a tail extending towards higher energies.

Estimating the average excitation energy from the ratio of the energy-weighted to

the non-energy-weighted sum rule, Karataglidis tt al. [191] find a value « 1.3 MeV,

in qualitative agreement with the observation assumed [306] to be the energy of an

excited state in "Li.

12.3.2 The scattering of 6He

Cross-section data from the excitation of the 2f; 1 state at 1.8MeV excitation in 6He

have been measured [254] and that data are shown in Fig. 12.26. Therein they are

compared with two results. Both results were obtained using a 40 MeV medium

modified effective interaction built from the relevant NN g matrices of the Bonn-B

interaction. Essentially the same results are found with the Paris potentials. The

solid curve portrays the result obtained using a halo specification for 6He made using

adjusted WS bound states, while the dashed line is that obtained using WS functions

that do not impart a halo character for the nucleus. The difference between these

results is marked with the halo structure very favoured from comparison with the

data. This indicates sensitivity to the surface properties of the nucleus given that the

radial transition form factor for El excitations is surface peaked. This is in contrast

to the elastic scattering cross-section analyses which are sensitive to the depletion of

neutron strength within the body of the nucleus more particularly.
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Figure 12.26: Comparison of the data from the inelastic scattering of 40/1 MeV GHe
ions from hydrogen with predictions found assuming that the ground and 2+ states
of''He are of halo character (solid curve) or not (dashed curve).
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Appendix A

Projection operators and HF state

normalizations and overlaps

The projection operators P(1K when acting upon axially symmetric HF solutions,

project out states of good angular momentum J and K and then transform K to M,

The\' can be defined by

(A.I)

where a designates any set of labels other than J or K that may be required. Thus

P{iK is a projection operator in the truer sense only if M = K. To facilitate eval-

uations, it is usual to express these projection operators in an integral representa-

tion [172] which is given in Euler angles it = (a, (3,7) by

(A.2)

where

which has matrix elements

(A.3)

(A.4)
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On application to an /1-nucleon Slater determinant from an axial symmetric HF

solution,

KK 1*0 = —f- / dp sin(/?) dJ
MK(0) c-«"» |*K) . (A.5)

* Jo

These operators have the properties [309],

and they may be partitioned as

PUK = E M M>J*
{1.2}

(A.6)

(A.7)

Application of this partition rule with the action of the ^4-nucleon projection operator

onto a spherical single nucleon state gives

(J'M'jrn\JK)P^'KI(2,--- ,A) . (A.

A.I The HF state normalization

The normalization of the axially symmetric HF state specified in the text is

PJ
MK

which, by using the integral representation, equates to

(NJK)-2 = ^

(A.9)
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wherein the matrix elements are given by

(A.ll)

Therein Af(0) is an A ® A matrix with elements, for each type of nucleon and under

the axial symmetry assumption,

(A.12)

Since the reduced rotation matrices d3
mn(0) are polynomials in /?, these matrix ele-

ments are easily evaluated. The normalization integrals then reduce to summations

over the expansion coefficients.

The matrix elements reduce as shown most easily by considering the action

where the &\ are rotated, deformed, nucleon creation operators that link to the HF

single nucleon state creation operators by,

i

The determinant relation, Eq. (A.ll), results from the scalar product

:S.C>9
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A.2 The A — 1 nucleon state overlaps

The overlap function involved in the OBDME for a transition between states J, and

,// effected by an angular momentum transfer of /, with the PHF wave functions is

(A.16)

where \Ejj<-X) are normalised Slater determinants of A— 1 nucleons. The determinant

theorem,

[cofactorA]^ = det[A] [A'1].. , (A.17)

permits use of cofactor expansions of the HF (A — 1) particle states and so with

evaluation of the OBDME proceeds in a similar fashion as that for the normalization.
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